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Abstract
In this paper, aluminum matrix composites are successfully synthesized by reinforcing various TiC Nano-particles
(273.196 nm, 194.732nm, and 149.071 nm). The green compacts of Al-TiC composites were sintered for 3 h at 500, 550,
and 600⁰C. Hardness test and wear test were carried out on the Al-TiC composites. Powders of (Al, and TiC), and
composites of (Al-TiC) were characterized using scanning electron microscopy, and X-ray diffraction techniques. Different
weight ratios (5%wt, 15%wt, and 25%wt TiC) and different particles size of TiC were used to study the microstructure, and
mechanical properties. The results obtained reveal that the densities of sintered composites show a marginal increase with
the decrease in the particle size. Al-25wt % TiC composites (particle size 149.07 nm) with 600⁰C sintering temperature
exhibited highest hardness (63.7 HV). Al-25wt % TiC composites with TiC particle size 273.196 nm exhibit the lowest wear
rate (0.043 mm3/s).
© 2014 Jordan Journal of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering. All rights reserved
Keywords: : Aluminum Matrix, Composites, Various Average Particles, TiC.

1. Introduction
TiC reinforced Metal Matrix Composites (MMCs) are
increasingly being used in the automobile, aircraft, cutting
tools, and space industries. Worldwide attention has been
focused on the processing and fabrication of MMCs
because of both favourable manufacturing costs and
performance [1]. MMCs offer outstanding properties such
as high strength-to-weight ratio, high torsion stiffness,
good corrosion resistance and versatility to the designer.
Two major processing techniques that have been found
suitable for these composites are powder metallurgy and
solidification processing [2]. As investigated by Yang et
al. [3], hard TiC particles help to improve the soft matrix
in terms of hardness and wear resistance the improvement
depends on the amount and uniformity of distribution of
particles of TiC, and the strength of the particle-matrix
boundary and the mechanical properties of the matrix. The
Al-TiC composites occupy a unique position in the family
of metal matrix composites due to their excellent
wear/stiffness, strength-to-weight ratio with good
mechanical properties. The most common applications of
these composites are in commercial aerospace, space
technology, automobile, general industrial and engineering
structures. Typical examples are found in helicopter blade,
automotive piston, engine block, cylinder liners,
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motorcycle brake disk, and valve engines [4-7]. Powder
metallurgy technique is a promising technique for
fabricating the composites of Al reinforced with a hard
ceramic phase. TiC particle-reinforced MMCs have been
developed by many researchers because of the
thermodynamically stability of TiC and the hardness and
low density which it imparts to the composite [8, 9]. The
Al-TiC composite system has been studied by a number of
researchers and has been found to possess good strength
and stiffness. It has been reported that the TiC reinforced
Al matrix composites exhibit higher stiffness and ductility
than TiB 2 reinforced composites. This may be attributed to
the stronger interfacial bonding in the Al-TiC system due
to the increased tendency for nucleation of solid on the
particle surfaces [8-10]. Solay and Mohan studied the
effect of varying weight percent of particulate TiC (ranges
from 1% to 10%) reinforcement with elemental 6061
Aluminum alloy on mechanical properties (hardness and
tensile strength) of specimens processed through powder
metallurgy, compaction pressure from 125 MPa to 175
MPa, the density, hardness and tensile strength value
increases[12]. Kennedy and Wyatt reported that the
interfacial bond strength in Al–TiC MMCs varies
significantly with manufacturing method (flux-assisted
casting method, powder metallurgy followed by hot
isostatic pressing (PM-HIP), extruding mixed powders at
slow (PM-EXTS) and fast (PM-EXTF) ram speeds.
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Conventional mechanical testing (elastic modulus, tensile,
and extrusion) was performed on composite materials.
Tong and Ghosh evaluated the room and elevated
temperature mechanical behavior (tensile properties) of
Al/TiC, high-strength Al-Si/TiC and the elevated
temperature-resistant Al-Fe(-V-Si)/TiC composites [13].
Zhang et al. studied in situ process-Reaction synthesis
used to fabricate Al/TiC composites, the phase constitute,
microstructure and mechanical property of the Al/TiC
composite [14]. Therefore, in the present paper, Al-TiC
composites and examined the effects of sintering
temperature, ratio and particles size of TiC on
microstructure, density, hardness, and wear behaviour in
detail.

2.2. SEM Images Analyses
Morphology and microstructure of the initial (as
received) powder particles used are given in Figures 1 (a)
and (b).

2. Experimental Procedure
The aluminum powder used was of 99.9% purity
(purchased from Fluka) and average particle size of less
than 47.5 μm. Different average particle sizes (273.196
nm, 194.732 nm, 149.071 nm) of TiC (99.9% purity,
purchased from Fluka) were prepared by ball milling.
Mixtures Al powder with different average particle sizes
and different compositions (5%, 15%, 25%wt TiC) were
prepared. Mixtures were subjected to normal mixing for 2
h at the speed of 20 rpm then compacted into pellets by
750 MPa applied for 3 min. 0.5g of the powder mixture
was pressed into 1 pellet in a steel mold of 10mm internal
diameter. Zinc stearate was used as a mould wall lubricant.
The green compacts of Al-TiC composites were sintered
by tube furnace under protective argon gas atmosphere for
3 h at 500, 550, and 600⁰C. SEM technique was used for
microstructure examination of the raw powders, and AlTiC composites. The hardness test of the sample was done
by using micro hardness Vickers, the micro-Vickers
hardness was measured at 5 points from the along the
surface of the samples. Dry sliding wear tests were
performed by a pin-on-disc apparatus. Sliding velocity was
150 rpm with abrasive paper under a constant load. The
abrasive paper was replaced with a new one after every
test. Each test was repeated three times and the average
value was taken.

2.1. Characterization
Aluminum and titanium carbide powders were used as
a raw material. Morphology and physical characteristics of
the powder were identified with scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD)
techniques.

Figure 1. SEM images for (a) as received Al powder (b) received
TiC powder

From SEM image in Figure 1, the size distribution of
aluminium particles mostly lies in the range of 29.0-47.5
µm with some fine particles in the range of 12.8-13.4 µm.
It also shows that the Al particle is in a flaky shape. The
particle size distribution of as received TiC powder
exhibits that most (~75%) of the particles are in the range
of 781.5 nm to 2.9 µm. Some TiC particles are
agglomerated due to their fineness and are in the range of
4.4 to 4.6 µm. The image shows that the TiC particle is in
an angular shape with sharp edges. The titanium carbide
powder was milled for different duration (5h, 10h, and
15h). SEM images of the TiC powders after different
milling time (5, 10 and 15h) are shown in Figure 2. (a, b
and c), respectively.
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Figure 2. SEM images for TiC after milling for (a) 5 h, (b) 10 h and (c) 15 h

Figure 2 clearly reveals that large particles are in fact
agglomerates of much smaller particles especially after 5
to 15 h milling time due to during the milling process; the
particles are deformed, cold welded and fractured due to
high energy collision [15]. Those events may change
particle shape and also decrease particle size and form
layered structure [16- 18]. In addition, the aluminum is
generally a ductile material and it shows a highly nonlinear stress-strain relationship up to the maximum
strength with lower Young modulus.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. X-Ray Diffraction and Rietveld Refinement Analyses
The aluminum and titanium carbide as received
powders were characterized by X-ray diffraction. The
identification of the phase of Al and TiC powders were

done through the matching of diffraction patterns of
powders with the International Center for Diffraction Data
(ICDD). In the XRD patterns of aluminum and titanium
carbide clearly a few main peaks of these powders are
visible, as shown in Figure 3(a) diffraction patterns
relative to Al powder exhibited peaks at 38.5⁰, 45.8⁰,
65.1⁰, 68⁰ and 62.5⁰ corresponding, respectively to the
(111), (200), (220), (311) and (222) reflections of F.C.C,
and as shown in Figure 3(b) diffraction patterns relative to
TiC powder exhibt peaks at 48.5⁰, 54.8⁰, 65⁰, 78.2⁰ and
82.4⁰ corresponding, respectively to the (111), (200),
(220), (311) and (222). The peaks in these patterns gave a
good match with the references patterns (ICDD No. 3828).
Figures 3 (a) and (b) show the diffraction pattern of Al and
TiC powders respectively. From Figures 3 (a) and (b), all
the starting powders were pure and so no impurities in
these starting powders were visible.

Figure 3. XRD pattern of as received (a) Al powder (b) TiC powder
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The titanium carbide powder after milling for different
duration (5h, 10h, and 15h) was characterized by XRD in
order to study the effect of milling time on the particle
size. The XRD patterns of TiC powder with different
milling time are plotted in one graph, as shown in Figure
4.

Figure 4. XRD patterns for TiC powder after milling for: (a) 0 h,
(b) 5 h, (c) 10 h, and (d) 15 h

It is apparent that with increasing the milling time, the
diffraction peaks for TiC powder become broader and their
relative intensity decreases. During the milling process,
particles underwent collision between balls and between
balls to walls, so the particle size decreases for longer
milling time. Average crystallite size for TiC before and

after milling for 5h, 10h and 15h were 47.3, 17.4, 15.8 and
12.4 nm, respectively and average particles sizes of TiC
273.196 nm, 194.732nm, and 149.071 nm. The crystallite
size and average particles of TiC decreased with increasing
milling time due to large and continuous number of
dislocations resulting from heavy deformation caused by
high energy mechanical milling. The average crystallite
size of TiC was estimated by using the Scherrer formula,
D = k/ Bcosθ, where D is the average crystallite size, k is
the CuKa wave length, B is the diffraction peak width at
half-maximum intensity and θ is the Bragg diffraction
angle.
Basically, after the composites were sintered under
argon atmosphere for 3 h, they were characterized with the
X-ray diffraction technique. This process is to check the
phases in the composition of the final product, as well as to
check the stability of the raw materials used in the sample.
This analysis was necessary in order to confirm that there
was no formation of undesirable substance such as Al 4 C 3 ,
Al 2 O 3 , etc. The XRD patterns of Al based composites
reinforced with 5, 15, and 25 wt% of TiC are shown in
Figure 5 (a), (b), and (c), respectively.

Figure 5. XRD patterns of (a) Al-5%wt TiC, (b) Al-10%wt TiC, (c) Al-25%wt TiC

Based on the XRD result, it is shown that the
aluminum-titanium carbide powders do not have reaction
with each other after sintering, and these two powders
maintain their own intensities (no new phase formation).
Furthermore, no peaks from the Al 4 C 3 phase, which is
often formed as an undesirable reaction product in Al-TiC
composites, and no peaks from oxides, such as Al 2 O 3 ,
could be seen. All the samples show the presence of TiC
peaks along with Al peaks. It is clearly observed that the
intensity of TiC peaks has increased with increase in TiC
content from 5% to 25%.

3.2. SEM Images Analyses
The distribution of the reinforcement (TiC) particles in
the aluminum matrix has been observed by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM). Figure 6 (a), (b), and (c) show
the SEM micrograph of aluminum composites reinforced
with 5, 15, and 25 wt% of TiC with particle size 149.071
nm.
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Figure 6. SEM images of the composites after 600⁰C sintering
temperature (a) Al-5%wt TiC, (b) Al-15%wt TiC, and (c) Al25%wt TiC

As shown in Figure 6, the small particles are distributed
homogenously between the big particle (agglomeration of
many small particles together) and the particle size of the
small particles is uniform. However, some pores can be
observed. The formation of pores is mainly due to the non
uniformity of the initial powder particles. Also, it is clear
from Figures 6 (a, b and c) that the reinforcement particles
of the composites are embedded in the aluminum matrix.
A small agglomeration of TiC particles in the aluminum
matrix has been noticed and this is mainly due to nonhomogeneity involved in the mixing and blending process
carried out before sintering. The microstructure evaluation
also shows that, for a given series of composites, the size
of the TiC particles in the composites increases as the TiC
content increases.
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Figure 7. SEM images of the Al-25wt% TiC composite at
different sintering temperatures

Figure 7 shows the SEM images of aluminum matrix
composite reinforced with 25wt. % of TiC (particle size
149.071 nm) at different sintering temperatures.
From Figures 7 (a, b, and c), it is observed that the
sintered surfaces were porous and the composite has small
grains of TiC when it is sintered at 500ºC. With the
increase in sintering temperature, the number of pores
decreased and the rate of grain growth apparently
increased. Moreover, significant grain growth was
observed and the pores were almost eliminated at 550 ºC.
Also the microstructural study revealed that TiC clusters
and TiC-free regions were formed after consolidation at
the high sintering temperature (600ºC). It seems that the
aluminum matrix was locally moved during the
consolidation to fill the voids (Kamrani et al.). Kamrani et
al. suggested that the diffusion of the matrix into the
interparticle pores is responsible for this observation.
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Similarly, it is suggestible that the high diffusivity of the
aluminum matrix close to the melting point caused interparticle pore diffusion, causing the TiC clusters and TiCfree areas [19].
3.3. Effect the Particle Size of TiC on Density, Hardness,
and Wear
The average particle size of TiC with different milling
time was estimated by using the following formulas [20,
21]:
Particle size =

6
Density × S .S .A

Average particle size = ∑ Particle size / Number of
calculation for Particles size
The effect of the particle size on the density of the Al25wt% TiC composite is shown in the Figure 8.

The result indicates that the hardness increases with
decreasing the particle size. At 15 h of milling time
(149.071 nm), the microhardness achieves the highest
value of 63.7 HV. Meanwhile, composites which were
reinforced with TiC milled for 5 h (273.196 nm) have the
lowest hardness value of 60.8 HV. Small reinforcement
particles permit larger contact area with aluminum
particles. On the other hand, large reinforcement particles
have small area of contact and prevent the diffusion
process from progressing [23]. The TiC particles act as
barriers to dislocation flow in aluminum matrix.
Composites reinforced with smaller TiC particles have a
higher number of barrier per unit area compared to
composites reinforced with larger particles at the same
weight percentage [22, 24]. The particle size of the
reinforcement is one of the intrinsic factors that could have
an effect on the wear resistance besides other mechanical
properties of particulate reinforced AMCs. Figure 10
shows the effect of particle size of TiC on the wear rate.

Figure 8. Effect of particle size of TiC on the density of Al25wt.% TiC composites

The density of Al-TiC composites was determined
according to Archimedes’ principle.
The result indicates that the density of Al-TiC
composites which were reinforced with TiC (149.071 nm)
achieves the highest value of density. Meanwhile,
composites, which were reinforced with TiC (273.196
nm), have the lowest density. The results obtained reveal
that the densities of sintered composites show a marginal
increase with the decrease in the particle size. On the other
hand, the coarser particles lead to bigger voids which
decreasing the density [20]. The volume of voids is
affected by the relative particle size and weight fraction of
TiC. The size of TiC particle was found to have influence
in determining the hardness of the composites. The smaller
the reinforcement particle size, the higher the hardness
would be. Figure 9 illustrates the relationship between
hardness and particle size.

Figure 9. Effect of particle size of TiC on the hardness of Al25wt.% TiC composites

Figure 10. Effect of particle size of TiC on the wear rate of Al25wt.% TiC

The wear resistance of metal matrix composites is
known for improving considerably with increasing the size
of reinforcing particles. Figure 10 shows that the
composites with 5 h milling (particle size 273.196 nm)
exhibit the lowest wear rate (0.043 mm3/s). Meanwhile,
composites which were reinforced with TiC milled for 15
h (particle size 149.071 nm) have the highest wear rate
value (0.046 mm3/s). During the friction process bigger
TiC particles on the friction surface are impressed deeper
to the tested surface and are not easily releasable from the
surface, and simultaneously they reinforce the composite
surface. On the other hand, smaller TiC particles on the
friction surface are easily released from the surface of
composite and become constituent of mobile friction layer,
which abrade the friction surface of tested samples. This
result is in agreement with those reported earlier [25]. The
larger size of reinforcing particles can offer protection to
the matrix during sliding. Once the reinforcing particles
fracture or loosen from the matrix, they can be removed
easily from the matrix, resulting in a certain amount of
material loss. In order to investigate the wear mechanism,
the surfaces of the worn composites were examined under
SEM. Figures 11 (a- c) show typical worn surfaces of the
Al-5, 15, and 25 wt.% TiC composites, respectively. The
worn surface of the composites (Figures 11 (a- c)) shows a
small plough groove and a little dimple. The abraded
surfaces of the composites also show scratches on the
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worn surface, and there is little evidence of particulate
fracture, even in composites with the highest weight
fraction. The reason for this is explained as follows: when
the surface of the composite initially comes in contact with
abrasive paper, adhesive contact occurs; the TiC abrasive
particles with sharp edges then cause microploughing and
grooving in the surface of aluminum matrix; therefore,
materials, in the form of chips, are removed from the
grooves, thereby exposing TiC particles; thus, the increase
in the weight fraction of TiC particles appears to reduce
the severity of grooving and plastic deformation; this is
because the hard particulate phase is well bonded by Albased matrix and strong enough to withstand abrasive wear
induced by the counter wear ring at applied load [4, 24].
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4. Conclusions
In summary, we have obtained the Al-TiC composites
by various average particles sizes of TiC Nano-particles,
different weight ratios of TiC, and different sintering
temperature. In general, the aluminum is ductile material
and shows a highly non-linear stress-strain relationship up
to the maximum strength with lower Young modulus. The
crystallite size and average particles of TiC decreased with
increasing milling time due to large numbers of
dislocations resulting from heavy deformation caused by
high energy mechanical milling. The coarser
reinforcement particles, bigger voids formed leading to a
lower density. Composites reinforced with smaller TiC
particles have higher number of barrier per unit area
compared to composites reinforced with larger particles at
the same weight percentage. With the increase in sintering
temperature, the number of pores decreased and the rate of
grain growth apparently increased. The results obtained
reveal that the densities of sintered composites increase
with the decrease in the particle size. Al-25wt. % TiC
composites (particle size of TiC =149.07 nm) with 600⁰C
sintering temperature exhibited highest hardness (63.7
HV). Al-25wt. % TiC composites with 273.196 nm TiC
particle size exhibit the lowest wear rate (0.043 mm3/s).
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Abstract
In selective laser sintering, the mechanical properties of the sintered part are largely influenced by many factors such as
powder material, processing parameters, fabrication position and orientation. The present paper investigates the influence of
content and surface modification of glass beads on the mechanical properties. The aim is particularly to better understand the
effect of coupling agents on the mechanical properties of laser sintered parts. The specific material of interest is Polyamide
12 filled with two types of A-glass beads. The production of test specimens is carried out on a DTM Sinterstation 2000
Machine. Quasi-static mechanical tests are used to examine the mechanical properties of selective laser sintered specimens.
The results show that adding glass beads (coated/ un-coated) to Polyamide 12 improves the tensile strength and elastic
modulus but reduces the impact strength and ductility of the sintered parts.
© 2014 Jordan Journal of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering. All rights reserved
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1. Introduction
Although the use of fillers in plastics industry has been
known for several decades, there is still an enormous
interest in all the fields of the development of composite
materials with enhanced properties. Mineral fillers are
added to the polymers in commercial production primarily
for reasons related to cost reduction and properties
improvement. Improving the existing materials and
developing new materials for use in Selective Laser
Sintering (SLS) are continually being pursued in the
industrial and academic domains [1].
The use of polymeric materials in the SLS process
offers some advantages over metallic and ceramic
materials, which are related to the low processing
temperature, melting flow control and high corrosion
resistance. However, the variety of commercial polymeric
materials available for SLS process is restricted, and this
reduces the options available during material selection for
manufacturing particular parts. The use of available noncommercially polymers and mixtures of polymers can
increase the range of properties of SLS parts [2].
Thermoplastics, such as polycarbonate and polyamide,
have been developed as SLS materials for different
applications. However, these materials cannot completely
meet the needs of different functional end use parts. In
recent years, the modification and improvement of
*
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physical properties of pure polyamide by adding inorganic
fillers (such as clays, talc, silica, glass bead, wollastonite
and kaolin, etc.) have received close attention.
Glass beads-filled polyamide composites have become
attractive due to their low cost and widespread applications
in automobile, aerospace and electrical industries. The
modification of the surface of glass beads is essential to
improving surface wetting and adhesion between the filler
and matrix. This may be improved by chemically
incorporating specific interaction sites onto the glass beads
surface or coating it with reactive surfactants or coupling
agents [3].
In this study, glass beads (GB), by weight ratios wt%,
were added to Polyamide12 (PA 12, PA2200). The
influence of the addition of glass beads on the mechanical
properties of the specimens produced under predetermined
processing parameters was examined.
2. Previous work on the relationship between part
properties, fillers and process parameters in SLS
Numerous attempts have been made to study the effect
of powder material and process parameters on mechanical
properties of SLS parts. The influence of fabrication
parameters on the properties of SLS parts has been
investigated by Gibson and Shi [4] who showed that the
mechanical properties vary when different powders are
used if similar process parameters are selected. They
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concluded that, besides powder material properties,
fabrication parameters, orientation and building position
also influence the mechanical properties. Wong et al. [5]
studied the SLS of blended powder from PA12 and
organically modified rectorite (OREC). Compared with
pure PA12, the results of this investigation showed that the
laser power needed for sintering greatly decreased and the
mechanical properties of the sintered samples considerably
improved with the addition of OREC (0-5 wt%).
Experimental investigations into the production of
particulate silicon carbide (SiC) polyamide matrix
composites using the selective laser sintering process have
been conducted by Gill et al. [6]. Their investigation
revealed that the optimum energy density for producing
samples of maximum strength was independent of the
initial powder blend composition. For SLS applications,
Mozzoli et al. [7] developed and characterized a new
aluminium-filled polyamide powder from a rheological
perspective. They reported that the new material allowed
SLS manufacturing of models with considerably high
dimensional accuracy, strength and resistance to
mechanical stresses. A study of mechanical anisotropy due
to build orientation and the end-of-vector effects in the
laser sintering process was presented by Ajoku et al. [8].
The results of the tests showed that the build orientation of
the samples had an effect on the mechanical properties
obtained. They concluded that the orientation of a part in
the laser sintering machine is the primary variable which
affects its mechanical properties and the end-of-vector
effect is a secondary factor, which is more prominent in
parts with small x dimensions. A paper investigating the
mechanical properties of parts produced via SLS has been
published by Caulfield et al. [9]. They investigated the
influence of several process parameters on the physical
and mechanical properties of polyamide 12 parts. They
generally showed that the mechanical properties of parts
are highly dependent on process parameters and part
orientations. Experimental investigations have been made
by Jain et al. [10] to understand the effect of the delay time
on part strength in selective laser sintering. They
successfully developed an algorithm and implemented it to
predict part orientation for the improved part strength by
considering delay time. They concluded that
comparatively higher strength can be achieved by
orienting the part so that the maximum area on all layers
falls within the optimum delay time range. Another
experimental investigation was carried out by Jain et al.
[11] to study the feasibility of processing blended powder
of polyamide (PA) and organically modified nanoclay
using SLS process. The authors found that the addition of
clay did not improve the mechanical properties of the laser
sintered polyamide; rather, it resulted in decreased
mechanical properties. Goodridge et al. [12] have
presented initial research into the reinforcement of laser
sintered polyamides with carbon nanofibres (CNF). They
investigated the effects of CNF addition on the processing
parameters and mechanical properties of laser sintered
parts and demonstrated that CNF can increase the strength
of a base polyamide 12 laser sintering polymer prepared
using a melt-mixing technique. They reached the
conclusion that the nanofibres were well-dispersed within
the polymer matrix and increased the storage modulus
compared to the base material. Improvements to the

production of the nanocomposite starting powder were
required to use these materials effectively with laser
sintering.
However, none of the abovementioned studies
considered the mechanical properties of laser sintered PA
12 parts by investigating the relationship between surface
pre-treated filler and, in particular, the effect of coupling
agents on the mechanical properties of selective laser
sintered glass bead-filled polyamide 12 composites.
Currently, to the best of our knowledge, no such studies
have been conducted on PA 12/GB composites processed
using the SLS technique. The present paper is the first
attempt to address this issue by experimentally analyzing
the influence of coupling agents on the mechanical
properties of sintered components in polyamide 12
composites.
3. Coupling Agents
The adhesion between polymeric materials and
particulate fillers is usually weak due to the poor
compatibility of the polymer with the mineral surface. To
improve the compatibility, adhesion promoters are
commonly required. The most widely used of these are the
silane coupling agents with the general structure
(RO)3SiY, where RO is an alkoxy group and Y is an
organo-functional group [13], as shown in Figure 1:

Figure 1. Idealistic view of a silane-treated surface [13]

Silane is a molecule containing a central silicon atom
bonded to two types of groups: Alkoxy groups and organofunctional groups. These two types exhibit different
reactivity and allow sequential reactions. In the
crosslinking process, the first step is generally the grafting
of the silane the polymer backbone via condensation of
silanols. Silane coupling agent will act in this case as a link
between an inorganic substrate and an organic material to
bond, or couple, the two dissimilar materials together.
Figure 2 shows a simplified picture of the coupling
mechanism [14]:

Figure 2. Silane coupling mechanism [14]

The main role of the coupling agents is to promote
adhesion which will result in developing the mechanical
properties, such as tensile and flexural strength, fracture
toughness, tensile modulus, etc. [15].
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4. Experimental Procedures
4.1. Materials and Processing
Polyamide 12 powder, used in this study, was a
commercial fine polyamide (PA 2200) supplied by EOS
GmbH with average grain size of 60 m. The density,
according to DIN EN ISO 60 (2000-01) was 0.435 to
0.445 g.cm-3.
Two A-glass beads (Spheriglass: 3000CP00 no surface
modification and 3000CP03 surface modified with a silane
coupling agents) with mean diameter of 35 m were
selected as filler, Figure (3). The glass beads, small solid
spherical particles with a density of 2.5 g.cm-3, were
supplied by Potters Industrial Inc/Omya UK Ltd.
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powder bed temperature of 176 C. The energy density,
regarded as the relative applied laser energy per unit area,
can be calculated as follows [9]:

ED 

LP
BS x SCSP

(1)

Therefore, the corresponding laser energy density is
0.073 J/mm2. Table 1 summarises the optimum process
parameters used in manufacturing of test specimens from
the PA12/GB composites.
Table 1. Optimized processing parameters used in manufacturing
of test specimens
PA12/GB
[wt/wt%]
Laser power; LP
[W]
Energy density; ED
[J/mm2]
Beam Speed; BS
[mm/s]
Powder bed
temperature; Tb
[C]
Scan Spacing; SCSP
[mm]

90/10

80/20

70/30

60/40

10
0.073
914
176
0.15

4.3. Equipment and Methodology
In the testing step, the tensile, flexural and Izod impact
specimens according to BS EN ISO 527, 178 and 180/1A
standards were produced using SLS machine. In order to
maintain consistency in this study, all specimens were
built flat, laid parallel to the direction of the movement of
the roller, and at fixed places in the middle of the build
area as shown in Figure 4.
The tensile, flexural and fracture toughness tests were
carried out using Testometric materials testing machine.
The impact test was carried out at room temperature using
pendulum impact test machine type W&T AVERY LTD.

Figure 3. Spheriglass, A Glass: a) Solid Glass Spheres; b)
Uncoated; c) with coating [16]

4.2. Specimens Preparation
In specimens preparation process, pure PA12 was
compounded with (GB) with 10, 20, 30 and 40wt% ratios,
using a rotating drum mixer (type BS125) for 30 min to
produce the composites.
Selective laser sintering process was performed, under
predetermined processing parameters, using a SLS
machine to manufacture the specimens of PA12/GB
composites with: fill laser power of 10W; laser beam
speed of 914mm/s; scan spacing of 0.15mm; layer
thickness of 0.10mm; beam diameter of 0.40mm and

Figure 4. Orientation of the specimens in the build platform (Top
view)

The tensile strength, elastic modulus, elongation at
break, impact strength, flexural strength and fracture
toughness were recorded and obtained. For the
morphological observations a Scanning Electron
Microscope (SEM) type (ZEISS XB 1540 workstation)
was used to observe the morphology of scan surfaces and
the fracture cross- section of tensile bars.
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Table 3. Measured dimensions of sintered tensile test specimens
(PA12/CP03 system)

5. Results and Discussion
5.1. Density Measurements of Sintered Density Specimens
The density of selective laser sintered components has
an important influence on the mechanical properties and a
nearly full relative density is one of the most important
properties required for functional parts. Therefore, the
density prediction of SLS parts provides suitable
guidelines in the selection of appropriate process
parameters as seen in Figure 5.
The density of the sintered specimens from the
PA12/GB composites was predicted by building density
specimens. These density specimens were small square
prisms with the intended dimensions of 20mm x 20mm x
5mm. Once the density specimens were built, their
dimensions were determined manually by measuring with
a digital caliper and they were weighed. The average
density of the sintered specimens was 0.92 g/cm3 obtained
from six measurements as shown in Table 2.

Energy density

0.073

[J/mm2]
PA12/CP03
[w%/wt%]

100/0

90/10

80/20

70/30

60/40

Thickness of
specimen
[mm]

3.990

3.978

3.864

3.934

3.872

Width of
specimen
[mm]

10.011

10.052

10.352

10.168

10.331

Length of
specimen
[mm]

150.015 149.754

150.206

150.112 150.177

40.000

40.000

Average crosssectional area 39.944
[mm2]

39.987

40.002

Figure 5. Influence of energy density on the density of sintered
density specimens
Table 2. Measured data of the sintered density specimens
Energy
density

l

w

h

m

Ρ

V
3

[mm]

[mm]

[mm]

[g]

[mm ] [g/cm3]

0.058

20.64

20.64

5.74

2.2

2445.3

0.90

0.073

20.46

20.46

5.56

2.2

2327.5

0.94

0.087

20.24

20.24

5.40

2.1

2212.1

0.95

0.100

20.04

20.04

5.17

2.0

2076.3

0.96

0.117

20.40

20.40

5.48

2.0

2280.5

0.88

0.131

20.43

20.43

5.75

2.1

2400.0

0.87

[J/mm2]

5.2. Dimensional Measurement of Sintered Test Specimens
The dimensions of the sintered specimens in PA12/GB
composites were measured using a digital vernier caliper
and listed in Table 3. It is shown that the specimens have a
good dimensional accuracy and there were no obvious
differences between both systems.
As depicted in Figure 6, the average values were within
the intended dimensions. However, it is not difficult to
conclude that the dimensional accuracy is material- and
machine-dependent; also it is well known that the isotropic
behaviour of glass spheres provides uniform shrinkage
which is an important factor in the reduction of the
dimensional inaccuracy.

Figure 6. Variation of specimen dimensions with filler ratio: (a)
thickness; (b) width; (c) length
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5.3. Mechanical Properties

strength in case of surface modified glass beads,
PA12/CP03 system.

The mechanical properties of the composites
(PA12/CP00 and PA12/CP03 systems) were investigated
as a function of content and surface modification of glass
beads using selective laser sintered test specimens.
Optimized process parameters and scale factors for
compensation of the shrinkage were applied to all
fabricated test specimens.
Tensile Strength
The tensile specimens had a nominal thickness of 4mm,
width of 10mm and other dimensions were determined
with reference to BS EN ISO 527-2 Type 1A, shown in
Figure 7. The as-sintered specimens were tested under
ambient conditions and at a crosshead speed of 5 mm/min.

Elastic Modulus
Modulus of elasticity is the stiffness of material at the
elastic stage of tensile test. It markedly improved by
adding rigid particles to the polymer matrix since the
rigidity of inorganic fillers is generally higher than that of
the polymers.
From Figure 9, it can be seen that increasing the ratio
of glass beads from 10 to 40 wt% led to a remarkable
increase in the elastic modulus from approximately 1974.4
to 3399.6 MPa.
PA12/CP00 (10W)

PA12/CP03 (10W)

Tensile Modulus [MPa]

4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
0

10

20

30

40

Glass Beads Content [w%]

30

Figure 9. Variation of modulus of elasticity
The changes of the adhesion parameters in the
composites as a consequence of the glass beads surface
modification are expected to reflect in the changes of the
composite mechanical properties. However, there were no
obvious differences in the elastic modulus between the
PA12/CP00 and PA12/CP03 laser sintered specimens. It is
seen that the elastic modulus is independent of the
interfacial adhesion between PA12 and GB. However,
since elastic modulus is measured at a relatively low
deformation, there is insufficient dilation to cause interface
separation. Thus, it is easy to understand that the adhesion
strength does not noticeably affect the elastic modulus
[17].

20

Elongation at break

10

As it can be seen from Figure 10 the measured
elongation at break with 10 wt% glass beads was 4.18%
then decreased to 0.18% at glass beads ratio of 40 wt%.
The decrease of elongation at break with the presence of
glass beads is generally explained by the immobilisation of
the macromolecular chains by the glass beads which
increase the brittleness of the PA12 matrix.
In the same way, the lowering of the elongation at
break of the composites may be also associated with weak
GB/PA12 adhesion. Even though there was a proper
interfacial adhesion between GB and PA12, this adhesion
appeared unable to withstand the deformations and
elongations at rupture of glass beads filled composites
failing it catastrophically. Additionally, from the trend in
variation in the elongation at break of the PA12/GB
composites, it is clear that, as the content of GB increases,
the elongation at break decreases considerably.

Figure 7. Shape and dimensions of the tensile test specimens

The value of average tensile strength was obtained
from six tests. Figure 8 displays the variation of tensile
strength of the PA12 composite with glass beads content
for both systems.
PA12/CP00 (10W)
PA12/CP03 (10W)

Tensile Strength [MPa]

60
50

40

0
0

10

20

30

40

Glass Beads Content [wt%]

Figure 8.Variation in tensile strength of the composites.
Initially, it is clear that the tensile strength increases
with the increase in the glass beads ratio, namely: from 53
MPa at 10 wt% to 55 MPa at 20 wt%. Above 20 wt% the
addition of increasing amounts of glass beads led to
decrease in the tensile strength. The reduction in the
strength may be attributed to the reduction in the adhesion
strength between the matrix (PA12) and the aggregate
(glass beads) due to less polyamide and increasing
structural microporosity. Compared to PA12/CP00 system,
the better interfacial adhesion gives higher composite
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However, the flexural strength and flexural modulus
values of the PA12/CP03 system were slightly higher than
those of the PA12/CP00 system, where, as generally
believed, the coupling agent would soften the PA12 matrix
around the glass beads which have a smooth spherical
surface and should not initiate fine cracks in the matrix
around them.

PA12/CP00 (10W)

Impact Strength

0

10

20

30

40

Glass Beads Content [wt%]

Figure 10. Variation of elongation at break

Flexural Strength and Modulus
Figure 11 shows the variation of the flexural strength
and modulus with glass beads content. Flexural strength
and modulus were obtained through a three-point bending
test. The results from the experiments show that flexural
strength increased gradually, whilst the flexural modulus
values increased steadily as the glass beads loading
increased from 10 to 40 wt%.
PA12/CP00 (10W)
PA12/CP03 (10W)
100

Flexural Strength [MPa]

90

The impact strength of notched specimens was
measured at ambient temperature by the notched Izod test.
Izod impact tests were carried out on 80mm x 10mm x
4mm rectangular bars with a single-edge of 45 V-shaped
notch (tip radius 0.25 mm, depth 1.5 mm).
The impact strength of different PA12/GB composites
with different filler content is shown in Figure 12. It
becomes apparent that the impact strength increased to
some extent with increased glass beads ratio, particularly
at 10 wt%. With loading up to 20 %wt, the significant drop
in impact strength was readily apparent. The explanation
of this observation is that: for lower contents, glass beads
are well- dispersed in the PA12 matrix, the impact energy
is more uniformly distributed and the effect is higher
impact strength. For higher contents, the decrease in
impact strength may be related to the tendency to form
glass bead agglomerates, resulting in a poor dispersion of
the fillers on the PA12 matrix. Furthermore, the
degradation in impact properties can be attributed to the
immobilisation of the macromolecular chains by the glass
beads which limits their ability to deform freely and
reduces the ductility of the composites [18].
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From the impact experiment, it was found that the
strengths of both composites decreased monotonically
from 14.40 to 9.84 kJm−2 with increasing GB weight ratio
regardless to surface modification. Table 4 represents the
experimental results of mechanical properties of sintered
PA12/GB composites.
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Figure 11. Variation of flexural strength (a) and flexural modulus
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Table 4. Experimentally obtained mechanical properties of SLS specimens
PA12/ CP00 ratios [wt%]

100/0

90/10

Laser power [W]

80/20

70/30

60/40

10

Properties; Composite Material: PA12/CP00
Tensile strength [MPa]

52.89

52.39

52.40

48.40

40.85

Tensile modulus [MPa]

1974.4

2233.8

2395.7

2800.9

3366.5

Ultimate elongation [%]

4.18

3.27

2.36

0.55

0.17

Flexural strength [MPa]

69.97

75.43

80.41

84.38

87.20

Flexural modulus [MPa]

2262.91

2252.98

2675.18

3280.86

3870.03

Impact strength [kJ/m2]

9.14

13.97

13.18

11.46

9.84

Properties; Composite Material: PA12/CP03
Tensile strength [MPa]

52.89

53.59

54.61

52.23

51.54

Tensile modulus [MPa]

1974.4

2377.2

2716.5

3110.0

3399.6

Ultimate elongation [%]

4.18

2.74

1.70

0.48

0.18

Flexural strength [MPa]

69.97

77.07

78.61

86.14

90.70

Flexural modulus [MPa]

2262.91

2460.51

2549.98

3208.68

3849.12

Impact strength [kJ/m2]

9.14

14.40

13.65

13.41

10.29

6. Fracture Toughness
To determine the fracture toughness of the glass beadsfilled polyamide12 composites under quasi-static load
there are two approaches: the stress intensity approach and
the energy approach. The first approach yields fracture
toughness (Kc); the second provides a critical energy
release rate (Gc). The fracture toughness specimens were
produced using a DTM Sinterstation 2000 machine under
the same conditions applied to other test specimens. The
length (L), thickness (B) and width (W) of the specimens
were 80mm, 10mm and 4mm, respectively (BS ISO
17281), shown in Figure 13. The single edge V- shaped
notches of 45, with a tip radius of 0.25mm and different
depths were introduced using the SLS machine.
Single- Edge- Notched Three- Point Bending Fracture
Toughness Tests
It is well known that the toughness tests could also be
performed on the composites at slower rate than impact
conditions by drawing out the notched rectangular bar
specimens. For this purpose, five sets from which five
replicate specimens of each were produced and tested at
room temperature on a Testometric materials testing
machine AX at a cross-head speed of 1 mm/min using a
span of 64 mm.

Figure 13. Specimen configuration and dimensions for fracture
toughness measurements [19]

Single-edge-notched (SEN) type specimens were
prepared for the determination of the critical stress
intensity factor (KIC) in the three-point bending (3PB) test.
The obtained load-displacement curves allowed for
making statements about the behavior of the composites.
An example for the resulting load-displacement curves of
the glass beads-filled polyamide composites is given in
Figure 14. Looking at the effect of the notch depth on the
stress-strain curves of the specimen, it is clear that as the
depth increased, the stress and the strain decreased.

Figure 14: Stress-strain curves for composites containing 20 wt% of glass beads (a) CP00/PA12; (b) CP03/PA12
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Correlation between Fracture Toughness and Glass
Beads Content
The fracture toughness was studied as a function of
glass beads loading. It was found that the toughness
reached a maximum at 10 wt% of glass beads and then
decreased with more glass beads added.
The dependency of plain strain fracture toughness, i.e.,
the critical stress intensity factor (KIC) of glass bead-filled
polyamide 12 is given in Figure 15. The most distinctive
feature in this figure is that the fracture toughness of the
both composite systems did not show any significant
increase with increasing glass beads content. In fact, it
decreased with the increase in glass beads content. In other
words, the addition of glass beads led to composites with
brittle behavior.

can propagate through an interface easily because of a
weak interface adhesion.
7. Morphological Observations
The effect of the coupling agent on the interfacial
adhesion is often evaluated from the micrographs of
fractured surfaces. The morphological study included the
intrinsic microstructures of the blends of the fractured
surfaces after tensile tests. The SEM micrographs of the
PA12/ GB composites processed using the optimal
parameter sets are shown in Figures 16; 17 and 18.

PA12/CP00 (10W)

Critical Strain Energy Release Rate
GIc [KJ/m2]

AP12/CP03 (10W)
9
8
7
6
5

Figure 16. SEM micrographs of tensile fracture surfaces:
PA12/CP00 composite containing 20 wt% of glass beads; ED=
0.073 J/mm2
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3
2
1
0

(b)

0
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40

Glass Beads Content [wt%]

Figure 15. Dependency of fracture toughness of polyamide 12
composites on glass beads content (a) KIC; (b) GIC

From the abovementioned figure, it can be observed
that the influence of the surface treatment on fracture
toughness is insignificant; therefore, a small amount of
energy can be damped via de-bonding. Besides, a crack

For PA12/CP00 system (20 wt% at ED= 0.073 J/cm2),
it can be seen from Figure 16(a) and (b) that the
connection between the GB and PA12 was not perfect;
many glass beads have been pulled out and that PA12 was
stretched during breakage, resulting in a rough spongy
surface.
The de-bonded glass particles surrounded by the void
created due to deformation of the PA12/GB composite.
However, the tensile fracture cross-section of the untreated GB in the composite after de-bonding was
relatively smooth and this specifies that the interfacial
adhesion was poor between PA12 and GB.
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Figure 17. SEM micrographs of tensile fracture surfaces:
PA12/CP03 composites containing 20 wt% of glass beads; ED=
0.073 J/mm2

Figure 17 depicts SEM micrographs taken of the
tensile fracture cross-sections of the PA12/CP03 system
(20 wt% at ED= 0.073 J/cm2). In this case, the treated
beads appear to remain solidly anchored and strongly
adhered to the matrix and their surface become relatively
rough. Hence, the bonding between the glass beads and
the matrix was strengthened. These results indicate that
the silane agent coated on the surface of glass beads
enhanced the interaction between the PA12 and GB, and
improved the adhesion, Figure 17(a) and (b).
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Figure 18. SEM micrographs of tensile fracture surfaces: a)
PA12/CP00 and b) PA12/CP03 composites containing 40 wt% of
glass beads each; ED= 0.073 J/mm2

The fractured surfaces of Figure 18(a) and (b)
represent a kind of median situation for each type of
glass bead; they do not provide a completely accurate
description of the composite. In fact, it is possible to find
in untreated glass beads-polyamide 12 composites a
significant proportion of glass bead particles that have
not separated from the matrix, see Figure 18(a).
Conversely, in surface treated glass bead composites, a
significant number of de-bonded particles have been
observed, see Figure 18(b).
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8. Conclusions
In the present work, an attempt has been made to study the
effects of content and surface modification of glass beads
on the mechanical properties of SLS parts fabricated from
polyamide 12 composites. Under predetermined
processing parameters, several mechanical properties, such
as tensile strength, elasticity modulus, elongation at break,
flexural strength and modulus, impact strength, fracture
toughness and microstructural properties of PA12/GB
composites, were investigated. The following results can
be drawn from the experimental results:
 The strength of PA12/GB composites is generally
affected by PA12/GB interface adhesion and glass
beads content. Initially, it increased with the increase in
the glass beads ratio from 53MPa at 10 wt% to 55 MPa
at 20 wt%; then decreased above 20 wt%.
 Regardless of the surface modification, elastic modulus
increased considerably from 2000 to 3400 MPa as the
glass beads content increased.
 In both systems, the elongation at break decreased
steadily as the glass beads content increased, namely
from 2.74% at 10 wt% to 0.18% at glass beads ratio of
40 wt%.
 There was a significant increment in the flexural
properties with an increase in the beads loading. The
flexural strength increased gradually (77 to 91 MPa),
whilst the flexural modulus values increased steadily
(2500 to 3800 MPa) as the glass beads ratio increased
(10 to 40wt%).
 The impact strengths of both composites decreased
monotonically (14 to 10 kJm−2) with increasing GB
weight ratio regardless of the surface modification. The
significant drop in impact strength was readily apparent
with loading up to 20 %wt.
 The fracture toughness of PA12/GB composites was
observed to peak slightly at low glass beads content
and then decreased with more beads added. Regardless
of the surface modification, increasing notch depth
leads to a decrease in the fracture toughness.
 SEM micrographs of fracture surfaces showed that
PA12 was pulled away from uncoated GB as the test
specimen was stretched whereas it was strongly
adhered to the surface modified GB.
Important Note
This research received no specific grant from any
funding agency in the public, commercial, or not-for-profit
sectors.
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Abstract
This paper presents the dynamic response of Bernoulli-Euler homogeneous isotropic fractionally-damped simplysupported beam. The beam is appendaged to single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) fractionally-damped N-oscillators and
subjected to a moving load with a uniform velocity. The damping characteristics of the beam and oscillators are formally
described in terms of fractional derivative of an arbitrary order. In the analysis, the initial conditions are assumed to be
homogeneous, and the Laplace transform is combined with the used decomposition method to find the solution of the
handled problem. Subsequently, curves are plotted to show the vibration of the utilized beam under different sets of
parameters including different orders of fractional derivatives for both of the beam and oscillators. The numerical results
obtained in this paper show that the dynamic response decreases as the number of absorbers attached to the beam increases,
as both the damping-ratios of absorbers and beam increase the dynamic response decreases, and there are some critical
values of fractional derivatives which are different from unity at which the beam has less dynamic response than that
obtained for the full-order derivatives model. In addition, the obtained results show very good agreement with special case
studies that were previously published in literature.
© 2014 Jordan Journal of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering. All rights reserved
Keywords: : Absorbers, Fractional Calculus, Fractional Damping, Fractional Derivative, Moving Load, Simply-Supported Beam
Vibration.

1. Introduction

on the definition of the fractional derivative which can be
defined by the following convolution integral as [66]:

1.1. Fractional Calculus Approach

D f ( x) 

Fractional calculus is a branch of mathematical analysis
that studies the possibility of taking real number powers or
complex number powers of the differentiation operator
[35, 42, 66]. The motivation behind this extension to the
differential operator is that the semi-group of powers D
will form a continuous semi-group with parameter  ,
inside which the original discrete semi-group of Dn for
integer n can be recovered as a subgroup. Continuous
semi-groups are prevalent in mathematics, and have an
interesting theory, where an important point is that the
fractional derivative at a point x is a local property only
when  is an integer; in non-integer cases we cannot say
that the fractional derivative at x of a function f depends
only on the graph of f very near x, in the way that integerpower derivatives do. Therefore, it is expected that the
theory involves a sort of boundary conditions, involving
information on the function further out, and thus the
fractional derivative requires some peripheral information.
In calculus-based formulation, fractional calculus is based
*
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d  f ( x)

dx
x
1
1
f ( ) d ,

( ) 0 ( x   ) 1

(1)

Where (.) is the gamma function [11, 55]. From this
equation, fractional derivatives can be defined accordingly.
Due to its generality, fractional calculus has found
numerous applications in various fields in science and
engineering [12, 16, 17, 20, 22-27, 33, 35, 37-38, 41-42,
52, 56, 59-60, 63, 67, 68, 70-71, 75-77, 86, 90]. For
example, since quantum computing and mechanics have
been increasingly considered as important synthesis and
analysis parts in modern computational systems [7-9], the
effects and uses of fractional derivatives within quantum
mechanics have been investigated [24-25, 33, 62, 67].
Also, fractional calculus has found important
implementations in electronics applications and in
designing filters [77]. A fractal time series is taken as the
solution of differential equation of a fractional order, or a
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response of a fractional system, or a fractional filter driven
with a white noise in the domain of stochastic processes
[44]. A general approach for approximating ideal filters
that are based on fractional calculus from the point of view
of systems of fractional order was introduced [45]. The
analysis of signals generated by fractional-order process,
and applications of such model in a wide range of
physical, mechanical and biological systems were
discussed in [77].
The fractional derivatives of order  or  , may be
defined in many ways [65]. Among these are the two most
frequently encountered: the Riemann-Liouville and Caputo
fractional derivatives of order  , which are defined,
respectively, by the following convolution integrals:

 w (x , t )
1
k

t 
(k   ) t k

  w( x, t )
1


( k   )
t

t


0

t


0

w (x , u )
du
(t  u )  1k

1
 k w( x, u )
du
(t  u ) 1k u k

(2a)

(2b)

where k is a positive integer such that ( k  1    k ).
The solutions of fractional Langevin equation of two
different orders which are known as the fractional
Ornstein–Uhlenbeck processes, based on Weyl and
Riemann–Liouville fractional derivatives were obtained
[54].
Many physical problems were adequately described by
the differential equations of fractional order. The list of
these problems is long and the areas of applications are
broad. Among these applications are polymeric damping,
fluid mechanics, and the theory of viscoelasticity [16, 41,
56, 67, 68, 76]. However, as noted from literature, a clear
physical interpretation of the fractional derivative has been
elusive. Good examples are: (1) in the diffusion process;
fractional differential equations have been employed to
describe an anomalous diffusion regime including both
sub-diffusion and super-diffusion [27], (2) many linear
viscoelastic damping materials exhibit a macroscopic
constitutive behavior which has been the subject of many
investigations involving fractional order derivative [20],
and (3) tests on (Aerstop CN20 ) are performed with
different values of amplitudes and always the theoretical
relaxation and creep functions overlap the experimental
data leading to the conclusion that the fractional model is
able to fully capture the visco-elastic behavior and that
may be widely used, since these tests are performed on
polymers that have different chemical physical properties
[65]. However, in the fractional model of viscoelastic
material over extended ranges of time and frequency, the
deformation work corresponds to springs and losses to
dashpots have both energy types (stored and dissipated) at
any point of the material [33, 38]. Transverse vibration of
homogeneous beams whose damping behavior is described
by a fractional derivative of arbitrary orders was an
important subject of matter [12, 52, 70]. The solution in
the closed form to a class of SDOF fractional oscillators
subjected to an impulse response is investigated [48].
Relationship between fractional oscillator processes and
the corresponding fractional Brownian motion processes is
well established in research. However, the increment
process of fractional Brownian motion can be described by
a random function with long-range dependence fractional

Gaussian noise model [46]. Power-laws-type data may
further, in earthquake and wind engineering applications,
be governed by stochastically differential equations of
fractional order [50].
1.2. Beam Response
Dynamic response characteristics of beams resulting
from the passage of different moving load systems, and
with the existence of dampers and oscillators, have been of
continuing engineering interest for the recent several
decades [1-2, 4, 13, 15, 18, 28-29, 31-32, 36, 62, 69, 7273, 80-83, 85]. Some of the applications of this problem
are the vibrations occur in bridges, aircraft carriers, and
railroad tracks due to moving vehicles, and vibrations
occur in piping systems due to fluid flow. One of the main
objectives of studying such problems is to minimize or to
suppress the dynamic response characteristics or vibration
levels of beams when subjected to different load systems.
The simplest and most economical way to achieve this
objective is by having different lumped appendages
attached to the beam at different points. The problem of
beams subjected to different moving load systems has been
studied extensively in the literature [74, 85, 88]. For
example, the text in [30] contained a variety of problems
related to the moving loads on structures. The problem that
deals with inherent randomness due to material properties,
force, support and speed can be found in [79, 87].
Extensions to rotating beams and Timoshenko beams can
be found in [14, 39, 89]. The vibration response of beams
on elastic foundation due to a moving force can be found
in [57, 82]. The response of a simply supported beam
subjected to a moving mass using an approximation based
on modal analysis is presented in [58]. The problem of an
elastic system subjected to a moving oscillator is studied in
[65, 84]. The associated problem of beams loaded with
different appendages is also studied by different authors
with emphasis on natural frequencies and mode shapes of
beams with different boundary conditions [10, 19, 21, 34,
40, 43, 47, 49, 51, 61, 90]. In these references, numerical
and analytical solutions are adopted. For example, [61]
used Green functions formulation to analyze the free
vibration of a linear undamped beam subjected to
grounded and one-degree of freedom oscillator appendages
at different discrete points. They compared their results
with the approximate solution obtained by the Galarkin's
method. In [34], an approximation which is based on the
general eigenvalue problem of the fundamental frequency
and the first mode shape to which point masses and springs
are attached has been obtained. Based on the dynamic
Green functions, the work in [40] used modal analysis to
investigate the effects of added masses on vibration
characteristics of a simply supported beam subjected to a
harmonic point force. In [10], it has been investigated the
effect of added masses and/or springs on beam vibrations
subjected to a harmonic force. An approach was proposed
which is based on frequency equation formulation to
determine the eigenvalues of an arbitrarily supported beam
carrying any combination of lumped attachments [19, 90].
In [43], a formulation was proposed of the problem to
control a bridge subjected to moving loads using a tuned
mass damper. The tuned mass damper is a single massspring dashpot system. In [21], the analysis of a
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Timoshenko beam with tuned mass dampers under moving
load excitation was done. The technique used is based on
the first mode of the Timoshenko beam.
In this paper, a homogeneous isotropic Euler beam with
different appendages attached at different points subjected
to a uniformly moving load system is investigated. The
solution to the vibration displacement response presented
in this paper is based on decomposing the generalized
displacements of the beam and oscillators into infinite
components. Then the generalized displacements are
recursively solved by in the Laplace transform domain.
Case studies for different velocity parameters, the inertia
effect of the load moving system, the effect of the attached
appendages, and the fractional derivative orders, are
discussed.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents the required mathematical formulation
of the handled problem. Section 3 introduces three
important case studies that illustrate the corresponding
optimization of fractional-order derivatives and number of
fractionally-damped oscillators on suppressing the beam
dynamic response. Conclusions and future work are
presented in Section 4.
2. Formulation of the Problem
Transverse vibration of Bernoulli-Euler homogeneous
isotropic fractionally-damped simply supported beam is
investigated. The beam is assumed to be subjected to a
moving load (from left to right) with a constant
velocity (v) . Moreover, the beam is assumed to be of
finite length
(L) and undisturbed before the load is
applied, i.e., originally at rest. Furthermore, N-rigid body
single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) fractionally-damped
oscillators of order  , with masses M̂ i , stiffnesses K̂ i ,
damping constants Ĉi at locations d i are attached to the
beam
( i  1,2,..., N ) , as shown in Figure 1. The
governing equation of the beam under investigation, whose
damping characteristics are described by a fractional
derivative of order  , can be written as:


 w( x, t )
 w( x, t )
 w( x, t )
C


x 4
t 
t 2
4

EI

2

 Mˆ i zˆi (t )  ( x  d i )  P( x, t ) , x  (0, L), t  0,

IC' s :

w( x,0)  0,

dw( x,0)
 0.
dt

(3b)

d  ui (t )
Mˆ i zˆi (t )  Kˆ i ui (t )  Cˆ i
, t  0,
dt 

dzˆi (0)
0
dt
where { E , I ,  , C } are

zˆi (0)  0,

(4a)
(4b)

(4c)

the modulus of elasticity,
moment of inertia of cross-sectional area, mass per unit

is the total displacement of the

of the masses M̂ i for the ith SDOF oscillator.
In modal form, the transverse deflection of the beam is
written as [30]:


w( x, t )   Yn (t ) X n ( x)

(5)

n1

where Yn (t ) is the generalized displacement or the
modal response of the beam, X n (x) are the normal
modes of the undamped free vibration of the simply
supported beam written as [1]:

X n ( x)  sin( n x),

(6)

where (   n ) is the frequency parameter associated
n
L

with the simply-supported beam. Equation (6) should
satisfy the following differential equation:

 4 X n ( x)
 2Yn (t )
Y
(
t
)
X n ( x)  0


n
x 4
t 2

EI

(7)

Substituting Eq. (5) into Eqs. (3a) and (4b) leads to the
following system of ordinary differential equations:


EI  Yn (t )
n 1




n 1


d 4 X n ( x)
d  Yn (t )

C
X n ( x) 

dx 4
dt 
n 1

2

(8)

N

d Yn (t )
X n ( x)   Mˆ i zˆi (t )  ( x  d i )  P( x, t )
dt 2
i 1



d  Yr (t ) ˆ
Mˆ i zˆi (t )   Kˆ iYr (t ) X r (d i )  
Ci X r ( d i ) 
dt 
r 1
r 1
(9)

 ˆ
d  zˆi (t ) 
 K i zˆi (t )  Cˆ i
.
dt  

Multiplying Eq. (8) by X m ( x) and integrating over
the domain ( 0  x  L ) yields:


n 1 0

 L


(3c)

t , ui (t )

i oscillator, and zˆi (t ) denotes the transverse displacement

 L

The equations corresponding to the N-oscillators
appendaged to the beam are given as:

ui (t )  w(d i , t )  zˆi (t ), t  0,

and time

th



i 1

wxx (0, t )  0, wxx ( L, t )  0,

x

point

n 1 0

N

BC' s : w(0, t )  0, w( L, t )  0,

length, and the coefficient of external damping of the
beam, respectively. It is assumed that { E , I ,  , C } are
constants. Furthermore, P( x, t ) is the applied moving
load, w( x, t ) is the transverse deflection of the beam at

 L

(3a)
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n 1 0

N L


i 1 0

EIYn (t )

d 4 X n ( x)
X m ( x)dx 
dx 4

d  Yn (t )
C X n ( x) X m ( x)dx 
dt 

(10)

d 2Yn (t )
X n ( x) X m ( x)dx 
dt 2
L

Mˆ i zˆi (t ) X m ( x) ( x  d i ) dx   X m ( x) P( x, t )dx .
0

The dynamic response of the beam represented by Eq.
(3a) is analyzed after projecting the 4th order partial
derivative into a complete orthogonal basis. For the
present problem, the eigenfunctions of the linear operator
representing the simply supported beam with no
appendages given in Eq. (6) can be used. These
eigenfunctions satisfy the following orthogonality
conditions:
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L
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X n ( x) X m ( x)dx 

L

0

2

 nm ,

L


 EI X ( x)
n

X m ( x) dx 

0

(11a)

Kˆ i
,
Mˆ

ˆ i 

(18)

i

EI n 
 nm
2 L3
4

are the undamped natural circular frequency ( n ),

4

(11b)

for n, m  1,2,3,...

beam damping ratio (  n ), ith oscillators damping ratio
( ˆi ), the generalized load ( Q n (t ) ) and the natural
frequency of the ith oscillator ( ̂ i ), respectively, and
(

1 

2 ).

L

In Eqs. (8) and (17), the load P( x, t ) , which moves
over the beam from left to right, is written as:

P( x, t )  P0 [ x  f (t )]

(19)

Where Po is the intensity of the applied moving load
and f (t )  vt is a function describing the motion of the
force at time t, with v being the constant speed of the
moving load. Hence, Eq. (19) becomes:

P( x, t )  P0 ( x  vt )

(20)

Substituting the last relation into Eq. (17) yields:

Qn (t )  P0 

Figure 1. The model of simply-supported beam subjected to a
moving load with single-degree-of -freedom appendaged Noscillators.

0


d  Yn (t ) CL
EI n 4 4


 nm 

nm
2
2 L3
dt 
n 1

Yn (t )
n 1

(12)

N
d 2Yn (t ) L


Mˆ i zˆi (t ) X m (d i )  Qn (t ) .

nm
2
dt 2
n 1
i 1




Substituting Eq. (6) into (12) and (9), and noting that
( m  n ), leads to the following coupled ordinary
differential equations:

d 2Yn (t )
d  Yn (t )

2



n n
dt 2
dt 
N


 n2Yn (t )  1  Qn (t )   Mˆ i zˆi (t ) sin( n d i ) 
i 1



d  zˆi (t ) 

zˆi (t )   ˆ i2 zˆi (t )  2ˆ i ˆi
dt  





 ˆ Y (t ) sin( d ) 
r 1



2
i r

r

i

X n ( x) ( x  vt) dx 

(21)

P0 X n (vt)  P0 sin( n vt)

By considering these orthogonality conditions, the
differential equation of the nth mode of the generalized
beam-displacement (Eq. (10)) which is the modal response
can be expressed as:


L

(13a)

Substituting Eq. (21) into the coupled system in Eqs.
(13) yields:

d 2Yn (t )
d  Yn (t )

2


  n2Yn (t ) 
n n
dt 2
dt 
N


1  P0 sin( n t )   Mˆ i zˆi (t ) sin( n d i / v) 
i 1



d  zˆi (t ) 

zˆi (t )   ˆ i2 zˆi (t )  2ˆ i ˆi
dt  



d  Yr (t )
2ˆ i ˆi sin( r d i )
dt 


where  n is the load frequency defined as:

nv
L

(23)

To find the solution of the system in Eqs. (22),
associated with the boundary and initial conditions given

Yn (t ) and
decomposed into infinite series of the form:
in Eqs. (3b-3c) and (4c),

where:

(22b)


 2
ˆ d Yr (t ) 
ˆ
ˆ
sin(

d
/
v
)

Y
(
t
)

2



r i
i
i
 i r

dt  
r 1



n 
(13b)

(22a)

zˆi (t ) can

be



n   n2 EI / 
(15)

0

zˆi (t )   zˆik (t )  zˆi0 (t )  zˆi1 (t )  zˆi2 (t )  ... ,

(24b)

k 0

(16)

where

(17)

zˆik (t ) for ( k  0,1, 2,... ) are the
Yn (t ) and zˆi (t ) , respectively. It should

Ynk (t )

components of

L

Qn (t )   X n ( x) P( x, t ) dx

(24a)

k 0


(14)

 n  C / 2n
Cˆ i
,
ˆi 
2Mˆ ii

Yn (t )  Ynk (t )  Yn0 (t )  Yn1 (t )  Yn2 (t )  ... ,

and

be mentioned that the solutions of Eqs. (22) for the cases
of (     1 ), i.e., full-order derivatives, are extensively
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studied in the literature [72-73]. The components of Yn (t )
can be recursively determined by substituting Eqs. (24)
into Eqs. (22) as:

d 2Yn0 (t )
  n2Yn0 (t )  P01 sin( n t ),
2
dt

(25a)

 0
 2 0
d 2 zˆi0 (t ) 
ˆ d Yr (t )  (25b)
ˆ
ˆ

sin(

d
/
v
)

Y
(
t
)

2



r i
i i
 i r

dt 2
dt  
r 1


d 2Ynk 1 (t )
 n2Ynk 1 (t ) 
dt 2
2 k
N
d  Ynk (t )
ˆ d zˆi (t ) sin( d / v)
 2n n


M

1
i
n i
dt 
dt 2
i 1
 k
 2 k
d 2 zˆ ik 1 (t )
ˆ d zˆ i (t )  

ˆ
ˆ
ˆ



z
(
t
)

2


i
i
i
i

dt 2
dt  



r 1

r

(25d)


d Y (t ) 
/ v) ˆ i2Yrk 1 (t )  2ˆ i ˆi

dt





 sin( d

(25c)

i

k 1
r


for k  0 . Using the Laplace transform for the Caputo
fractional derivative defined in Eq. (2b) as [65]:

 d  Ynk (t )  
s y

 dt  


 s  y  (0),
m1

 j 1

k
n

j 0

j

k
n

(s) 
(26)

for m  1    m.

The Laplace transforms of Eqs. (24) and (25), assuming
homogeneous initial conditions, can be written as:


yn ( s)   ynk ( s),

(27a)

k 0


Z i ( s)   Z ik ( s),

(27b)

k 0

where:

yn0 ( s) 

P0  n1
,
s  n2 s 2   2n



2





(28a)


 ˆ 2  2ˆ i ˆi s 
Z i0 ( s)   sin( r d i / v) i

s2
r 1


 0
 y r ( s)



 2 n n s  k
yn (s) 
s 2   n2
N
Mˆ s 2
1  sin( n d i / v) 2 i 2 Z ik ( s)
s  n
i 1

(28b)

y nk 1 ( s ) 

 2ˆ ˆ s 
Z ik 1 ( s )  2 i i 2 Z ik ( s) 
( s  ˆ i )
 ˆ i2  2ˆ iˆi s 

sin(

d
/
v
)

r i
 ( s 2  ˆ 2 )
r 1
i



for k  0 and ( i  1, 2, ..., N ) where N is the number of
the SDOF fractionally-damped oscillators attached to the
beam, and (.) designates the Laplace transform of (.) .

ˆi (t ))  Zi (s) and (Yn (t ))  yn (s)
Hence, ( z
Performing the Laplace inverse term-by-term of Eqs.
(28) produces the first two sets of equations in the timedomain as:
Yn0 (t ) 

 25 n sin( nt )   n sin(nt )
n  n

 ˆ i2 t
ˆ i2 6 sin( r t ) 
 
 2 2 
 r3

  r r
 ˆ i2  6 sin( r t )





 3r


0
zˆi (t )   2 3 



(
3
)
r 1
 2ˆ i  6ˆi t
 ( ,  r ) 
 (3   )(3   ) 1


 2ˆ i  6ˆi t (3 )

1 ( ,  r ) 



(
3

)

(
3

)




 5 t 1 


 (1   )(1   )

1 (  ,  n ) 

Yn1 (t )  2 n  n 2 5 
 

 1 (  ,  n )

 t 3 


 2 (  ,  n )
 (4   )


 6 Kˆ i sin( n t )



n



 Kˆ sin( t )
r

 i

r




ˆ

 6 K i sin( r t ) 


N

r
1   4   2 3 7 

1
i 1
r 1

 6 Cˆ i t
 (2   ) 1 ( ,  n )  



 Cˆ i t 1
1 ( ,  r )  

 (2   )

 Cˆ t 1

 6 i
1 ( ,  r ) 
 (2   )



(28c)

zˆ (t )  
1
i

r 1

1  2 

N 


  3  4    5  6 
 i 1 r 1

r 1

(29a)

(29b)

(29c)

(29d)

where:

2
,
L
3  sin(r d i / v) ,

(30b)

4  sin(n d i / v) ,

(30c)

 2  P0  n

 k 1
 yr ( s)
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(28d)

(30a)
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1
,
   2n
1
,
6  2
r   2r
1
7  2
,
n   2r

5 



(30d)







(30e)





(30f)

2
n

 3   2    
 1, 
,
,
2  
  2
1 ( ,  )  hypergeom

2
   t 

 4







2
,


4   5    
 2 (  ,  )  hypergeom  
,
,
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    t 

4



 21 2 3  r Cˆ i t 1  





 2,


5  2  
,
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 1,
  3  2

4 ( ,  )  hypergeom   2

 1  

2
   t 

4


(30g)

(30h)
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, ,







1

2

3

6

i

r

1

ˆ  (1     ) (1     )
M
i
r

i

  r t 1 (  ,  r )
2 1 (  ,  r )  (30k)



2
r
r


 2 1 
,
1 (  ,  r )
 r t

3



r


1 



(30l)

r

212 2 32  4 Kˆ i t
212 2 32  4  62 Kˆ i Cˆ i  r2 t 1 1 ( ,  r )


ˆ 4 
ˆ  4  2   (  )
M
M
i
r
r
i
r
212 2 32  4  62 Kˆ i Cˆ i  2r t 1 1 ( ,  r )
212 2 32  4  6 Kˆ i Cˆ i t 3 2 ( ,  r )


ˆ  2  ( )   1
ˆ  2  (  )   1  2   3
z
M
M
i
r
i
r
212 2 32  4  62 Kˆ i Cˆ i t 1 1 ( ,  r )
12 2 32  4 Cˆ i t 1 2


ˆ  2 4  ( 2 ) 2  1
ˆ  2  (  )   1
2M
M
i
r
r
i
r
212 2 32  4 Kˆ i Cˆ i t 1
12 2 32  4  6 Cˆ i2 t 3 2 3 ( ,  r )

,
ˆ  4  2  (  )   1
ˆ  2  ( 2 )   12  12  3
4M
M
i
r
r
i
r
3  

(30j)

21 2 3  62  r Kˆ i t 1 
ˆ 1   (1   )
M

21 2  3  62 Cˆ i  r  r t 1   1 (   ,  r )

ˆ  2 3 1     (1     )
ˆ  2 1      1     
M
M
i
r
i
r
r
21 2 3  r Kˆ i t 1 
21 2  3  6 Cˆ i  r t 3   2 (   ,  r )


ˆ  3  2 1    1   
ˆ  ( 4     )
M
M
i
r
r
i
r
21 2  3  6 Kˆ i  r t 1  1 (  ,  r )
21 2  3  62 Cˆ i  r  r2 t 1   1 (   ,  r )


ˆ  1    1   
ˆ  3 (1     ) (1     )
M
M
i
r
i
r
4    2 Cˆ  t 1    (   ,  )

2 
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4 
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12 2 32  4  62 Cˆ i2 t 12 4 ( ,  r ) 12 2 32  4  62 Cˆ i2  2r t 12 4 ( ,  r )


ˆ  4  (2 ) 2  1
ˆ  2  ( 2 ) 2  1
2M
2M
i
r
i
r

12 2 32  4  62 Cˆ i2 t 12 4 ( ,  r ) 12 2 32  4  62  r2 Kˆ i2 sin(  r t )


ˆ  2  (2 ) 2  1
ˆ 5
M
M
i
r
i
r

(30n)

12 2 32  4  6 Kˆ i2 sin(  r t )
12 2 32  4  6 Kˆ i2 cos(  r t )


ˆ 5
ˆ 4
2M
2M
i
r
i
r
12 2 32  4  62 Kˆ i2 sin(  r t )
ˆ 3
M
i
r

5 



212 2 32  4  62 Kˆ i2 sin(  r t )
,
ˆ 3
M
i

r

12 2 3 Cˆ i2 t 12
12 2 3 Cˆ i2 t 12
12 2 3 Cˆ i2 t 32



Mˆ i2  4r  r2 (2  2 ) Mˆ i2  2r  r4 (2  2 ) Mˆ i2  2r  r2 (4  2 )

12 2  3  6 Cˆ i2 t 12 4 ( ,  r ) 12 2  3  62 Cˆ i2 t 12 4 ( ,  r )


Mˆ i r4 (2  2 )
Mˆ i  4r (2  2 )

(30o)

212 2 3 Cˆ i Kˆ i t 1
212 2 3 Cˆ i Kˆ i t 1

,
Mˆ i2  4r  r2    1( ) Mˆ i2  r2 r4    1( )
212 2 3 Cˆ i Kˆ i t 3

6  



212 2  3 6 Cˆ i Kˆ i t 1 1 ( ,  r )

Mˆ 2  4    1( )

Mˆ i2  r2 r2    12  12  3( )
i
r

2
1

2
2
2
21  2  3  6 Cˆ i Kˆ i t 1 ( ,  r ) 1  2 3 Kˆ i t 1  2 3 Kˆ i2 t



Mˆ i2  r4    1( )
Mˆ i2  r4 r2
Mˆ i2  r2 r4
12 2 3 Kˆ i2 t 3 12 2 3  6 Kˆ i2 sin( r t ) 12 2 3 6 Kˆ i2 sin(  r t )


.
6Mˆ i2  r2 r2
Mˆ i2 r5
Mˆ i2  5r

Therefore, substituting Eqs. (29) into Eqs. (24), the
general dynamic response of both the beam and the
oscillators can be found. Hence, the analytical solution for
the handled problem can be found using term-by-term
inversion of the series presented in Eqs. (28), based on the
general expansion theorem for the Laplace transform [66]:





 s  a k 1 


(31)
 k   1
t
E ,  (at )
1/ 
, e(s)  a ,
k!
where k !  (k  1) , and E ,   y  is the Mittag–
1 



s 



Leffler function in two parameters, defined as [66, 77]:

E ,   y  
k

dk
E ,   y  
dy k

In Eq. (30), hypergeom (.) is the
hypergeometric function defined as [55]:

hypergeom [n1 ],[d1 , d 2 ], z  
 (n1  k ) 
zk 

 (n1 ) 

 2 (d j  k ) 
k 0
k ! 
 j 1 (d ) 
j




32)

generalized

(33)

In the aforementioned formulation and by introducing
the Mittag-Leffler function in two parameters, the method
yielded an infinite series solution. A new direct operational
inversion method is introduced for solving coupled linear
systems of ordinary fractional differential equations, where
the obtained solutions are expressed explicitly in terms of
multivariate Mittag-Leffler functions [53].
The higher terms of the solution presented in Eq. (24),
i.e., Yn1 (t )  Yn2 (t )  ... , zˆi1 (t )  zˆi2 (t )  ...
become



 j  k ! y j , k  0,1, 2,...



j  0 j !   j   k   


(30p)



smaller and smaller. These higher order terms go to zero as
the generalized damping ratios (  n ) and ( ˆi ) go to zero.
However, the remaining non-zero series terms fit exactly
the following analytical solution for the free undamped
beam:

Yn (t ) 

 25 n sin( n t )   n sin(n t )
.
n  n

(34)
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This precisely fits the well-known exact solution
obtained by the Duhamel integral [30].
3. Results and Discussion
In this Section, one example is given to verify the
validity of the technique proposed in this paper.
Furthermore, two more important case studies are
introduced to show the affect of fractional-damping
behaviors for both of the beam and oscillators as well as
the effect of the number of oscillators (N). In all of the
following case studies, the dynamic response of the beam
are mainly governed by the fundamental mode (n = 1) of
the beam. Hence, this mode has the highest influential
weight upon the beam dynamic response.
3.1. Verification problem
This example is given to verify the validity of the
technique proposed in this paper, data from [72, 83] are
used for this purpose (see Table 1). In this problem, the
response of an initially stationary beam subjected to a
moving load with a constant velocity is considered. The
beam is assumed to be free or appendaged to one, two or
three oscillators ( N  0,1, 2, 3 ) and ( i  1, ..., N ) at different
locations of the beam (see Figure 2), where ( N  0 ) refers
to a beam without any appendages, i.e., all properties of
oscillator are null. The case for ( N  1 ) was studied in [83]
as a two DOF system, while in [72] it was analyzed using

the Euler-Bernoulli theory. In [72], the Galerkin-Bubnov
variation method is used to solve the beam problem with
only one absorber attached at the mid-span of the beam.
The order of the fractional derivative for both the beam
and the oscillator is assumed to be unity, i.e.,     1 .
Figures 3-5, show the maximum response of the beam at
the mid-span versus the velocity of the moving load for
three different values of the damping ratio of the beam,
i.e.,   0 ,   0.075 and   0.15 , respectively. The
upper two curves in Figure 3 agree with published results
in [72, 83].
The curve for ( N  0 ) in Figure 3 fits exactly the wellknown exact solution which is obtained by the Duhamel
integral [30]. Furthermore, we note from Figs. 3-5 that as
both the number of absorbers attached to the beam and as
the damping beam-ratio increases the dynamic response
decreases. This is clearly seen from the lowest curve in
Figure 5 where N=3 and   0.15 . Moreover, from Figure
3 the critical velocity of the moving load at which the
maximum displacement occurs is v  22 m/s . It can be
noticed that, at this velocity the second load frequency
(n=2) approaches the first natural frequency of the beam.
However, this value can be verified theoretically by
computing the load frequency  n , Eq. (23), and compare
it with the first natural frequency

1

, Eq. 14, for the

given data of Table 1.

Table 1. Material and geometrical properties of beam and oscillators

Problem

Properties of Beam and Oscillators

Verification Problem

  1 ,   1 , ˆi  0.1846356 ( i  1, 2, ..., N ), N  1 :d1  L / 2 (m),

in Sec. 3.1

Problems

d 1  ( L / 2   ) m  ,
d1  ( L / 2   ) m  ,
   0.02 m .
N  2 :
 N  3 :
d 2  ( L / 2) m


(
/
2
)
m


d
L

 2

d  ( L / 2   ) m 
 3


N  1, d1  ( L / 2) m , v  22 m/s .

in Sec. 3.2
Problems

  1.2,   1.05, v  22 , ˆi  0.3693712 ( i  1, 2, ..., N ),   0.02 m ,

in Sec. 3.3

N  1 :d1  L / 2 (m), N  2 : d1  ( L / 2   ) m  ,
d 2  ( L / 2   ) m

For all Problems

d 1  ( L / 2   ) m 

.
N  3 : d 2  ( L / 2) m

d  ( L / 2   ) m 
 3


L  4 m , E  206.8 GPa ,   7820 kg/m 3 , P0  9.8 N , A  0.03  0.03 m 2 ,
ˆ  1.4076 kg , Kˆ  877.767 N/m , for i  1, 2, ..., N
M
i
i
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(a) Single absorber (N=1)

283

(b)Two absorbers (N=2)

(c)Three absorbers (N=3)
Figure 2. Case studies for simply-supported beam with multi-absorbers: (a) N=1,
(b) N=2, and (c) N=3.

Figure 3. The maximum displacement of the beam at mid-span
versus the velocity of the moving load for   0 .

Figure 4. The maximum displacement of the beam at mid-span
versus the velocity of the moving load for   0.075 .
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3.2. Optimization of the Fractional Derivative
In this Section, two examples are analyzed to show the
effect of the order of fractional derivatives for both of the
beam and absorbers. In the first example, we assume that
( N  1 ,   1 , ˆ1  0.1846356 , 0    2 ) while in the second
example we assume that ( N  1 ,   1 ,  1  0.15 ,
0    2 ). For both examples, one SDOF absorber is
appendaged at the mid-span of the beam ( N  1 ).
Moreover, the critical mean velocity of the moving load at
which the maximum displacement occurs (c.f. Figs. 3-5),
is almost v  22 m/s . This velocity is the mean value for
( N  1 ) with (  1  0 ,  1  0.075 , and  1  0.15 ). This
velocity ( v  22 m/s ) is further used in performing the
upcoming numerical examples. The curves shown in
Figure 6 (for the data given in Table 1) represent the
variation of maximum central deflection of the beam midspan (where the absorber is attached) with the beam
fractional derivative  . On the other hand, Figure 7 shows
the variation of maximum central deflection of the beam at
mid-span with the oscillator fractional derivative  .
The obtained curves in Figs. 6-7 lead to a very
interesting critical values of  and  ; these values are
(   1.2 when   0.15 ,   1.35 when   0.075 ,
  1.05 when ˆ1  0.3692712 ,   1.175 when
ˆ  0.1846356 ) at which the beam has minimum

Figure 5. The maximum displacement of the beam at midspan versus the velocity of the moving load for   0.15 .

1

deflections.
3.3. Effect of the Number of Oscillators on Central
Deflection
In this Section, the optimal values obtained in Secs.
3.1-3.2 (   1.2,   1.05, v  22 m/s ) for ˆ1  0.3692712 and
  0.15 of the beam and oscillator are used to determine
the dynamic response of the beam attached to many
oscillators. The other parameters considered in this
example are shown in Table 1. Figures 8-10 show the
dynamic response of the beam for various values of beam
damping ratio (   0 ,   0.075 ,   0.15 ), respectively.
The effects of the beam damping ratio and the number of
oscillators clearly observed from the corresponding curves
in Figs. 8-10. The effect of the previously obtained optimal
values is seen clearly when Figure 5 is compared with
Figure 10. The percent relative error reduction in the
central deflection of the beam is computed for (N = 0, N =
1, N = 2, N = 3) as (14.52%, 25.22%, 37.88%, 48.03%),
respectively. This reduction in beam displacement is due
to the effect of the optimal values of the fractional order
derivatives, beam damping ratio, oscillators damping
ratios, and the number of the attached oscillators.

Figure 6. The maximum central deflection of the beam
against the order of the beam's fractional derivative (  ).

Figure 7. The maximum central deflection of the beam against the
order of the oscillator's fractional derivative (  ).
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4. Conclusions and Future Work
An analytical model is presented to solve the transverse
vibration of Bernoulli-Euler beam attached to SDOF Noscillators with damping characteristics that are described
in terms of fractional derivatives. Furthermore, the
damping characteristics of the absorbers are assumed to be
fractional. The method employed is the Laplace transform
with the decomposition method to find the solution.
Although the method used has the ability to get the
analytical solution directly by introducing the MittagLeffler function, this solution may be written in a closed
form for some special cases; otherwise, it may be truncated
and fulfilled easily by using mathematical software such as
Maple.

Figure 10. The dynamic response ( w( L / 2, t ) ) for the beam
attached to many absorbers with   0.15 .

Figure 8. The dynamic response ( w( L / 2, t ) ) for the beam
attached to many absorbers with   0 .

Figure 9. The dynamic response ( w( L / 2, t ) ) for the beam

attached to many absorbers with   0.075 .

The numerical results obtained in this paper, show that:
(1) the dynamic response decreases as the number of
absorbers attached to the beam increases, (2) as both the
damping-ratios of absorbers and beam increase the
dynamic response decreases, and (3) there are some
critical values of  and  (   1 ,   1 ) at which the
beam has less deflection than that obtained from the fullorder derivative models (i.e.,   1 and   1 ).
Finally, even though the fractional derivative provides
better damping models of fractionally damped structures
and materials, limited number of papers have been
presented in this field. This is probably due to the fact that
the underlying mathematics of the fractional derivative
models is not well-developed. Hence, recent development
in this field will lead to the development of fractional
derivative models in many engineering problems. The
approach of the fractional derivative damping may allow
researchers to choose suitable mathematical models that fit
precisely experimental models. In general, there is no clear
industrial application where the empirical formulas
describing viscoelastic or elastic materials fit exactly the
experimental data. So, what the researchers are trying to
do is to study a proper model that governs the internal or
external damping behavior of even simple realistic models
that use complex industrial materials.
Future work will involve the following items for the
application of the fractional calculus-based approach that
is used in this paper within: (1) quantum computing
circuits and systems [7-9], (2) fractal-based formulations
to the micro-quasistatic thermo-viscoelastic creep for
rough surfaces in contact [3], and (3) other beam
configurations for various boundary conditions and
moving loads and oscillators.
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Abstract
Double helical gear transmission is a very important transmission component. A lot of dynamic models of spur and
helical gears for studying dynamic characteristics have been put forward, but the studies on double helical gears are scarce.
To study the nonlinear dynamic characteristics of the double helical gear system, the nonlinear dynamic model of double
helical gear system was established. Then the dimensionless dynamic model was summarized. Through numerical
computation, the nonlinear dynamic characteristic was revealed in some aspect. The vibration amplitude of gear is smaller
than the vibration amplitude of pinion at the same direction and the vibration amplitude of the same component at direction
is larger than the amplitude of gear at direction. Through the numerical method, we find that there is a plenty of nonlinear
dynamic characteristics in the double helical gear system, and thus more research is needed.
© 2014 Jordan Journal of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering. All rights reserved
Keywords: : Time-Varying Meshing Stiffness; Meshing Damping; Double Helical Gear; Nonlinear Characteristics.

1. Introduction
Gear transmission is the most common transmission
system and is widely used in the production of national
industries. It is also a particularly important key
component. It has three basic forms: spur, helical and
double helical. Because of alternate meshing of single and
double spur gear teeth in the transmission, the meshing
stiffness changed with large amplitude when the
coincidence degree is not an integer, motivating large
vibration and noise [1-3]. There is not alternate meshing of
single and double gear teeth in the helical gear system and
the stiffness mutation, so it’s meshing smoother. But there
are some shortcomings in the helical gear system, for
example: the dynamic axial load, time-varying mesh wire
length, time-varying frictional force and time-varying
frictional torque [4-9]. The dynamic axial load of double
helical gear was eliminated though the time-varying
frictional force and time-varying frictional torque exist.
Because of its high carrying capacity, smooth
transmission, and no axial load, the double helical gear has
been widely used. As we all known, many nonlinear
factors such as time-varying mesh stiffness, time-varying
mesh damping, meshing impact, backlash, time-varying
frictional force and friction torque in double helical gear
system will generate complex nonlinear vibration.
However, studies on system dynamics of double helical
gear is seldom, the research on double helical gear system
dynamics is very necessary.
Wesley Blankenship G. and Singh R. [10] studied the
dynamic meshing force, stiffness and transfer matrix in
*

Corresponding author. e-mail: chang_qinglin@126.com.

helical gear system, and researched backlash nonlinear
characteristics under different modal parameters.
IMAMURA.Y and SATO.S [11] studied the distribution
of dynamic stress in gear systems. Walha L. [12] and his
partners studied the nonlinear dynamic response of helical
gear system with mass eccentricity. Wei [13-14] studied
the friction nonlinear characteristics in-depth in the spur
gear system. Ma Hui [15] analyzed the influence of
eccentric load in helical gear system in detail and studied
the dynamic characteristic in eccentric helical gear system
by the method of modal analysis and coupling analysis.
Wang Qing [16] established the coupling dynamic model
and system differential equations of cylindrical helical
gear transmission considering time-varying mesh stiffness,
backlash and transmission error. N. Leiba [17] studied the
vibro-impact phenomenon by experimental and numerical
method. Song Xiaoguang [18] studied the nonlinear
characteristics of the flexible shaft helical gear system
considering backlash, bearing radial clearance and gear
unbalanced force. Tang Jinyuan and Chen Siyu [19-20]
proposed an improved nonlinear dynamics model of the
spur gear. On the basis of the model, the gap nonlinear
characteristics were analyzed. Wang Feng and Wang
Cheng [21-23] established a dynamic model of
herringbone gears, then the herringbone gears’ dynamic
characteristics were analyzed, but the calculation and
analysis of time-varying parameters and nonlinear factors
were not concerned. Li Wenliang [24] analyzed the
friction force in helical gear and the bending effect. Wei
Jing [25] discussed the backlash nonlinear characteristic in
helical gear system. Guo Jiashun [26] analyzed dynamic
profile modification with herringbone gear tooth based on
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analytical solutions. Bu Zhonghong [27-28] studied the
inherent characteristic and free vibration characteristics of
herringbone planetary gear set. Feng Zhigang [29] studied
the meshing static-dynamic vibration characteristics of
herringbone gear. Yang Xiaofang [30] analyzed the
distribution of power flow of the three branches of
herringbone gear drive system by simulation. Ma Shangjun
[31] analyzed the steady-state response of plate
convergence herringbone gears. Wu Xinyue [32, 33]
established a simplified kinetic model of herringbone gear
and got preliminary solution. Xie Zuiwei [34] analyzed the
stress on herringbone gear tooth surface by using the
contact stress finite element method. Ahmad Al-Shhyab
and Ahmet Kahraman [35] developed a non-linear timevarying dynamic model to study torsional dynamic
behavior for a multi-mesh gear system.
Referring to the modeling process of helical gear
system and combining its own characteristics, bendingtorsion-axis coupled nonlinear vibration model with 16
degrees of freedom was established. Nonlinear factors
considered in the process of modeling include timevarying mesh stiffness, meshing impact and backlash.
Dimensionless operation was adopted to process the
system dynamics equations. To solve the dimensionless
differential equations, the 4-5 Runge-Kutta method was
used. Then the nonlinear characteristic of time history
diagram, phase diagrams, Lyapunov exponent, Lyapunov
dimension, Poincare map and global bifurcation graphs in
the double helical gear system was studied.
2. Nonlinear Dynamic Model of the Double Helical
Gear System
2.1. The Nonlinear Dynamic Model
The double helical gear is wildly used in industry, such
as truck, train and other overload machines. A pair of
double helical gear is shown in the Figure.1. From the
Figure1, we find that the double helical gear could regard
as two helical gear with opposite helical angle. Then the
12 degrees bend-twist-axis coupling vibration model of
double helical gear pair is established just as Figure2
shown.
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Ogr
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gly
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Figure 2. 12 degrees bend-twist-axis coupling vibration model of
double helical gear pair

As shown in Figure 2, to establish the nonlinear
dynamic model of double-helical gear system of 12
degrees, the tooth surface friction and the friction torque
are not considered and the generalized displacement
matrix of 12 degrees can be expressed as:

δ = ( y pl , z pl ,θ pl ; y pr , z pr ,θ pr ; ygl , z gl ,θ gl ; ygr , z gr ,θ gr )T

(1)

, θij (i p=
, g ; j l , r ) is the translational
Where, yij , zij=
and rotational vibration displacement of center of pinion
, g ; j l , r ) at y, z direction,
Oij (i p=
and gear =
respectively.
Vibration

displacement

of

meshing

point

Pl , Pr and

Gl , Gr can be expressed as:

y=
y pi + θ pi r
pi

(2a)

z pi =z pi − y pi tan β =z pi − ( y pi + θ pi r ) tan β

(2b)

y=
y gi − θ gi R
gi

(2c)

z gi =z gi − y gi tan β =z gi − ( ygi − θ gi R) tan β

(2d)

Where, i = l , r .
Taking the double helical gear, seen as two helical
gears with opposite helical gears direction, and assuming
the two helical gears have the same parameters except the
helix angle, normal meshing stiffness of unilateral can be
expressed as:
∞

K mn (t ) =
K mn + ∑ {an1 cos[ξωh (t )t ] + bn1 sin[ξωh (t )t ]}
ξ =1

(3a)

= K mn + K mna cos(ωh t )
Where: K m is the normal average mesh stiffness of double
helical gear pair;

ωh (t )

double helical gear pair;

is the meshing frequency of

an and bn are

the Fourier

coefficients in Eq. (3a).
Mesh stiffness at the tangential and axial directions can
be expressed as:

K mry (t )=K mly (t ) = K mn (t ) cos β

Figure 1. A pair of double helical gear

K=
K=
K mn (t ) sin β
mrz (t )
mlz (t )
Where, i = l , r .

(3b)
(3c)
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The normal damping is expressed as:

Cmn (t ) = 2ζ v K mn (t )me

(4a)

m
Where: e is the equivalent mass of double helical gear
J p Jg
pair, me =
； ζ v is the relative damping of
J g Rb2 + J p rb2
double helical gear pair, and ζ v =0.070 。
Mesh damping at the tangential and axial can be
expressed as:

C=
C=
Cmn (t ) cos β
mry (t )
mly (t )

C=
C=
Cmn (t ) sin β
mrz (t )
mlz (t )

(4b)
(4c)

Where, i = l , r .
The tangential and axial dynamic meshing force at left
and right ends of double helical gear pair can be expressed
as:

=
Fyl (t ) K mly (t ) f ( y pl − y gl − ely )
•

•

•

+ Cmly (t )( y pl − y gl − ely )

(5a)

Fzl (t ) K mlz (t ) f ( z pl − z gl − elz )
=
•

•

•

+ Cmlz (t )( z pl − z gl − elz )

(5b)

Fyr (t ) K mry (t ) f ( y pr − y gr − ery )
=
•

•

•

+ Cmry (t )( y pr − y gr − e ry )

(5c)

Fzr (t ) K mrz (t ) f ( z pr − z gr − ery )
=
•

•

•

(5d)

+ Cmrz (t )( z pr − z gr − e ry )

t ) (i l =
, r ; j y, z ) are the tangential and
Where: eij (=
axial meshing error at left and right ends of double helical
gear pair, respectively; they can be then expressed in sine
function
forms
~

as: eij (t ) =
eij + eaij sin[ωh (t )t + φeij ] (i =
l , r; j =
y, z ) .
From Eq. (5a) to Eq. (5d), f ( =
ji )(i l =
, r ; j y, z ) is
the backlash nonlinear function, and also the tangential
and axial relative displacement at left and right ends of
double helical gear pair, respectively. Assume that the
backlash at left and right ends of double helical gear pair is
equal, and the normal backlash is 2bn , then the tangential
axial
backlash
is
and
2bt = 2bn cos b
2ba = 2bn sin b , respectively, where β is the helical

and

angle of the double helical gear system.

 yi − bt

=
f ( yi ) 0
y + b
t
 i
 zi − ba

=
f ( zi )  0
z + b
a
 i
Where, i = l , r .

( yi > bt )
( yi ≤ bt )

(6a)

( yi < −bt )
( zi > ba )
( zi ≤ ba )
( zi < −ba )

(6b)
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Through the Newton's second law and considering the
dynamic meshing force and backlash in double helical gear
pair shown in Figures 1 and 2, the kinetic equation of gear
system shown in Figure 2 can be established as:
•
 ••
+
− Fyl (t ) + m pl g
m
y
c
y
pl
ply
pl
pl + k ply y pl =

•
•
 ••
− Fzl (t )
m pl z pl + c plrz ( z pl − z pr ) + k plrz ( z pl − z pr ) =
 ••⋅
 J pl θ pl =
− Fyl (t )r + Tpl

•
 ••
− Fyr (t ) + m pr g
m pr y pr + c pry y pl + k pry y pl =
•
•
 ••
− Fzr (t )
m pr z pr − c plrz ( z pl − z pr ) − k plrz ( z pl − z pr ) =
 ••
 J pr θ pr =
− Fyr (t )r + Tpr

•
 ••
+
m
y
c
y
gl
gly
gl
gl + k gly y gl = Fyl (t ) + mgl g

•
•
•
 ••
mgl z gl + cglz z gl + k glz z gl + cglrz ( z gl − z gr )

Fzl (t )
+ k glrz ( z gl − z gr ) =

 ••
=
 J gl θ gl Fyl (t ) R − Tgl

••
•

+
m
y
c
y
gr
gry
gr
gr + k gry y gr =Fyr (t ) + mgr g

••
•
•
•

mgr z gr + cgrz z gr + k grz z gr − cglrz ( z gl − z gr )

− k glrz ( z gl − z gr ) =
Fzr (t )

 ••
 J=
 gr θ gr Fyr (t ) R − Tgr

mij (i
Where,=
ends
of

(7a)

(7b)

(7c)

(7d)

, g ; j l , r ) are the mass at left and right
p=
pinion

and

gear,

respectively;

, g ; j l , r ) are the moment of inertia at left and
=
J ij (i p=
right ends of pinion and gear respectively; r , R are
reference radius of pinion and gear, respectively.
2.2. Dimensionless of Kinetic Equations
In order to obtain these kinetic equations
dimensionless, define the system dimensionless time and
dimensionless excitation frequency, respectively as:

t =t ⋅ ωn

ω = ωh / ωn

(8a)
(8b)

Where: ωn

is the natural frequency of the system,

and ωn =

K mn / me ; me is the equivalent mass of gear

pair; K mn is the normal average mesh stiffness of gear
pair.
Take bn as the nominal dimension to take the Eq. (7)
dimensionless. The dimensionless displacement of double
helical gear system can be expressed as：
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η=
p,=
g ; j l ,=
r ; k y, z ) is
ijk (i

p1 y=
z=
rθ pl / bn
=
pl / bn , p2
pl / bn , p3

the

dimensionless

p4 y=
z=
rθ pr / bn
=
pr / bn , p5
pr / bn , p6

support stiffness at bearing at left and right ends of pinion

p7 y=
z=
Rθ gl / bn
=
gl / bn , p8
gl / bn , p9

and gear at

p10 y=
z=
Rθ gr / bn
=
gr / bn , p11
gr / bn , p12

(9)

p1,1 y=
zl / bn
=
l / bn , p1,2
p2,1 y=
zr / bn
=
r / bn , p2,2
Then the dimensionless kinetic equation of gear system
can be expressed as:

y, z direction, respectively;

ξ mij (τ=
) (i l =
, r ; j y, z ) is the dimensionless meshing
damping at left and right ends of gear at y , z direction,
respectively;

) (i l =
, r ; j y, z ) is the dimensionless meshing
ηmij (τ=
stiffness at left and right ends of gear at y , z direction,
respectively;

ilrj (i
ξilrj and η=
p=
, g ; j y, z ) are dimensionless
•
 ••
internal
damping
and
internal
stiffness at left and right
+
+
+
p
2
ξ
p
η
p
η
(
τ
)
f
(
p
)
ply
ply 1
mlyp
1,1
1
 1
ends
of
pinion
and
gear,
respectively;
~
•

~
F1
 + 2ξ mlyp (τ ) p1,1 =
Fi (i = 1,12) is the dimensionless external excitation.
 ••
•
•

The expressions of dimensionless parameter in Eq.
(10a)
 p 2 + 2ξ plrz ( p 2 − p 5 ) + η plrz ( p2 − p5 )
(10a)
to Eq. (10d) are:

~
•
c ply
K (t )
k ply
 + η mlzp (τ ) f ( p1,2 ) + 2ξ mlzp (τ ) p1,2 =
F2
ξ ply =
η mlyp (t )= mly 2
， η ply =
2 ，

2m pl ωn
m pl ωn
m pl ωn
~
•
 ••
F3
 p 3 + 2[η mlyp (τ ) f ( p1,1 ) + 2ξ mlyp (τ ) p1,1 ] =
C (t )
c plrz
k plrz
ξ mlyp (t )= mly ， ξ plrz =
， η plrz =
••
•
2m pl ωn
2m pl ωn
m pl ωn2

+
+
+
2
(
)
(
)
p
p
p
f
p
ξ
η
η
τ
2,1
pry
pry 4
mryp
4
 4
c
K (t )
C (t )
⋅

ηmlzp (t )= mlz 2 ， ξ mlzp (t )= mlz ， ξ pry = pry
~
 + 2ξ (τ ) p• =
2m pl ωn
m pl ωn
2m pr ωn
F4
mryp
2,1

k
C (t )
K (t )
•
•
 ••
η pry = pry 2 ， η mryp (t )= mry 2 ， ξ mryp (t )= mry
(10b)
 p 5 − 2ξ plrz ( p 2 − p 5 ) − η plrz ( p2 − p5 )
2m pr ωn
m pr ωn
m pr ωn

~
•
 + ηmrzp (τ ) f ( p2,2 ) + 2ξ mrzp (τ ) p 2,2 =
c
F5
K (t )
C (t )
ηmrzp (t )= mrz 2 ， ξ mrzp (t )= mrz ， ξ gly = gly

~
••
•
2m pr ωn
m pr ωn
2mgl ωn
 p + 2[η (τ ) f ( p ) + 2ξ (τ ) p ] =
F6
2,1
mryp
mryp
2,1
 6
k
k glz
cglz

η gly = gly 2 ξ glz =
， η glz =
2mgl ωn
mgl ωn
mgl ωn2
•
 ••
 p 7 + 2ξ gly p 7 + η gly p7 − η mlyg (τ ) f ( p1,1 )
C (t )
K (t )
C (t )
~
•

ξ mlzg (t )= mlz ， ηmryg (t )= mry 2 ， ξ mryg (t )= mry
ω
2
m
2mgr ωn
mgr ωn
F7
 − 2ξ mlyg (τ ) p1,1 =
gl n
 ••
•
•
•
~
2Tpl
C (t )
K (t )

ηmrzg (t )= mrz 2 ， ξ mrzg (t )= mrz ， F3 =
 p8 + 2ξ glz p8 + η glz p8 + 2ξ glrz ( p8 − p11 ) + η glrz ( p8 (10c)
ω
m
2
m
ω
bn m pl ωn2

gr n
gr n
~
•
 − p11 ) − ηmlzg (τ ) f ( p1,2 ) − 2ξ mlzg (τ ) p1,2 =
F8
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
g

F1 = F4 = F7 = F10 =
， F2 = F5 = F8 = F11 =0 ，
2
~
••
•
 p − 2[η (τ ) f ( p ) + 2ξ (τ ) p ] =
bnωn
F9
1,1
mlyg
mlyg
1,1
 9
~
~
~
2Tpr
2Tgl
2Tgr
， F9 =， F12 =。
F6 =
••
•
2
2

bn m pr ωn
bn mgl ωn
bn mgr ωn2
+
+
−
ξ
η
η
τ
p
p
p
f
p
2
(
)
(
)
gry 10
gry 10
mryg
2,1
 10
The dimensionless backlash nonlinear function can be

~
•
expressed as:
 − 2ξ mryg (τ ) p 2,1 =
F10
 ••

bk
b
•
•
•

( pi , j > k )
 pi , j −
 p11 + 2ξ grz p11 + η grz p11 − 2ξ glrz ( p8 − p11 ) − η glrz ( p8 (10d)
b
bn
n


~
•

b

 − p11 ) − η mrzg (τ ) f ( p2,2 ) − 2ξ mrzg (τ ) p 2,2 =
=
( pi , j ≤ k )
f ( pi , j ) 0
(11)
F11
bn


⋅

 ••
~
•
b
b
 pi , j + k ( pi , j < − k )
 p12 − 2[ηmryg (τ ) f ( p2,1 ) + 2ξ mryg (τ ) p 2,1 ] =
F12
b
bn


n

Where:
=
i 1,=
2; j 1,=
2, k t , a .
Where,
ξ=
p,=
g ; j l ,=
r ; k y, z ) is the dimensionless
ijk (i
The dimensionless transmission error can be
support damping at bearing at left and right ends of pinion
expressed as:

and gear at

y, z direction, respectively;

~

eij eaij
eij (τ ) =+
l , r; j =
y, z )
sin(ωτ + φeij ) (i =
bn
bn

(12)
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3. Numerical Results and Discussion

Take the basic parameters as:

z p = 30 ， z g = 90 ， m = 3 ， α= 20° ， β= 10° ，
g = 9.8 N / kg ， bn = 0.1mm ， B = 60mm ，

Tp =300 N ⋅ m ，
=
Tg 900 N ⋅ m , f = 5000r / min ,

m p = 5kg , mg = 45kg , K mna = 2 × 108 N / m ，
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k ply =k pry =k gly =k=
6.15 × 109 N / m .，
gry

ξ glz =ξ grz = 0.008 , k glz =k=
3.03 × 106 N / m ，
grz
ξ ply =ξ pry =ξ gly =ξ gry = 0.008 ，
k plrz =k glrz =6.02 × 1010 N / m , eij (τ )=0 .
Then Figure 3 to Figure 5 can be obtained by 4-5
Runge-Kutta method, in which the nonlinear
characteristics of double helical gear system can be
revealed.

K mn = 6 × 108 N / m , ξ plrz =ξ glrz =0.1 ,

(a)Time history

(b) Time history partial enlarged view

(c)Speed-displacement phase diagram

(d) Poincare section

Figure 3. The numerical result of pinion at y direction
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(a) Time history

(b) Time history partial enlarged view

(c) Speed-displacement phase diagram

(d) Poincare section

Figure 4. The numerical result of gear at y direction

In Figures 3 to 5, some nonlinear characteristics are
revealed. From Figure (3a), Figure (4a) and Figure (5a),
we get that the vibration is in the double helical gear
system. From Figure (3a), Figure (4a), Figure (3b) and
Figure (4b), we find that the amplitude of gear
y
at direction is smaller than the amplitude of pinion at
direction. From Figure (4a), Figure (5a), Figure (4b) and
Figure (5b), we find that the amplitude of gear
at z direction is larger than the amplitude of gear
at y direction. To a certain extent, we could obtain that the
vibration amplitude of gear is smaller than the vibration

amplitude of pinion at the same direction and the vibration
amplitude of the same component at z direction is larger
than the amplitude of gear at y direction.
From Figures 3 to 5, we find that there are abundant
nonlinear characteristics existing in the double helical gear
system. According to their nonlinear characteristics, we
should take the dynamic performance into consideration
when designing the double helical gear system. At the
same time, we could use the vibration signal to monitor the
operation of double helical gear system.

© 2014 Jordan Journal of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering. All rights reserved - Volume 8, Number 5 (ISSN 1995-6665)

(a)Time history

(b) Time history partial enlarged view

(c) Speed-displacement phase diagram

(d) Poincare section
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Figure 5. The numerical result of gear at z direction

4. Conclusions
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In this paper, we obtained the nonlinear dynamic vibration
model of the double helical gear system by taking the timevarying nonlinear factors into consideration. The time-varying
nonlinear factors in this model include time-varying mesh
stiffness, time-varying meshing damping, backlash, timevarying transmission error and time-varying meshing force.
Based on the nonlinear dynamic vibration model, the
dimensionless nonlinear dynamic vibration model had been
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differential equations.
Through the numerical result, we find that there are a lot of
nonlinear vibration characteristics in the double helical gear
system. The vibration amplitude of gear is smaller than the
vibration amplitude of pinion at the same direction and the
vibration amplitude of the same component at z direction is
larger than the amplitude of gear at y direction. From the study
of nonlinear characteristics and performance of double helical
gear system, the double helical gear can be optimistic designed.
What is more, there are many unknown nonlinear vibration
characteristics that need to be researched further.
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Abstract
With the growing number and high usage frequency, it was important for automobiles to test the performance. In order to
detect automobiles effectively, the technologies of automobile contour detection and longitudinal axis extraction, based on
digital image processing, were studied. The basic concepts of automobile testing technology were introduced, and several
commonly used image segmentation methods were analyzed. Before image segmentation, the automobile image was
preprocessed, including gray scale transformation, gray scale stretching and median filtering. According to the monotonicity
of interclass variances to both sides of threshold, the rapid realization method of image segmentation based on OTSU was
proposed. The extraction of automobile longitudinal axis was realized by using approximation method. The software running
showed that it could effectively detect automobile contour and extract longitudinal axis, which laid foundation for
subsequent automobile image analysis and feature extraction, and it had certain practical value.
© 2014 Jordan Journal of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering. All rights reserved
Keywords: : Automobile Contour; Longitudinal Axis; Image Segmentation; OTSU; Approximation Method.

1. Introduction
Automobiles play important roles in our daily life and
have greatly changed lifestyle. With the rapid progress of
automobile technology and fast development of
automobile industry, the automobile performance has been
improved significantly [1]. At the same time, the
automobile structure becomes more complex. With the
increase of automobile travelling mileage, it is inevitable
for some performance changes to take place, such as
power declination, economic deterioration, reduction of
safety and reliability, etc. [2]. These changes affect the
normal operation and use of automobiles seriously, and
they may even pose a threat to people’s lives. In order to
protect the safety of automobiles and people, the
automobiles’ technical states and usage performance
should be known. Therefore, it is vital and necessary to
identify and eliminate the faults in advance by detecting
the vehicle performance.
The technologies of automobile detection are mainly
concerned with the operation performance, which can
identify the technical conditions without disassembling
and providing a reliable basis for the fault detection and
maintenance. With the advances of science and
technology, especially the technologies of computer and
communication, the traditional detection methods cannot
*
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meet the needs of modern automobile testing [3]. A variety
of advanced equipment is used to make the automobile
detecting process safer, faster and more accurate [4].
Automobile longitudinal axis, the center line or
symmetrical line, is one of the basic characteristics of
automobiles. In general, when an automobile moves along
the road, the body sides are parallel with the road
direction, and then the automobile's longitudinal axis is
parallel with the road surface [5].
The extraction of automobile longitudinal axis is
significant in automobile detection. For example, in the
automobile headlamp detection, the longitudinal axis
should be vertical with the pathway of headlamp tester, or
the detection results may have errors. There are two
general methods to resolve the measurement errors: a)
using automobile adjusting device to alien the automobile,
and b) using a certain technology to correct the detection
results. For the first method, the instrument has a fixed
length for the platforms of the front axle and the rear axle,
which cannot adapt to the automobiles with different
wheelbases; the adjusting time is long and the detection
efficiency is low; due to this, then this method cannot meet
the need of fast automatic detection in automobile testing
stations. For the second method, a computer is used to
process an automobile image; the first step is to extract the
automobile contour and longitudinal axis, then to analyze
the offset between the actual position and the ideal
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position of the automobile, and finally to correct the
headlamp testing results according to the positional
deviation. The second method is low-cost, and can obtain
accurate measurement results. The correction of headlamp
detection results can indirectly decrease the accidents
caused by headlamp faults [6].
The detection of automobile longitudinal axis has
mainly two methods: 1) a method based on machine
vision, and 2) a method based on digital image processing.
Lin [7] used the stereo vision technology to detect the
longitudinal axis of an automobile which was parked on
the automobile straightening apparatus. The two images of
the automobile body were captured and the boundary lines,
within certain slopes and lengths, were extracted, and,
finally, their centerlines were gotten. This method has a
good accuracy, but it needs a special straightening
apparatus and two cameras; the system is very costing.
The image is the main source of information
acquisition and exchange [8]. In recent years, the methods
of image acquisition, processing, and non-contact
measurement are widely used in many fields, such as
traffic monitoring, automobile headlamp detection,
automatic identification of automobile license, shape
measurements of the automobile body, smart identification
of automobile type, etc. [9]. In the process of automobile
detection based on image processing technology, there are
other objects and background besides the vehicles in the
image. In order to further extract, analyze and process the
automobile characteristics, the key step is to separate the
automobile from the complex scene of the original image
and obtain the automobile contour.
Based on image processing, the technologies of image
segmentation and contour detection of automobiles are
discussed and the longitudinal axis of automobile is
extracted in this study. Since the method uses one camera
only, it can reduce the system cost. Besides, it is a
noncontact measurement method; the system is suited for
online application in vehicle detection station.
The remainder parts of this paper are as follows: the
second section analyzes the commonly used methods of
image segmentation; the third part gives the system design
of automobile longitudinal axis detection based on image
segmentation; section four analyzes the main idea of image
segmentation based on maximum interclass variance, puts
forward the quick achievement process of OTSU, and
discusses the realization process of automobile
longitudinal axis extrication; section five concludes the
paper to show that the automobile longitudinal axis
extraction mthod based on image processing has practical
value in automobile detection.
2. Image Segmentation Methods
Image segmentation is a key technology in digital
image processing, which occupies important position in
the image engineering. On the one hand, image
segmentation is the basis of target expression and it has an
important impact on the characteristic measurement. On
the other hand, image segmentation and segmentationbased technologies including target expression, feature
extraction and parameter measurement convert the original
image into more abstract and compact form, and then the

higher level of image analyzing and understanding become
possible [10].
Simply, image segmentation refers to the fact that
different regions, with special meanings in an image, are
distinguished, and each region meets the consistency of a
specific area. Image segmentation can also extract
interesting targets, including gray scale of pixel, color,
texture, etc. [11]. There are many ways to segment images,
the most classic methods include threshold-based
segmentation [12], edge detection, region extraction, and
so on.
2.1. Threshold Segmentation Method
The threshold-based method is the most common way
to segment images [13]. This method can directly process
gray scale information in a binary or a multi-valued way.
Firstly, one or several thresholds are selected. Then, the
gray scale value of each pixel in the image is compared
with the threshold to classify the corresponding pixels
according to the comparison results and classify the pixels
within the same gray scale interval as the same area. It is
obvious that the threshold determination is a key factor
that has a direct impact on the segmentation result.
This segmentation method has a simple process, low
cost and strong practicality. However, when the difference
of image gray scales is not obvious, or the most of gray
scales are overlapped, it is often difficult to get an accurate
segmentation result and many over-segmentation or undersegmentation errors occur [14]. The basic threshold
segmentation methods include histogram twin peaks
method, iterative method, OSTU method, etc.
2.2. Edge Detection Method
Edge detection is an important way to achieve image
segmentation by detecting the place where the gray scale
or structure has mutation, which indicates the end of an
area and the start of another area. At the edge of an image,
the gray scales are not continuous which can be detected
by derivative operation [15]. The position of step edge
corresponds to the extreme points of the first order
derivative and the zero crossing points of the second
derivative. Therefore, the basic image edge detection
technologies are mostly realized based on a differential
operation. The edge detection operator can extract image
boundary by checking the neighborhood of each pixel and
quantify the changes of gray scales. Because edge and
noise are not consecutive points, it is difficult to overcome
the effects of noise for using direct differential operation.
In general, the images are smoothed by filters before edge
detection.
The commonly used first-order differential operators
include Roberts, Prewitt and Sobel. The second-order
differential operators have Laplace, Log and Canny. In
practice, the variety of differential operators are usually
expressed by small region templates. Each operator is best
suited to a certain application field. This feature has
superiority in application because it can help accomplish
specific edge detection. But it is limited due to the fact that
the predefined edge detection method may not achieve the
best results for other application or unknown
circumstances.
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2.3. Region Segmentation Method
The essence of image segmentation method based on
region is to connect the pixels of the same nature together
to constitute the final divided regions. It utilizes local
space information of the image and can effectively
overcome some shortcomings of other ways. The method
is characterized by dividing the segmentation process into
several sequential steps, in which the subsequent steps
should be judged according to the results of the previous
steps.
There are two major implementation ways: a) region
growing, and b) region splitting and merging. The basic
idea of the region growing method is to aggregate the
pixels or sub-regions of a similar nature to form a larger
area. The key point of this method is to select a suitable
growth or similar criteria. The growth guidelines can be
generally divided into three kinds: 1) rule based on
regional gray difference, 2) rule based on gray scale
distribution statistical properties, and 3) rule based on
region shape [16]. The method of splitting and merging is
to divide the image into many small regions with strong
consistency, to combine them into a large region, and
finally the image segmentation is achieved [17].

Figure 1. Implementation process of automobile longitudinal axis
detection system

4. Realization of Automobile Longitudinal
Axis Extraction
In order to test the effectiveness of this algorithm
preliminary, a longitudinal axis detection system of
automobile is designed. Due to the limitations of the
experimental conditions, only two images of different
types of automobiles are used to test the algorithm.

2.4. Segmentation Method Combined with Specific Theory
4.1. Preprocessing of Automobile Image
In recent years, with the appearance of many new
theories and methods, there have been many segmentation
techniques combining with certain theories, including
mathematical morphology [18], genetic algorithm, wavelet
transformation, neural network, etc.
3. Design of Automobile Longitudinal Axis Detection
System
When detecting automobile headlamps in vehicle
testing stations, and because of the misalignment between
the tested automobile and headlamp tester, there may be
errors in detecting results. The errors can be corrected by
analyzing the deviation of automobile parking location
[19]. In this application, the extraction of automobile
longitudinal axis is a critical step.
In order to reduce the system cost, a single camera is
applied to capture the automobile images. Firstly, the
automobile is parked in predetermined position in the
vehicle testing station. The camera is set just above the
automobile [20], and the image plane is aligned with the
testing field by camera calibration. Then, the automobile
overlooking image is captured, and it is processed by the
computer to obtain the automobile outline by image
segmentation technology. Finally, the longitudinal axis of
the automobile can be extracted.
The process of system implementation of automobile
longitudinal axis detection is shown in Figure 1.

After acquiring the automobile image, the
preprocessing is necessary, including gray scale
conversion, gray scale stretching and image smoothing.
In the case of low light condition, the clarity of the gray
scale image is greater than that of the color image. In order
to adapt to different lighting conditions, the color
automobile images are converted to gray scale images.
Moreover, the process can reduce the complexity of
information computation.
The gray scale stretching method is used to manipulate
the image to enhance the variation range of image gray
scale, rich gray scale levels and enhance contrast and
resolution of the image. The commonly used gray scale
stretching function is given, as shown in Eq. 1:
 y1
x < x1
 x
 x1
y − y
=
f ( x)  2 1 ( x − x1 ) + y1 x1 ≤ x < x2
 x2 − x1
 255 − y2
x2 ≤ x
( x − x2 ) + y2

 255 − x2

(1)

Where, x1 , x2 are gray scale values of turning points of
the original image; y1 , y2 are gray scale values used for
the transformed image.
In the application of automobile longitudinal axis
detection, the image is smoothed to reduce noise. The
median filter is used to realize this function in this study.
The gray scale images of the tested automobiles after
preprocessing are shown in Figure 2:
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The interclass variance is defined, as shown in Eq. 4:

σ = w0 (u0 − uT ) 2 + w1 (u1 − uT ) 2
2

(4)

= w0 w1 (u0 − u1 ) 2
The largest value of T can be gotten when the interclass
variance gets the maximum. The value is the best
segmentation threshold for OTSU segmentation method.
4.3. Quick Achievement of Automobile Image
Segmentation Algorithm

(b) Automobile 2
Figure 2. The gray scale images of the tested automobiles

4.2. Image Segmentation Based on Maximum Interclass
Variance
A maximum interclass variance, a dynamic threshold
method, was brought out by Nobuyuki Otsu [21], which is
simply called OTSU. The basic idea is to find a threshold
value through a gray histogram of the image. The value
makes the interclass variance get the maximum and
divides the image into two parts: target and background
[22].
Supposing that the number of image pixels is N, the
gray scale range is [0, K-1], the number of pixels
corresponding to the gray level i is

pi = ni / N , and

K −1

∑p
i =0

i

ni , the probability is

=1.

The basic idea of the OTSU algorithm is to select a
certain gray scale as the threshold value which divides the
image into two groups and calculates the interclass
variance of the two groups. When the interclass variance is
maximal, the threshold is used to segment the image.
It is obvious that the main calculation amount of this
algorithm lies in computing the interclass variance. The
method is simple in idea, but the computation amount is
large, which hiders the rapid implementation of image
segmentation. As for the standard 256 level grayscale
image, in general, it needs 256 calculations to get the
maximum variance [23]. In order to improve the operating
speed, a rapid implementation method of OTSU is
proposed in this study.
In order to find out how to segment the automobile
gray scale image quickly, the interclass variance for each
gray scale value of the automobile image, shown in Figure
2 (a), is given, as shown in Figure 3.
6000
5000
4000
variance

(a) Automobile 1

3000
2000

According to gray scales, a certain threshold T divides
the image pixels into two categories: C0 and C1 . The
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former contains the pixels which gray scale belongs to [0,
T]; the latter includes the pixels which gray scale range is
[T+1, K-1].
The means of C0 and C1 are given respectively, as

0

shown in Eq. 2:
T

u0 = ∑ iPi / w0 , u1 =
i =0

=
w0

Where,

K −1

∑ iP / w

i= T +1

T

i

K −1

(2)

1

=
pi , w1 ∑ pi =
∑
i= 0
i= T +1

1 − w0

.

The mean of the total image is gotten, as shown in Eq. 3:

=
uT

K −1

iP
∑=
i =0

i

w0u0 + w1u1

(3)

0
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150
grayscale

200

250

300

Figure 3. Interclass variances of image pixels

It can be seen that the maximum of interclass variance
corresponds to the best segmentation threshold value. The
interclass variance monotonically decreases when the gray
scale is less than the threshold and the interclass variance
monotonically increases when the gray scale is greater
than the value. This feature can provide convenience to
quickly calculate the optimal segmentation threshold
value. The rapid calculation process is given, as shown in
Figure 4.
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For the given automobile image, shown in Figure 2
(a), the gray scale threshold value, using conventional
OTSU algorithm, is 159, and the value with the rapid
method is 160. The difference is very small, but the
analyzing speed is greatly enhanced. In this case, the
threshold can be obtained by 40 calculations in the rapid
method, which is much smaller compared with the 256
calculations in the conventional method.
4.4. Implementation of Automobile Longitudinal
Axis Extraction
According to the symmetrical characteristics of the
outline of automobile overlooking image, the
approximation method is used to detect the automobile
longitudinal axis after getting the automobile outline
[24]. The analyzing method of automobile longitudinal
axis extraction is shown in Figure 5.
The extraction process of automobile longitudinal
axis, based on approximation method, is as follows:
1. Set the error threshold ε according to the
measurement accuracy requirement and camera
resolution.
2. Select the starting positions by drawing two lines,
get four points a 1 , b 1 , c 1 , d 1 , and then obtain two
midpoints m 1 and n 1 according to the lines a 1 b 1 and
c 1 d 1 , respectively.
3. Analyze the angle between the two lines a 1 b 1 and
m 1 n 1 , as shown in Eq. 5:
1
(5)
=
θ1 arctan(− )
k1
where, k1 =

Figure 4. Rapid calculation process of OTSU

( ya1 + yb1 ) − ( yc1 + yd1 )
2( xa1 − xc1 )

If | θ1 − 90 |≥ ε , draw the vertical line of m 1 n 1 , and
obtain the edge points a 2 , b 2 , c 2 , d 2 .
4. Analyze the angle between the two lines a 2 b 2 and
m 2 n 2 , as shown in Eq. 6:
1 + k1k2
θ 2 arctan(−
=
)
(6)
k1 − k2
The process is repeated until | θ 2 − 90 |< ε , finally
the automobile longitudinal axis is acquired. The
extraction results of longitudinal axis for the tested
automobiles are shown in Figure 6:

Figure 5. Analyzing method of detecting automobile
longitudinal axis based on approximation method

Figure 6. Detection results of the automobile longitudinal axis
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As can be seen from Figure 6, the algorithm
proposed in this study can effectively extract the
longitudinal axes of the two tested automobiles in
different backgrounds. And from the extraction process,
the angle between the longitudinal axis and the
horizontal axis of the image coordinate system can be
obtained. After camera calibration, the image plane is
aligned with the testing field, then the parking deviation
angle of the automobile is obtained, which can be used
to correct the measurement data of the headlamp tester
and improve the measurement accuracy in automobile
headlamp testing. In addition, the measurement
precision of automobile longitudinal axis is affected by
the color difference between the automobile body and
background, camera resolution, field lighting, etc.
5. Conclusions
On the basis of analyzing several commonly used
image segmentation methods, the system of automobile
contour detection and longitudinal axis extraction is
designed and implemented. The experiment results
show that the quick realization of image segmentation,
based on OTSU, can effectively detect the outline of the
automobile image and can greatly improve the detection
speed. The automobile longitudinal axis can be
extracted through approximation method. Compared
with other methods, it has low cost and real time. It can
lay a good foundation for the subsequent analysis and
feature extraction of the automobile image, and the
automobile longitudinal axis method has a certain
application value.
It is important to note that this method needs a high
demand for image segmentation; then a more accurate
image segmentation method should be developed to
achieve a better extraction result of the automobile
longitudinal axis in future research. Furthermore, due to
the limitations of the experimental conditions of this
study, only two automobiles are selected to detect
longitudinal axes, more experiments need to be carried
out to test the algorithm. In addition, considering that
the method is mainly used in a vehicle test station, only
cars are selected for the test. In order to widen the
application scope, the method should be improved to
test other type of vehicles in our future studies.
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Abstract
Brain tumors are amongst the top death-leading health conditions worldwide. Biopsy is the most accurate procedure that
determines the brain tumor type whether it is malignant or benign. However, biopsy may not be applicable for some patients
with brain cancer (BCa) and could be life-threatening. In this paper, an intelligent diagnosticimage-based systems are
implemented to assist physicians in making diagnostic decisions about the BCa type without biopsy procedures. A combined
method of artificial intelligent systems and MRI image segmentation is proposed as a tumor classification tool. This study
employs image filtration and segmentation on a region of interest (ROI) of an MRI image. Then, extract accurate statistical
features are fed into four artificial intelligent (AI) systems: Adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system(ANFIS), Elamn Neural
Network (Elman NN), Nonlinear AutoRegressive with exogenous neural networks (NARXNN), and feedforward NN. The
four AI classifiers are investigated and tested on 107 patients with brain tumors. The data base of the brain tumor images
used in this study contains both malignant and benign cancers. The performance of the four intelligent tumor classifiers is
evaluated. It is found that the NARX NN shows best performance with a classification accuracy of 99.1%. The achieved
accuracy level is superior and could be very helpful in clinical purposes.
© 2014 Jordan Journal of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering. All rights reserved
Keywords: : Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference Systems (ANFIS); Neural Networks; Brain Cancer; Image Segmentation; Nonlinear Auto
Regressive; Region of Interest (ROI).

1. Introduction
Brain tumors are the most complicated cancer diseases
that are globally recognized by different organizations of
cancer registry. It has been shown that brain tumors are
fatal especially for children and they are listed among the
highest causes of cancer among young adults [1]. In
Jordan, 154 cases of malignant brain tumor were reported
in 2008. The Age Specific Incidence Rates of brain tumors
for males and females were reported in [2] as 8.1 and 4.8
per 100,000 populations for the age group (0-20 years),
respectively, 5.1 and 10.3 per 100,000 populations for the
age group (20-40years), and 33.9 and 19.1 per 100,000
populations for the age group (40-60 years).
There are varieties of cancer treatment techniques, such
as:
chemotherapy,
radiotherapy,
surgery,
and
amalgamation. However, the early determination the type
of brain tumor is one of the most important factors for
curing [1]. Therefore, tumor type and nature must be
diagnosed before starting the treatment procedures.
*
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Advanced medical imaging modalities followed by a
histological test known as biopsy are usually used in
diagnosing. However, biopsy is still not applicable for
some patients with brain cancer and could be lifethreatening, and can cause a significant damage to the
healthy brain tissues.
Thus, the objective of the proposed adaptive neural
fuzzy system was to give primary information about the
cancer existence in form of Classification Accuracy (CA)
and the higher classification accuracy percentage, the
greater the options for treatment. For under these
circumstances, artificial intelligence, like fuzzy logic,
neural networks and hybrid fuzzy logic and neural
networks are implemented in image-based diagnostic
systems. Such system serves to assist physicians in making
diagnostic decisions based on database analysis and
pattern recognition and without any risk. Also such system
will be helpful in monitoring patients with low cancer risk
without resorting to the frequent painful biopsy
procedures. In [3], the fuzzy logic has been successfully
implemented in breast cancer classification. Hybrid
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particle swarm optimized fuzzy logic system was used in
the modeling and design of a hypoglycemia monitor for
patients with diabetes [4]. A complementary learning
fuzzy neural network was proposed in [5] for Ovarian
cancer diagnosis. In [6], a modified fuzzy cellular neural
network was proposed to effectively segment CT liver
images, which will help in early diagnosis of lever cancer.
Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) is one
of the intelligent systems that showed a promising
performance in different aspects of our life, and more
widely in medical applications. ANFIS has been
implemented in many medical diagnoses such as: human
action recognition [7] and epilepsy seizure [8-9]. Contentbased image retrieval system, as a tool for discrimination
between the normal and abnormal medical images, was
developed in [10], heart valve diseases [11], rheumated
arthritis [12], prostate cancer [13], and breast cancer [14].
ANFIS showed an overall accuracy in detecting glaucoma
of 90.0% as reported in [15]. ANFIS illustrated a better
performance in detecting four types of brain tumor when
compared with the performance of probabilistic neural
network classifiers [16].
Another promising intelligent cancer classification tool
is based on Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). Karabatak
in [17] presented an automatic diagnosis system for
detecting breast cancer based on Association Rules (AR)
and Neural Network (NN). The proposed AR with NN
classifier showed an accuracy of 95.6%. In [18], a
classification system was developed to detect tumor blocks
or lesions, where the classification step was determined by
ANN to discriminate between normal and abnormal MRIs
for different patients with Astrocytoma type of brain
tumors. An ANN automated diagnosis system was
proposed for prostate cancer detection in [19]. Data taken
by biopsy for 121 patients were used to train and tests the
ANN classifier. The system showed an accuracy of
94.11%. In [19], An ANN discrete wavelet transformation
hybrid technique was presented for brain cancer
classification. A very adequate performance was obtained
via a modified Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) brain
tumors classifier that was proposed in [20]. Their approach
incorporated a non-linear Least Squares Features
Transformation (LSFT) into the PNN classifier. The
achieved classification accuracy was 95.24%.
In this study, a simple MRI tumor segmentation
technique combined with artificial intelligent system to
assist physicians in determining the brain tumor type is
proposed. This proposed brain cancer classification
approach will help in minimizing the examination time,
cost and avoiding the unnecessary biopsy procedure. The
key steps of the proposed method, technically, are
illustrated in Figure (1). Step 1 of the approach is to obtain
MRI investigated cases; step 2 is a preprocessing step, all
images are filtered using the smoothing spatial low pass
filter (averaging filter) and enhanced by the equalizing
histogram. In step 3, the ROI is performed to segment the
tumor part using threshold transformation function. Then
the technique of feature extraction from each ROI is
implemented to convert the original data set into minimum
output features. This process is accomplished by
measuring certain properties of the image, or features, that
distinguish one input pattern from another pattern. In this
Step, three textural features based on ROI of each gray

level for each MRI tumor type are extracted; as: the mean,
maximum, and standard deviation of pixel values for both.
In Step 4, the extracted features are fed into ANFIS and
three ANN systems that classify the tumor type into
Malignant or Benign. Three types of ANN are
investigated: Elman Network, NARX Network, and
Feedforward Network.
This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, a
detailed description of image preprocessing and extraction
parameters from the ROI, and data collection are
presented. Also, ANFIS theory and brief description about
Elman NN, NARXNN, and Feedforward NN are reviewed.
Section 3 addresses the obtained experimental results and
discusses the performance of each classifier (ANFIS,
Elman NN, NARXNN, and Feedforward NN) in BCa
detection. Finally, section 4 is devoted for the conclusion
of the presented work with relevance to BCa classification.

Figure 1. Flow chart of the proposed method

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Image Database
A total of 107 real brain MRIs that contain tumors were
used in this study. The MRI data set contains (41) benign
and (66) malignant MRIs that were collected from
Jordanian hospitals. The MRIs were taken for different
patients with several transverse slices. It is important to
mention that all used MRIs were diagnosed and classified
as benign or malignant by experts in the field. It was
noticed that the tumors locations were in the middle, the
right, and in the left half of the brain.
2.2. Enhancement and Segmentation
After converting all images to the gray scale, the
histogram equalization was applied to improve the MRI
quality. In this work, enhancement can be performed using
the transformation function ( T (r ) ), where r represents
the gray levels of the MR image. This image was already
normalized to the interval [0, 1], with r =0 representing
black and r =1 representing white [21]. The
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transformations ( T (r ) ) produces a level s for every pixel
value r in the original MRI as shown Eq. 1:

s = T (r )

0 ≤ r ≤1

(1)

On the other hand, the probability of occurrence of gray
level rk in an image is calculated by Eq. 2:

Pr (rk ) =

nk
n

k = 0, 1, 2, ..., L - 1

(2)

where n was the total number of pixels in the image,
nk was the number of pixels that have a gray level, and L
is the total number of possible gray levels in the image
[21]. Therefore, the histogram equalization was calculated
by Eq. 3:
k

k

nj

j =0

j =0

n

sk = T (rk ) = ∑ Pr (rj ) = ∑

(3)

k = 0, 1, 2,..., L - 1.
Thus, the processed tumor image was obtained by
mapping each pixel with level rk in the input image into a
corresponding pixel with level s k in the output image via
Eq. 3.
The BCa MRI was filtered using the smoothing spatial
low pass filter (averaging filter) as a preprocessing step to
remove insignificant details from a brain image before the
object of tumor was extracted by the ROI histogram for the
segmented region. Averaging filter was chosen with
3× 3 pixels containing equal weights of value "1" is
applied to the original image ( Ri ), where i ∈1 to 3 × 3 .
In this case, the small objects with low intensity variations
was blinded into the background, while leaving the objects
of interest relatively (tumor) unchanged. The average filter
is calculated by Eq. 4 [22] as follows:

1 m×n
X=
∑ Ri
m × n i =1

(4)

Where m=3 and n=3. Resultant image X after applying
the average filter in Eq. 4 is shown in Figures 2 and 3. As
seen in both figures, each original image passes through an
averaging filter (Figures 2(b) and 3(b)), where the majority
of low intensity is eliminated by merging it within the
background, while the last high intensity was appeared
within tumor's region. In order to find ROI (region
growing), threshold transformation function was applied to
get the tumor segmented. To produce the ROI, it has to
start with a set of "seed" points. Then from these points,
the regions grow by appending to each seed those
neighboring pixels that have properties similar to the seed
[21]. A threshold value (T) is chosen by trial and error to
produce a binary image which cut off the bright parts from
the background [22]. Implementing the threshold results in
two groups of pixels, G1 ( x, y ) and G2 ( x, y ) as
illustrated in Eq. 5:

 1 if G1 ( x, y ) ≥ T
G ( x, y ) = 
0 if G1 ( x, y ) < T

Figure 2. Original image of benign tumor (a), the result of
averaging filter (b), segmented image by threshold operator (c),
and the histogram for the tumor-ROI (d)

(5)

Figures 2(c) and 3(c) show the MRI after implementing
the threshold. At the end of segmentation, the histogram
for brain tumor was drawn as shown in Figures 2(d) and
3(d).

Figure 3. Original image of malignant tumor (a), the result of
averaging filter (b), segmented image by threshold operator (c),
and the histogram for the tumor-ROI (d)

2.3. Feature Extraction
To select an adequate set of features, we focused on the
images characteristics of segmented ROI that physicians
use to visually distinguish cancerous tumor from normal
tissue. Hence, three features were extracted from the ROI
for each of the 107 images, namely: (1) mean of the gray
level values, (2) maximum gray level values, and (3)
standard deviation of the gray level values. Table 1 shows
the range of values for the three extracted features from the
107 MRI. The extracted features will be used as inputs to
the intelligent systems tumor classifier as will be explained
in next section.
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Table 1.Range of extracted features values from all investigated
MRI

Benign

163.11

± 38.15

58.41

± 28.12

22.12

± 12.34

tune its membership functions, but it only needs pairs of
input and output data similar to NN. Thus, ANFIS has the
ability to tune the membership functions of inputs and
outputs in simpler way. As shown in Figure 4(b), ANFIS
has five layers Feedforward neural network in which each
node performs a particular function on the inputs, for
example a bell shape function with maximum equal to 1
and minimum equal to 0, represented as:

Malignant

214.96

± 28.18

78.92

± 30.36

31.26

± 10.14

σ i1 ( x) =

Tumor
Type

Extracted features from the segmented tumor by ROI
in Pixels
Maximum value

Mean value

Standard
deviation

2.4. Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System
ANFIS is a novel architecture, initially proposed by
Jang in 1993, in which a Sugeno fuzzy logic (FL) system
is embedded in the framework of NN[23]. This
combination of FL and NN produces an intelligent system
that can learn and act similar to humans. Figure 4(a) shows
a typical FL system. It is well known that constructing the
rules and membership functions of a FL are the most
difficult parts in designing and building a FL system.
Rules and membership function are usually set by experts
in the field. However, this drawback in FL design was
solved in the ANFIS architecture shown in Figure 4(b). In
addition, ANFIS does not need experts to set the rules and

1
x − ci 2 oi
1 + [(
) ]
ai
where {ai , oi , ci } is the parameter set S1 .

(6)

Parameters

in this layer are referred to as premise parameters. This
layer corresponds to the fuzzification step of the FL
system, for more details on ANFIS structure refer to [2325].A hybrid learning algorithm that combines a gradient
descent and least squares are used to identify the adaptive
network’s premise parameters ( S1 ) and consequent
parameters( S 2 ). A back propagation method is used in
the backward pass and the least squares method is used in
the forward pass.

Figure 4. (a) Sugeno’s FL system and (b) equivalent ANFIS [23]
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2.5. Nueral Networks System
2.5.1. Elman Network
The Elman neural network, which was introduced in
1990, is a recurrent one [26]. As indicated in Figure 5, the
main components of this network are input, hidden and
output layers. In addition to these three layers, this NN
also has an additional layer called context, which receives
the output from the hidden layer without being weighted
and then send them again to the hidden layer using
trainable weighted connection. This enables the network to
remember these values and used them as inputs to the
network for the next run which helps in sequence
prediction.
.
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2.5.2. NARX Network
The Nonlinear AutoRegressive with Exogenous
(NARX) NN is shown Figure 6. It has exogenous input,
which represents the feedback of the network output. This
network usually used to model nonlinear system and time
series [27, 28].
2.5.3. Feedforward Network
This network consists of an input layer of source
neurons, at least one hidden layer of computational
neurons, and an output layer of computational neurons. As
shown in Figure 7, the input signals are propagated in a
forward direction on a layer-by-layer basis

Figure 5. Elman Network

Figure 6. A typical neural network auto-regressive with exogenous inputs

Figure 7.Multilayer feed forward network[29]
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3. Results and Discussion

delivering the classifier to real clinic for application. After
the training stage the ANFIS classifier was tested using the
testing data, which were not used in the training stage.

3.1. ANFIS Tumor classifier
An ANFIS brain tumor classifier is designed with the
ANFIS library function available in the Matlab fuzzy logic
toolbox. The tuning parameters of ANFIS are number and
type of inputs, number and type of membership functions.
As shown in Figure 8, the ANFIS tumor classifier has two
inputs and one output. The two inputs to the ANFIS are the
maximum and mean values and the output is the type of
tumor (0 for benign and 1 for malignant).
These two inputs were found to be the most effective in
determining the tumor type, where the third input
(standard deviation) was excluded due to its similarity for
the majority of MR images from statistical aspect.
Different types of membership functions were tested, such
as triangular, trapezoidal, Gaussian, sigmoidal and bellshape function; the best results were obtained with bell
shape function. In order to achieve good generalization
capability of the ANFIS, it is important to have the number
of training data set to be larger than the number of the
modified parameters. Two bell shape node functions were
selected for each input. As shown in Eq. 6, each node
function has 3 parameters to be tuned. Thus, the total
number premise parameters ( S1 ) is 12.
The ANFIS classifier has 4 rules and a total of 12
consequent parameters ( S 2 ). Thus, the total tuning
parameters are 24. The 107 data were divided randomly
into three sets: 70% (75 data points) of the data were used
for training, 15% of the data (16 data points) used for
checking, and 15% of the data (16 data points) used for
testing. The training data are actually used to update the
ANFIS parameters, the checking and testing data were not
used in updating the ANFIS parameters. The checking data
are used to determine when to stop the training process
while the testing data are used to test the performance of
the ANFIS on data that have not been used in training.
The ratio of number of data to number of ANFIS
modifiable parameters is 75/24. The training, checking and
testing data consist of both benign and malignant tumor
data, where zero output is assigned for benign and one for
malignant. The training method used is a combination of
traditional back propagation and a least squares technique.
The training is done offline, usually once and before

3.2. NN Tumor Classifiers
The neural network library function available in the
Matlab neural network toolbox is used to design the three
NN Tumor classifiers (Elman, NARX and feedforward).
The NN tumor classifiers have two inputs and one output.
Ten neurons in the hidden layer are used. The selection of
number of hidden neurons is made based on a trial-anderror procedure. Similar to the ANFIS, the two inputs to
the NN are the maximum and mean values and the output
is the type of tumor (0 for benign and 1 for malignant).
The same data used in building the ANFIS are used in
building the three NN. The 107 data were divided
randomly into three sets. 70% (75 data points) of the data
were used for training, 15% of the data (16 data points)
used for checking and 15% of the data (16 data points)
used for testing. Figures 9, 10 and 11 show the aftertraining performance responses for Elman, NARX and
Feedforward networks, respectively.
Table 2 lists the performance of the ANFIS, Elman,
NARX and Feedforward tumor classifiers in terms of
sensitivity, specificity and classification accuracy.
Sensitivity (Se), Specificity (Sp), and Classification
accuracy (Ca) are important measures to validate the
performance of the proposed method and calculated using
Eqs. 7, 8 and 9, respectively [30].

Sensitivity (%) =
Specificity(%) =

TP

× 100

(7)

× 100

(8)

TP + FN
TN
FP + TN

Classification accuracy (%) =
TP + TN
TP + FP + FN + TN

× 100

(9)

where TP, TN, FP, and FN denotes true positives, true
negatives, false positives, and false negatives, respectively.

Figure 8. The designed ANFIS tumor classifier
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ANFIS classifier performance in terms of sensitivity,
specificity and accuracy are 95.6%, 79.5% and 89.7%,
respectively. The performance of Elman classifier shows
better results than those of the ANFIS, where sensitivity,
specificity and accuracy values are100%, 95% and 98.1%,
respectively. The best performance is achieved by NARX
classifier with values of 100%, 97.4% and 99.1% for
sensitivity, specificity and accuracy, respectively.
Feedforward classifier has the worst performance in terms
of sensitivity and accuracy with values of 90.9% and
86.9%, respectively, while the specificity is 80.5%.
4. Conclusion
In this study, four artificial intelligent MRI imagebased systems were developed for brain tumor
classification. The developed systems consist of three
stages. The first stage includes image filtration and
enhancement. In the second stage, the ROI is employed for
features extraction and the histogram is constructed for
each case. In the third stage, the extracted features (mean
and maximum values of ROI pixels) are fed into an
artificial intelligent brain tumor classifier. Four artificial
intelligent systems are investigated: ANFIS, Elman NN,
NARX NN and feedforward NN. The best performance, in
terms of classification accuracy, was obtained with the
NARX NN with a value of 99.1% that is better than
ANFIS, Elman and feedforward classifiers by 89.7%,
98.1%, and 86.9%, respectively.
The classification results show that the proposed
method is effective in detecting BCa and it could be
considered as an alternative approach for the previous
approach in [31]. Moreover, development of this
diagnostic approach will provide assistance to physicians
in determining the tumor type without the need of
performing biopsy or any other invasive procedures.

Figure 9. Performance responses for Elman NN

Figure 10. Performance responses for NARX NN
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Abstract
Copper-red mud powder mixtures containing 0-14 wt% red mud with 75, 53 and 38 μm particle sizes were prepared.
Small cylindrical specimens of 9 mm diameter and 10.5 mm length were fabricated at 300 MPa, using single action die
compaction at ambient temperature. These compacts were sintered in argon atmosphere at 8500C. The physical, mechanical
and electrical properties of green and sintered compacts were determined as a function of particle size of red mud and its
weight percent. It was observed that the ejection pressure, green density, and strength decreased, while spring back, green
porosity and hardness increased with increasing the weight percent of red mud. It was also observed that ejection pressure,
green density, green hardness and strength increased, while spring back and green porosity decreased with decreasing
particle size of red mud. Sintering resulted in a decrease in volume and an increase in the density of green compacts. It was
found that the sintered density of the compacts decreases with increasing weight percent of red mud. It was also observed
that the addition of red mud results in an increase in hardness and a decrease in compressive yield strength and electrical
conductivity of sintered compacts under the present experimental conditions. It was further observed that with the decrease
in particle size of red mud, the density, hardness, compressive yield strength and electrical conductivity of sintered compacts
gradually increase.
© 2014 Jordan Journal of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering. All rights reserved
Keywords: : Ejection Pressure, Spring Back, Density, Porosity, Hardness, Strength, Electrical Conductivity.

1. Introduction
Management of waste materials has become very much
important for protecting the environment. One way to
achieve this objective is to reuse/recycle the waste
materials for the development of new materials. The
alumina manufacturing industry produces voluminous
quantity of red mud as a waste product. It is estimated that
an amount of 90 million tons of red mud is produced
annually in various parts of the world. Its disposal causes
significant economic and environmental problems [1-3].
As a result, exploring new avenues to utilize red mud is
highly essential. To solve the disposal problem,
considerable research and development work have been
carried out, and efforts are made to use red mud as a cheap
adsorbent for removal of toxic metals such as nickel [4],
arsenic [5], lead and chromium [6] from aqueous solutions,
for preparation of building materials, namely iron rich
cement and ceramic tiles [7, 8], and as a filler material in
metal and polymer matrix composites [9-13].
Copper matrix composites with particulate ceramic
reinforcements such as SiC and Cu2O are potential
candidate materials for electrical and electronic
applications [14-18]. These copper composites combine
the superior ductility, toughness and thermal conductivity
*
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of copper and high strength, improved wear resistance and
low coefficient of thermal expansion of these ceramic
reinforcements. However, the high cost of these ceramic
reinforcements remains a major barrier in their wide
spread use. Hence, there has been an increasing interest in
composites containing low density and low cost
reinforcements such as fly ash [19] and red mud.
Red mud mainly consists of silica and oxides of
aluminum, iron, and titanium, along with other minor
constituents. Red mud particles have been used as filler in
aluminum and as well as polymer matrices. It is reported
that the addition of red mud to aluminum matrix increased
the hardness and wear resistance and decreased the
coefficient of friction [9, 10]. The addition of red mud to
polymer matrices has increased tensile strength, impact
and flexural strengths considerably [11-13]. Hence, this
low cost and low density particulate reinforcement is
added to copper matrix to study the effect of red mud
content and its particle size on the physical, mechanical
and electrical properties of the copper-red mud composites
for possible electrical and electronic applications.
Several processing techniques are used for the
production of the metal matrix composites, which can be
grouped into two main routes depending on the state of the
matrix during the fabrication process, either liquid or solid
routes. Copper-red mud composites by casting are likely to
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exhibit segregation and non-uniform distribution of
particles because of the differences in density between the
red mud particles and the matrix. So, powder metallurgy is
used to prepare copper-red mud composites in the present
work. With this aim, the present experimental
investigations are carried out on fabrication and
characterization of copper-red mud particulate composites
prepared by powder metallurgy technique.

Green and sintered densities were determined by
physical measurements. The porosity of the green and
sintered compacts was determined by taking theoretical
density of the specimen into consideration. Vickers
hardness measurements were obtained using TIME TH130
Integrated Micro Hardness Tester. Compression testing
was conducted using an electronic UTM at a crosshead
speed of 0.2 mm/min. The electrical conductivity was
measured in % IACS using a digital electrical conductivity
meter.

2. Experimental Procedure

Table 2. Density of red mud

Copper powder (99.5% pure) was procured from M/s
Loba Chemie Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai and the red mud material
was obtained from the aluminum refinery of NALCO
located at Damanjodi, Orissa, India. The average size of
copper powder is 44 µm. The chemical analysis of the red
mud was carried out by M/s Natural Resource
Development Cooperative Society Ltd., Hyderabad, India.
The chemical composition of red mud is shown in Table 1.
The coarse particles of red mud, obtained from the
aluminium refinery, were pulverized into finer particles
manually. In order to study the effect of red mud particle
size on the properties of copper-red mud composites, three
different sizes of red mud powders, namely 75, 53 and 38
μm were prepared using sieve analysis. The densities of
these red mud powders were measured using Archimedes
principle and are represented in Table 2. Mixtures of
copper-red mud powders containing 0-14 wt % red mud
with 75, 53 and 38 μm particle sizes were prepared. In
order to obtain uniform distribution of copper and red mud
powders, they were mixed mechanically using a rotating
rectangular container for a period of one hour. Cylindrical
compacts were obtained at 300 MPa using single action
die compaction at ambient temperature. The specimens
were compacted at a uniform load rate of 5 kN/min for a
period of 3.8 min. Silicone spray was used as the die wall
lubricant. The compact dimensions were 9 mm diameter
and 10.5 mm length. The above compacts were sealed in
transparent silica tube under argon atmosphere and
sintered at 8500C in a tubular furnace for a period of 45
min.
Scanning electron micrographs were used to study the
structural details of the particles. Metallographic
examination of green and sintered compacts was carried
out using optical microscopy. The green properties,
namely spring back, ejection pressure, green density, green
porosity, green hardness and green strength were evaluated
as a function of particle size of red mud and its weight
percent. Density, porosity, hardness, compressive yield
strength and electrical conductivity of the sintered
compacts were also determined as a function of particle
size of red mud and its weight percent. The spring back of
the cylindrical green specimen is determined using the
following equation:
% Spring back = (Dg-Dd) x 100/Dd ,
where
Dg = Diameter of the green specimen
Dd = Diameter of the die bore (9 mm)

Density (kN/m3)
29.23
29.42
30.35

Particle size of Red mud
0-75 microns
0-53 microns
0-38 microns

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Powder Characteristics
The scanning electron micrographs of copper and red
mud particles as shown in Figures 1 & 2 indicate their size,
shape, size distribution and structure. Figure 1 indicates
the flaky and dendritic structure of copper powder,
whereas Figure 2 reveals the presence of partially round,
angular and elongated shapes of red mud particles.
3.2. Green Properties
The variation of spring back with increasing red mud
weight percent and its particle size is shown in Table 3 as
well as Figure 3. They show that spring back increases
with the increase in red mud content. It is known that
spring back increases with increasing plastic strain and
yield stress and decreasing modulus of elasticity of the
particles. The relative increase in spring back with the
addition of red mud is due to the deformation of red mud
particles under elastic mode during compaction. It also
shows that spring back decreases with decrease in particle
size of red mud. This may be attributed to the red mud
particle size distribution.
The variation of ejection pressure with increasing red mud
content and its particle size is presented in Table 3 as well
as Figure 4. They indicate that the ejection pressure
decreases with the increase in red mud content. The high
ejection pressure in the case of pure copper compacts is
due to the high frictional characteristics of flaky and
dendritic copper powder. The gradual decrease in ejection
pressure with increasing red mud weight percent may be
attributed to the low frictional properties of partially
rounded red mud particles in the composite. The increase
in ejection pressure with decrease in particle size of red
mud may be due to increase in real area of contact between
the die wall and the green compact. The optical
microstructure of copper-red mud green compact is shown
in Figure 5. The figure shows the deformation and uniform
distribution of 6 wt% of 38 μm red mud powder in copper
matrix at 300 MPa compaction pressure.

Table 1.Chemical composition of red mud (wt%)
Constituents

Al2O3

SiO2

Fe2O3

TiO2

CaO

Na2O

P2O5

V2O5

ZnO

MgO

MnO

K2O

Wt%

14.14

11.53

48.5

5.42

3.96

7.5

0.3

0.12

0.03

0.05

0.17

0.06
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Figure 1. SEM of copper particles

Figure 2. SEM of red mud particles (38 µm)

Table 3. Effect of red mud content and particle size on spring back & ejection pressure

Composition
75 μm
Copper

Spring back (%)

Ejection Pressure (MPa)

Size of Red mud particles

Size of Red mud Particles

53 μm

38 μm

75 μm

18.46

22.46

29

0.446

53 μm

38 μm

32

Copper + 2% Red mud

0.505

0.498

0.459

Copper + 4% Red mud

0.522

0.502

0.476

16.8

21.04

26.93

Copper + 6% Red mud

0.537

0.516

0.503

16.01

19.83

26.23

Copper + 8% Red mud

0.544

0.525

0.519

15.89

18.05

23.56

Copper + 10% Red mud

0.551

0.539

0.53

14.05

17.56

21.31

Copper + 12% Red mud

0.631

0.572

0.56

12.83

15.62

18.54

Copper + 14% Red mud

0.637

0.625

0.602

11.7

13.71

17.71

Figure 3. Effect of red mud content on spring back

Figure 4. Effect of red mud content on ejection pressure
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The effect of red mud weight percent and its particle size on green
density and porosity are shown in Tables 4 & 5 and Figures 6 & 7,
respectively. They show that green density decreases, whereas
porosity increases with increase in red mud weight percent. The
decrease in green density with addition of red mud to copper
matrix is due to the relative density differences of red mud and
copper powder mixtures. The increase in porosity with the
addition of red mud can be attributed to the partially round shape
of red mud particles. It also shows that green density increases
while green porosity decreases with decrease in particle size of
red mud. Finer particles of red mud result in more particle to
particle contacts and plastic deformation leading to cold welding
of particles. This results in more density and less porosity of the
green compacts. Larger particles of red mud may lead to the
partial welding of particles and voids resulting in less density and
more porosity of the green compacts.

Figure 5. Microstructure of Cu-6% Red mud (38 µm) green
compact

Table 4. Effect of red mud content and particle size on density
Green Density (kN/m3)
Composition

Sintered Density (kN/m3)

Size of Red mud particles
75 μm

53 μm

Copper

Size of Red mud Particles
38 μm

75 μm

53 μm

68.26

38 μm

77.97

Copper + 2% Red mud

58.83

62.02

66.68

69.02

70.4

72.05

Copper + 4% Red mud

54.35

60.69

63.91

63.57

67.71

70.71

Copper + 6% Red mud

54.2

57.98

61.18

62.96

64.03

66.02

Copper + 8% Red mud

54.05

56.59

59.99

60.09

60.07

63.78

Copper + 10% Red mud

53.6

54.87

57.58

58.18

58.58

60.32

Copper + 12% Red mud

47.23

51.1

54.03

50.43

55.36

56.33

Copper + 14% Red mud

45.48

51.12

53.26

48.46

53.22

54.69

Table 5. Effect of red mud content and particle size on porosity
Green Porosity (%)

Sintered Porosity (%)

Size of Red mud particles

Size of Red mud Particles

Composition

75 μm
Copper

53 μm

38 μm

75 μm

18

53 μm

38 μm

12.01

Copper + 2% Red mud

26.25

22.59

21.25

18.3

16.56

15.02

Copper + 4% Red mud

30.32

26.31

21.73

20.34

16.66

15.98

Copper + 6% Red mud

30.88

27.45

22.35

20.87

18.24

16.31

Copper + 8% Red mud

31.02

27.23

21.8

21.16

19.87

16.38

Copper + 10% Red mud

33.16

27.68

22.37

22.15

20.85

18.41

Copper + 12% Red mud

33.99

28

24.48

28.84

21.76

21.25

Copper + 14% Red mud

34.08

28.63

24.92

29.41

22.33

21.37

Table 6. Effect of red mud content and particle size on hardness
Green Hardness (HV)
Sintered Hardness (HV)
Composition

Size of Red mud particles
75 μm

Copper

53 μm

Size of Red mud Particles
38 μm

75 μm

30

53 μm

38 μm

24.6

Copper + 2% Red mud

30.9

31.7

32.4

25.14

26.6

27.08

Copper + 4% Red mud

33.7

35.5

38.2

27.75

29.61

31.73

Copper + 6% Red mud

35.2

36.6

42.1

32.58

34.4

35.16

Copper + 8% Red mud

37.3

38.6

42.9

36.33

37.93

38.38

Copper + 10% Red mud

39.2

40.6

43.8

38.39

39.94

42.03

Copper + 12% Red mud

43.2

45.8

50.1

41.48

43.01

48.66

Copper + 14% Red mud

46.4

47.3

51.2

44.39

45.08

49.13
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Table 7.Effect of red mud content and particle size on strength
Sintered Compressive

Green Strength (MPa)
Composition

Yield Strength (MPa)

Size of Red mud particles
75 μm

Copper

53 μm

Size of Red mud Particles
38 μm

75 μm

152

53 μm

38 μm

56.6

Copper + 2% Red mud

116.29

125.09

136.68

49.4

51.74

53.83

Copper + 4% Red mud

105.63

115.83

125.4

42.7

44.23

48.57

Copper + 6% Red mud

95.13

106.71

120.31

36.5

38.33

43.06

Copper + 8% Red mud

81.7

97.45

106.87

31.87

34.38

38.91

Copper + 10% Red mud

73.36

82.47

101.93

28.32

33.29

35.04

Copper + 12% Red mud

61.31

71.97

89.26

26.38

29.18

33.36

Copper + 14% Red mud

52.97

55.59

65.32

24.08

27.56

31.08

Tables 6 & 7 and Figures 8 & 9 represent the red mud
content's effects and its particle size on green hardness
and strength. They show that the green hardness
increases, while the green strength decreases with
increasing red mud content. The increase in green
hardness with increase in red mud content is due to the
presence of silica and oxides of aluminium, iron and
titanium present in the red mud. The decrease in green

strength with increasing red mud content may be
attributed to the poor mechanical bonding between the
red mud and the copper powder mixture. This may be
because of the round surface and lack of plasticity of red
mud particles as compared to that of copper. These
figures also show that the green hardness and strength
increase with the decrease in the particle size of red mud.

Figure 6. Effect of red mud content on density
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4. Sintered Characteristics
Dimensional changes (volume changes) always occur
during sintering of a green compact due to solid state
diffusion processes or liquid phase sintering in a multicomponent system with widely different melting points of
constituents. Since the sintering temperature employed in
the present investigation (8500C) is less than the melting
point of copper (10830C) and red mud (13000C)[3], the
composites undergo solid state sintering.
Tables 4 & 5 and Figures 6 & 7 also indicate the red
mud content's effect and its particle size on sintered
density and porosity. Comparing the sintered densities
with those of the corresponding green densities for
respective compositions, it can be clearly noticed that the
density after sintering is always more than the
corresponding green density due to negative growth in
volume on sintering. Sintered density decreases with
increasing red mud content. Sintered porosity increases
with increasing red mud content. The addition of 38 µm
red mud powder to copper increased the sintered porosity
of pure copper compacts from 12% to 21.3%. Since the
density of red mud is very low, for a given weight
percentage, significant volume of matrix phase is replaced.
With increase in red mud content, the proportion of direct
red mud-red mud contacts increases. The direct red mudred mud contacts degrades the quality of sintering at the
processing temperature, because the red mud has a melting
point (13000C) higher than the sintering temperature. This
aids in the reduction of volume change and sintered
density with a corresponding increase in sintered porosity
of the composites. Figures 6 & 7 also show that the
sintered density increases with the corresponding reduction
in sintered porosity with decrease in particle size of red
mud. The microstructure of copper-6% red mud (38 µm)
sintered compact depicted in Figure 10 shows a uniform
dispersion of red mud in the copper matrix.
Tables 6 & 7 and Figures 8 & 11 represent the variation
of sintered hardness and compressive yield strength of the
copper-red mud composites as a function of red mud
weight percent and its particle size. The figures show that
sintered hardness increases, while sintered compressive
yield strength decreases with increase in red mud content.
These figures also show that with decrease in particle size,
sintered hardness and yield strength increases. The sintered
compressive yield strength is particularly low for
composites containing more than 10 wt% red mud. It
indicates that the useful range of red mud that can be
added to copper matrix lies below 10%. The decrease in

strength is due to the high porosity and ineffective
sintering between red mud particles and the copper matrix
in sintered red mud composites.
The red mud's effect and its particle size on electrical
conductivity is shown in Table 8 and Figure 12. Electrical
conductivity gradually decreases with the increase in red
mud content. This may be due to the poor conductivity of
the constituents of red mud apart from the low density and
high porosity of the sintered red mud compacts. The
electrical conductivity of the sintered red mud compacts
gradually increases with decrease in particle size of red
mud. This can be attributed to the increased density of
compacts with decrease in particle size.

Figure 10. Microstructure of Cu-6% red mud (38 µm) sintered
compact
Table 8.Effect of red mud content and particle size on electrical
conductivity
Electrical Conductivity (% IACS)
Composition

Size of Red mud particles
75 μm

Copper

53 μm

38 μm

44.2

Copper + 2% Red mud

41.7

42.6

43.5

Copper + 4% Red mud

39.3

40.8

42.3

Copper + 6% Red mud

34.6

38.8

41.2

Copper + 8% Red mud

32.5

33.2

33.6

Copper + 10% Red mud

25.2

28.5

29.8

Copper + 12% Red mud

23.7

25.8

27.6

Copper + 14% Red mud

20.9

22.4

24.1
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Figure 11. Effect of red mud content on sintered compressive yield strength
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Figure 12. Effect of red mud content on electrical conductivity

Conclusions
From this investigation, the following conclusions are
obtained:
The copper-red mud composites with uniform
dispersion of red mud can be obtained by powder
metallurgy processing route. Incorporation of red mud
particles modified the physical, mechanical and electrical
conductivity properties of the pure copper compacts.
Ejection pressure, green density and strength decreased
with increase in red mud content. Spring back, green
porosity and hardness increased with increase in red mud
content. Ejection pressure, green density, green hardness
and strength increased with decrease in particle size of red
mud. Spring back and green porosity decreased with
decrease in particle size of red mud.
Sintering of copper-red mud compacts resulted in an
increase in density of the green compacts and sintered

density decreased with increasing red mud content.
Sintered porosity and hardness increased with increasing
red mud weight percent. Compressive yield strength of
sintered copper-red mud composites decreased with
increasing red mud weight percent. The electrical
conductivity of the sintered copper compacts decreased
with addition of red mud.
Sintered density, sintered hardness, sintered
compressive yield strength and electrical conductivity
gradually increased with decrease in particle size of red
mud. Sintered porosity decreased with decrease in particle
size of red mud. These results suggest that the useful
range of red mud that can be added to copper lies below
10% and finer particles of red mud result in improved
physical, mechanical and electrical conductivity properties
of the copper- red mud composites.
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Abstract
A new hybrid fuzzy-Artificial Bee Colony algorithm (Fuzzy-ABC) for the optimization of electrochemical machining
(ECM) process parameters is presented in this paper. The 6061Al/10%wt Al 2 O 3 /5%wt SiC composite is taken as a test
specimen and its machining characteristics on ECM process are studied. Maximizing the material removal rate (MRR),
minimizing the surface roughness (R a) and minimizing the over-cut (OC) are the main indicators of quality of an ECM
process and thus are considered as objectives. The main process parameters governing the ECM process are current, applied
voltage, flow rate, tool feed rate, inter-electrode gap and electrolyte concentration. The central composite design of response
surface methodology was employed in order to identify the effective machining parameters on the above objectives. Fuzzy
Logic (FL) concepts provide a fairly accurate prediction, when sufficient information is not available. The artificial bee
colony (ABC) algorithm is a new evolutionary computational technique provides better results to that of other algorithms.
Hence, in this paper, fuzzy logic was integrated with artificial bee colony algorithm, thus making a new hybrid Fuzzy-ABC
algorithm. The optimized values for ECM were obtained through the hybrid Fuzzy-ABC algorithm. Confirmatory
experiments reveal that the experimental values are fairly close with optimized values.
© 2014 Jordan Journal of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering. All rights reserved
Keywords: : Electrochemical Machining (ECM), Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm (ABC), Fuzzy Inference System (FIS), Hybrid Fuzzy-ABC
Algorithm, Metal Matrix Composite (MMC).

1. Introduction
Electrochemical machining (ECM) is a controlled
anodic dissolution process at atomic level of the work
piece that is electrically conductive by a shaped tool
through an electrolyte. In ECM, work piece is the anode
and the tool is the cathode and the electrolyte is pumped
through the gap between tool and work piece, while direct
current is passed through the cell, to dissolve metal from
the work piece. ECM is widely used in aerospace, auto,
mould and dies, roller and gear industries. Electrochemical
machining of metal matrix composites (MMCs) has not
been explored to a great extent. Senthilkumar et al. [1]
analyzed the electrochemical machining characteristics of
Al/SiC p composites using response surface methodology.
Machining suitability of Al/B 4 C composites were also
studied with ECM [2, 3]. Product parameter such as
percentage of reinforcement of SiC particles in aluminum
matrix along with some ECM process parameters were
*
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optimized [4]. Since the investment cost on this machine
is really high, it becomes very much important to find out
the optimal process parameters to achieve enhanced
machining performance. Noorul Haq et al. [5] studied the
machinability issues in drilling of Al/SiC particle
reinforced composites. Grey relational analysis in the
Taguchi method is used to optimize the process
parameters. Patil Nilesh et al. [6] conducted the
experiment on electro discharge machining to study the
machinability of alumina particle reinforced aluminium
composites. Muthukrishnan et al. [7] discussed in detail
the machinability issues of silicon carbide reinforced
aluminium composites particularly in turning operation.
Taweel [8] analyzed the machining characteristics of
Al/Al 2 O 3 composite using electrochemical turning with
magnetic abrasive finishing. The abrasive nature of
ceramic particles reinforced in the metallic matrix will
erode the tool there by reducing the life of the tool. Since
ECM is the electrochemical dissolution process, tool is not
affected by wear. Thus ECM becomes a standard process
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for machining the hard materials, super alloys, ceramics,
MMCs etc. It is evident that ECM process for metal matrix
composites has not been explored to a great extent. In this
globally competitive world, the process modeling and
multi-objective optimization are very important for
utilizing the full potential of the manufacturing processes
in order to meet the demands on surface quality,
tolerances, production rate and costs. Hybrid ECM process
such as electrochemical honing (ECH) performance was
studied and optimized by Dubey [9]. Ayyappan et al. [10,
11] investigated the electrochemical machining
characteristics of 20MnCr5 alloy steel and optimized the
process parameters using genetic algorithm (GA)desirability function (DF). Kalaimathi et al. [12, 13]
investigated the electrochemical machining characteristics
of Monel 400 alloys and optimized the process parameters
using response surface methodology. Artificial Bee
Colony (ABC) algorithm is a new optimization algorithm
outperforms other optimization tools for finding out the
global best solution [14-16]. Fuzzy logic has rapidly
become one of the most successful tools of today's
technologies for developing sophisticated control systems
[17-21]. Fuzzy logic addresses such applications perfectly
as it resembles human decision making with an ability to
generate precise solutions from certain or approximate
information. Thus, in this work, a new novel hybrid FuzzyABC algorithm is proposed by integrating fuzzy logic with
ABC algorithm for optimizing ECM process parameters
for 6061Al/10%wt Al 2 O 3 /5%wt SiC composite.

flow meter and pressure gauge is fixed across the
electrolyte flow pipe to control electrolyte flow rate (U)
and pressure. The work piece material is a 6061 aluminium
alloy reinforced with aluminium oxide (Al 2 O 3 ) ceramic
particles with 10 percent weight fractions and silicon
carbide (SiC) particles with 5 percent weight fractions.
The samples were fabricated through liquid metallurgy
technique stir casting. Properties of the work piece
material are density 2844.5 kg/m3, electrical conductivity
0.224287 x 106 mho/cm and average porosity 0. The
experiment is based on central composite design (CCD) of
response surface methodology (RSM). Fifty-four tests
were carried out with different parameter combinations.
Machining time of each test considered was 300 seconds.
The parameter ranges considered in this work are as shown
below in table 1.

2. Experimentation
Figure 1. Electrochemical machining set-up

Figure 1 shows an experimental set-up of the ECM
system used in this work. It comprises of a power supply,
electrolyte supply and filtering system, tool and tool feed
mechanism, work holding and position system, control
panel and frame and housing. A 5-30V DC potential with
current adjustable up to 300A is applied across the interelectrode gap (IEG) between a copper tool and an anode
work piece. Tool is fed against the work piece which is
firmly fixed on to the vice. Copper tool with hexagonal
end is used. Aqueous sodium chloride (NaCl 2 ) solution
was used as electrolyte. Current(C), voltage (V) and feed
rate (F) settings were controlled in control panel. Digital

The experimental values are displayed in Table 2. In
this work, MRR is measured based on weight loss during
machining time with weighing machine:

MRR =

LW
MT

(1)

Where, LW- Loss of weight (grams)
MT-Manufacturing time (minutes).
Weights are measured from weighing machine with
least count of 1 mg and maximum weight up to 1 kg.

Table 1. Process Parameters and their values at different levels
Level
Symbol

Process parameter

U

-2

-1

0

+1

+2

Electrolyte flow rate (L/min)

7

9

11

13

15

F

Feed rate (mm/min)

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

V

Voltage (volts)

10

14

18

22

26

C

Current(Amps)

205

220

235

250

265

IEG

Inter-electrode gap(mm)

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

EC

Electrolyte concentration(g/L)

100

130

160

190

220
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Table 2. Experimental values
Trial
Order

C

V

U

IEG

F

EC

MRR

Ra

OC

Amps

volts

L/min

mm

mm/min

g/L

g/min

µm

mm

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

-1
0
0
1
0
1
-1
1
1
-1
-1
0
1
1
-1
-1
-1
1
-1
1
1
-1
1
1
1
0
1
-1
-1
1
-1
-1
0
1
-1
-1
1
-1
0
0
0
0
-2
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
-1
0
-1
1
1
1
-1
-1
0
-1
1
-1
1
-1
-1
1
1
-1
-1
-1
-1
1
0
1
-1
1
1
-1
1
0
1
1
1
-1
-1
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-2
0

1
0
0
-1
0
1
1
-1
-1
1
-1
0
-1
1
-1
-1
1
1
-1
1
-1
1
1
-1
-1
0
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
0
1
1
-1
1
-1
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
-2
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
-1
0
-1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
0
1
-1
1
-1
-1
1
1
1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
0
1
-1
1
-1
-1
1
0
1
-1
-1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-2
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0

1
0
0
1
0
-1
-1
-1
1
1
1
0
-1
-1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
-1
1
1
-1
0
1
1
1
1
-1
-1
0
-1
1
-1
-1
1
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-2
0
0
0

-1
0
0
-1
0
-1
-1
1
1
1
1
0
-1
1
1
-1
1
-1
-1
1
1
-1
1
1
-1
0
-1
-1
1
-1
-1
1
0
-1
1
1
1
-1
0
0
0
-2
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.733
0.203
0.490
0.436
0.607
0.391
0.354
0.409
0.899
0.362
0.432
0.580
0.244
0.341
0.152
0.741
0.356
0.382
0.323
0.691
0.360
0.264
0.521
0.217
0.336
0.457
0.572
0.373
0.663
0.671
0.270
0.299
0.623
0.328
0.755
0.421
0.365
0.194
0.613
0.656
0.431
0.442
0.456
0.641
0.492
0.759
0.488
0.516
0.686
0.647
0.515
0.451
0.654
0.426

3.16
7.81
4.82
3.90
1.58
2.74
1.94
3.38
4.88
3.39
6.89
5.73
6.34
4.22
2.12
2.54
1.94
3.55
3.90
2.48
6.09
3.47
2.22
3.22
4.56
4.40
4.07
8.75
3.24
4.27
5.68
1.67
1.92
2.85
2.31
1.53
3.45
1.84
2.90
1.86
3.81
1.48
5.66
6.56
4.18
4.44
3.28
3.66
4.09
3.57
2.63
5.61
2.94
1.14

0.267
0.233
0.200
0.356
0.133
0.323
0.253
0.218
0.353
0.083
0.683
0.168
0.328
0.613
0.228
0.418
0.333
0.468
0.478
0.011
0.523
0.163
0.208
0.013
0.733
0.277
0.015
0.773
0.185
0.265
0.313
0.483
0.378
0.078
0.383
0.448
0.108
0.223
0.403
0.088
0.578
0.248
0.268
0.358
0.323
0.463
0.093
0.488
0.093
0.718
0.408
0.658
0.488
0.618
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The overcut (OC) was calculated using the equation
(2):

OC =

D −D
2

1

(2)

2

Where, D 1 -Diagonal distance between the two
opposite corners of the tool(mm)
D 2 -Diagonal distance between the two opposite
corners of the machined profile (mm)
The diagonal distances (D 2 ) of machined surface as
shown in Figure 2 were measured with the help of profile
projector. The machined surface roughness was measured
using a mitutoyo surface roughness tester with sampling
length of 10mm. The results are the average of three
measurements in different positions.
2.1. Main Effects due to Parameters
The main effects are assessed by level average response
analysis of the raw data. This analysis was done by
averaging the raw data at each level of each parameter and
plotting the values in graphical form. The level average
responses from the raw data help in the analysis of the
trend of the performance characteristic with respect to the
variation in the factor under study. Figures 3 to 5 show the
main effects due to all the six parameters.

C

Figure 2. 3D modeling of tool and work piece interaction

U

V

0.7
0.6

Mean of MRR

0.5
0.4
0.3
205

220

235
IEG

250

265

10

14

18
F

22

26

7

9

11
EC

13

15

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

100

130

160

190

220

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
Figure 3. Data mean of MRR (g/min) against parameters
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(
C

)
V

U

6
5
4

Mean of Ra

3
2
205

220

235
IEG

0.1

0.2

0.3

250

265

10

14

18
F

22

26

7

9

11
EC

13

15

160

190

220

6
5
4
3
2
0.4
0.5
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
100
130
Figure 4. Data mean of Surface roughness (R a ) µm against parameters

C

V

U

0.6

Mean of OC

0.4

0.2

205

220

235
IEG

250

265

10

14

18
F

22

26

7

9

11
EC

13

15

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

100

130

160

190

220

0.6

0.4

0.2

Figure 5. Data mean of Overcut (OC) mm against parameters

As shown in the Figures above, at low current 205
amps, surface roughness (R a ) is high as 5.66 µm, while
MRR is low. But over-cut shows good performance. As
current increases, MRR and over-cut also increases while
surface roughness decreases. This is due to the high current
density in the inter-electrode gap which increases the
MRR. At a current of 235 amps, all the performance
measures show good result. At a lower flow rate of 13
L/min, all the output parameters shows very good result.

At higher voltage of 26 volts, MRR reaches the maximum
value. But surface roughness is very high which is not
desirable. Over-cut is also very good at this voltage. At the
low voltage of 10 volts, the MRR and surface roughness
shows good performance. But over-cut shows poor
performance. Optimal voltage for these conflicting
objectives is 22 volts. As IEG value decreases, MRR
increases whereas surface roughness decreases and then
increases. Over-cut shows good value at lower IEG. The
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best value of IEG for all objectives is just about 0.1 mm.
When feed rate increases, MRR increases while surface
roughness decreases and over-cut increases. The best feed
rate value for all output parameters is 0.8 mm/min
approximately. NaCl concentration in water affects the
ECM performances largely. NaCl concentration of 100
grams per liter of water produces a good surface roughness
and over-cut. But MRR is low at this value. This is because
of molar conductance which is not sufficient for complete
ionization process, which in turn produces poor material
removal. Since material removal is low, surface roughness
and overcut values are very well. Attempt was made to fit
the regression equation for the above data. However, the
co-efficient of determination (R2) values of the regression
equations of MRR, surface roughness and over-cut were
very low. Linear fit of above data is reasonably good but
with very low R2 values. Graphs between predicted and
actual values of linear equation of all responses are shown
in Figure 6. Therefore, the regression equation doesn’t
represent the exact relationship between input and output
parameters. This situation leads to fitting the experimental
characteristics with fuzzy logic concepts. In this work, a
new novel hybrid Fuzzy-ABC algorithm is proposed to
optimize the process parameters.

0.77

0.58

0.39

0.20

0.01

0.01

0.20

0.39

0.58

0.77

(c) Over-cu
Figure 6. Prediction versus actual values of objectives
X label:
Y label:

Actual value
Predicted value

3. Objective Function Modeling using Fuzzy Inference
System (FIS)

0.90

0.71

0.53

0.34

0.15

0.15

0.34

0.53

0.71

0.90

(a) Material removal rate (MRR)
8.75

6.85

Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) used to model the
responses (MRR, R a and OC). The variables of this
manufacturing process are electrolyte flow rate (U), feed
rate (F), voltage (V), current(C), inter-electrode gap (IEG),
electrolyte concentration (EC), which can have any
continuous value subject to the limits available. The FIS
system develops the relationship between the machining
parameters and the objectives. Mamdani’s fuzzy inference
method is used in this work. FIS structure maps parameters
through input (parameter) membership functions and then
through output (objective) membership functions to
outputs (objectives). It excellently approximates the nonlinear functions. FIS modeling process starts by:
• Dividing the input and output parameters by equally
spacing five membership functions.
• Strength (0, 1) is calculated for each membership
functions.
• Fuzzy rules are defined for the output with the given
input.
4. Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) Algorithm

4.95

3.04

1.14

1.14

3.04

(b) Surface roughness (R a )

4.95

6.85

8.75

Karaboga [15, 16] described the Artificial Bee Colony
(ABC) algorithm based on the foraging behavior of honey
bees for numerical optimization. In nature, the bees crawl
along a straight line, and turns left, moving and swinging
their belly. Such a dance is called waggle dance, and the
angle between the gravity direction and the center axis of
the dance is equal to the angle between the sun and the
food source. Waggle dance of the bees can also deliver
more detailed information about the food sources such as
distance and direction. Then each bee in the hive selects
food source for nectar or researches new food sources
around the bee hive, according to the information delivered
by other bee’s waggle dance. Through this kind of
information exchanging and learning, whole colony would
always find relatively prominent nectar source. This
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process leads to the emergence of collective intelligence of
honey bee swarms. This was implemented to some
nontraditional machining methods for the parameter
optimization and was proved very effective [14].
5. Process Optimization using Hybrid Fuzzy-ABC
Algorithm
Implementation of the proposed Hybrid Fuzzy-ABC
algorithm in ECM process comprises the following steps:
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x_(i,j)=〖min〗_j+rand(0,1)*(〖max〗_j-〖min〗_j )
(4)
j= U, F, V, C, IEG, EC
12. Memorize the best food source position (solution)
achieved so far
13. Iteration T= Iteration T+1
14. Until Iteration =Tmax (Maximum number of
iterations).
Figure 7 shows the scheme of proposed Hybrid FuzzyABC algorithm in this work.
5.1. Hybrid Fuzzy-ABC Algorithm for Multiple Objectives

1. Use the response surface methodology (RSM) to design
and conduct the experiments.
2. Use the FIS mamdani architecture to model the input
and output parameters and simulate.
3. Initialize the population of solutions (food sources)
x i, =C, V, U, IEG, F,EC ,i=1,2……..N e
With the variable bounds
205 ≤ C ≤ 265(amps)
10 ≤ V ≤ 26 (volts)
7 ≤ U ≤ 15 (L/min)
0.1 ≤ IEG ≤0.5 (mm)
0.2 ≤ F ≤ 1 (mm/min)
100 ≤ EC ≤ 220 (g/L)
Total number of bees (N s )=100
Colony size of the employed bees (N e ) =50
Size of the unemployed bees (N u )=50
Ns = Ne + Nu
N e= N u
4. Calculate the fitness value (nectar amount) f(x i )=(MRR
or R a or OC ) of each solution vector using Fuzzy
Inference System(FIS) model.
5. Iteration T=1
6. Produce new solutions (food source positions) υi= C,
V, U, IEG, F, EC in the neighborhood of xi for the
employed bees using the formula υi = xi + Φ (xi - xk)
evaluate its profitability (fitness) using FIS model.
xk- is a randomly selected food source,
k Є {1, 2,…. Ne },k≠i
Φ is a random number [0, 1]
7. Apply the greedy selection process to choose the better
position between υ i and x i as follows
If f (v i ) ≥f (x i )
New position is v i
Else
New position is x i
8. Calculate the probability values P i for the solutions x i
by means of their fitness values using the equation

p

i

=

fit

(3)

i

Ne

∑ fit
n =1

n

Normalize Pi values into [0, 1]
9. Produce the new solutions (new positions) υi for the
onlookers from the solutions xi, selected depending on
Pi, and evaluate (MRR or Ra or OC or Combined
normalized objective) using FIS model.
10. Apply the greedy selection process for the onlookers
between xi and υi.
11. Determine the abandoned solution (source), if exists,
and replace it with a new randomly produced solution
xi for the scout using the following equation.

Optimization problems that have more than one
objective function, the objectives to be optimized are
normally in conflict with respect to each other, which
means that there is no single solution for these problems.
Thus it is required to find best possible compromises
among the objectives. In this work, multiple objectives are
normalized and its sum of normalized values faces a
minimization objective. In each iteration, positions are
updated with the normalized objective. The combined
normalized objective (Z) is formulated by considering
equal weightages to all the objectives and is given by the
following equation according to Rao et al. [22] work and
the same was also used by Suman et al. [14].
Min Z=w_1*R_a/R_(a(min)) +w_2*OC/〖OC〗_min
- w_3*MRR/〖MRR〗_max

(5)

R a, min -Minimum value of surface roughness obtained
when the single-objective optimization problem
considering only surface roughness as an objective.
OC min - Minimum value of over-cut obtained when the
single-objective optimization problem considering only
over-cut as an objective.
MRR max - Maximum value of MRR obtained when the
single-objective optimization problem considering only
MRR as an objective.
Weights W 1 , W 2, W 3 =0.33; W 1 +W 2 + W 3 =1.
Results of single objective optimization with hybrid
Fuzzy-ABC algorithm are as follows:
MRR max = 0.8314 g/min
Surface Roughness (R a ) = 1.4 µm
Over-cut = 0.1 mm
Combined normalized objective function is obtained by
substituting weights and objective function values in
equation (5):
Min Z=0.33*R_a/1.4+0.33*OC/0.1-0.33*MRR/0.8314 (6)
This function is treated as a fitness function for Hybrid
Fuzzy-ABC algorithm.
The optimization results are as follows:
Process parameters:
Feed rate
= 0.89 mm/min
Flow rate
= 9.64 L/min
Voltage
= 24.88 volts
Current
= 259 Amps
Inter-electrode gap
= 0.1760 mm
Electrolyte concentration= 204 g/L
Output parameters:
= 0.813 g/min
MRR max
Surface Roughness (R a ) = 1.23 µm
Over-cut
= 0.142 mm
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Figure 7. Scheme of Proposed Hybrid Fuzzy-ABC algorithm

6. Confirmatory Experiment
A confirmation test is used is to validate the
conclusions drawn with new proposed Hybrid Fuzzy-ABC
algorithm. Optimized parameters of multi-objective
optimization were set in the electrochemical machining
and machining was conducted. Performance parameters
were measured and its variance with optimized values is as
follows:
Predicted
performance
values

Experimental
performance
values

% of
error

MRR(g/min)

0.813

0.841

3.544

R a (µm)

1.23

1.28

4.065

Over-cut(mm)

0.142

0.148

4.225

Percentage of error between predicted and experimental
performance values are very acceptable around 4%. Hence
the proposed algorithm is very efficient to implement with
electrochemical machining process.
7. Conclusion
A novel new Hybrid Fuzzy-Artificial Bee Colony
(ABC) algorithm has been developed for multi-objective
optimization of process parameters in electrochemical
machining (ECM). The predicted values for the best
performance is feed rate 0.89 mm/min, flow rate 9.64
L/min, voltage 24.88 volts, current 259 Amps, interelectrode gap 0.176 mm, electrolyte concentration 204 g/L.
Confirmation test results proved that the determined
optimum combination of machining parameters satisfy the
real requirements of electrochemical machining of
6061Al/10%wt Al 2 O 3 /5%wt SiC composite. The optimal
results depend upon the modeling accuracy of Fuzzy
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Inference System (FIS) as well as the consistency of
artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm convergence. Hybrid
Fuzzy-Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm is quite
advantageous than other optimization techniques in terms
of computational efficiency and simplicity to work.
Algorithm parameters are easy to understand and
implement. Integration of the proposed algorithm with an
intelligent manufacturing system will lead to reduction in
production cost, reduction in production time and greater
gain in flexibility of machining parameter selection.
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Abstract
This paper presents a Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) technique in training an Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
which is used for predicting Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW) process parameters for a given input set of welding
parameters. Experiments were conducted according to central composite rotatable design with full replication technique and
results are used to develop a multiple regression model. Multiple set of data from multiple regression are utilised to train the
intelligent network. The trained network is used to predict the weld bead geometry. The welding parameters welding current,
welding speed, contact tip to distance, welding gun angle and pinch are predicted with consideration of performance of bead
width, penetration, reinforcement and dilution. Instead of training with conventional back propagation algorithm a new
concept of training with PSO algorithm is used in this paper. The proposed ANN-PSO model developed using MATLAB
function is found to be flexible, speedy and accurate than conventional ANN system.
© 2014 Jordan Journal of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering. All rights reserved
Keywords: : GMAW, Weld Bead Geometry, Multiple Regression, ANN, PSO.

1. Introduction
Prediction of bead geometry in welding plays an
important role in improving the quality of weld. The
quality of a weld depends on mechanical properties of the
weld metal which in turn depends on metallurgical
characteristics and chemical composition of the weld. The
mechanical and metallurgical feature of weld depends on
bead geometry which is directly related to welding process
parameters. In other words quality of weld depends on in
process parameters [1, 2]. GMA welding is a multiobjective and multifactor metal fabrication technique. The
process parameters have a direct influence on bead
geometry. Much effort has been done for predicting the
bead geometry using artificial neural network. Due to their
excellent ability in mapping, generalisation, selforganisation and self-learning ANN became a powerful
tool. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is an
evolutionary computational technique originated from the
behaviour of bird flocking and fish schooling. In this paper
a new method of training, instead of Back Propagation
(BP) training, for ANN with PSO training is used.
Figure 1 shows the clad bead geometry. Mechanical
strength of clad metal is highly influenced by the
*

Corresponding author. e-mail: pathiyasseril@yahoo.com.

composition of metal but also by clad bead shape [2, 3].
This is an indication of bead geometry. It mainly depends
on wire feed rate, welding speed, arc voltage etc.
Therefore, it is necessary to study the relationship between
in-process parameters and bead parameters to study clad
bead geometry in which A and B represents area of
reinforcement and area of penetration respectively. This
paper highlights the study carried out to develop
mathematical, ANN and ANN-PSO models to predict clad
bead geometry in stainless steel cladding deposited by
GMAW.

Percentage dilution (D) = [B/ (A+B)] X 100
Figure 1. Clad bead geometry
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2. Experimentation

3. Plan of Investigation

The following machines and consumables were used
for the purpose of conducting experiment:
1. A constant current gas metal arc welding machine
(Invrtee V 350 – PRO advanced processor with 5 – 425
amps output range)
2. Welding manipulator
3. Wire feeder (LF – 74 Model)
4. Filler material Stainless Steel wire of 1.2mm diameter
(ER – 308 L).
5. Gas cylinder containing a mixture of 98% argon and
2% of oxygen.
6. Mild steel plate (grade IS – 2062)
Test plates of size 300 x 200 x 20mm were cut from
mild steel plate of grade IS – 2062 and one of the surfaces
is cleaned to remove oxide and dirt before cladding. ER308 L stainless steel wire of 1.2mm diameter was used for
depositing the clad beads through the feeder. Argon gas at
a constant flow rate of 16 litres per minute was used for
shielding. The properties of base metal and filler wire are
shown in Table 1. The important and most difficult
parameter found from trial run is wire feed rate. The wire
feed rate is proportional to current. Wire feed rate must be
greater than critical wire feed rate to achieve pulsed metal
transfer. The relationship found from trial run is shown in
equation (1). The formula derived is shown in Figure 2:

The research work is carried out in the following steps
[5,6] .Identification of factors ,finding the limit of process
variables, development of design matrix, conducting
experiments as per design matrix, recording responses,
development of mathematical models, checking adequacy
of developed models, and predicting the parameters using
ANN, and using ANN-PSO parameters predicted.

Wire feed rate = 0.96742857 *current + 79.1

(1)

The selection of the welding electrode wire based on
the matching the mechanical properties and physical
characteristics of the base metal, weld size and existing
electrode inventory [4]. A candidate material for cladding
which has excellent corrosion resistance and weld ability is
stainless steel. These have chloride stress corrosion
cracking resistance and strength significantly greater than
other materials. These have good surface appearance, good
radiographic standard quality and minimum electrode
wastage.
Table 1. Chemical Composition of Base Metal and Filler Wire
Elements, Weight %
Materials

C

SI

Mn

P

S

Al

IS 2062 0.150 0.160 0.870 0.015 0.016 0.031
ER308L 0.03 0.57 1.76 0.021 1.008

-

Cr

Mo

Ni

-

-

-

19.52 0.75 10.02

3.1. Identification of Factors and Responses
The basic difference between welding and cladding is
the percentage of dilution. The properties of cladding are
significantly influenced by the dilution obtained. Hence,
the control of the dilution is important in cladding where a
low dilution is highly desirable. When dilution is quite
low, the final deposit composition will be closer to that of
the filler material and, hence, the corrosion resistant
properties of cladding will be greatly improved. The
chosen factors have been selected on the basis of getting
minimal dilution and optimal clad bead geometry [1].
These are: wire feed rate (W), welding speed (S), and
welding gun angle (T), contact tip. The following
independently controllable process parameters were found
to be affecting output parameters distance (N) and pinch
(Ac). The responses chosen were clad bead width (W),
height of reinforcement (R), Depth of Penetration (P), and
percentage of dilution (D). The responses were chosen
based on the impact of parameters on the final composite
model.
3.2. Finding the Limits of Process Variables
Working ranges of all the selected factors are fixed by
conducting a trial run. This was carried out by varying one
of factors while keeping the rest as constant values. The
working range of each process parameters was decided
upon by inspecting the bead for smooth appearance
without any visible defects. The upper limit of the given
factor was coded as -2. The coded values of intermediate
values were calculated using the equation (2):

Xi =

2[2 X  ( X max  X mi)]
( X max  X min)]

(2)

Where Xi is the required coded value of parameter X is
any value of parameter from Xmin – Xmax. Xmin is the
lower limit of parameters and Xmax is the upper limit
parameters [7].
The chosen level of the parameters with their units and
notation are given in Table 2:

Figure 2. Relationship between Current and Wire Feed Rate
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3.3. Development of Design Matrix

Table 2. Welding Parameters and their Levels
Parameters

The design matrix chosen to conduct the experiments
was a central composite rotatable design. The design
matrix comprises full replication of 25(= 32), and factorial
designs. All welding parameters in the intermediate levels
(o) constitute the central points and a combination of each
welding parameter at either highest value (+2) or lowest (2) with other parameters of intermediate levels (0) that
constitute star points. 32 experimental trails were
conducted, making the estimation of linear quadratic and
two way interactive effects of process parameters on clad
geometry [8,9].
3.4. Conducting Experiments as per Design Matrix
In this work, 32 experimental runs were allowed for the
estimation of linear quadratic and two-way interactive
effects corresponding to each treatment combination of
parameters on bead geometry at random as shown Table 3.
At each run, settings for all parameters were disturbed and
reset for the next deposit. Figure 3 shows the GMAW
circuit diagram. This is very essential for introducing
variability caused by errors in the experimental set up. The
experiments were conducted at SVS College of
Engineering, Coimbatore, 642109, India.
3.5. Recording of Responses
For measuring the clad bead geometry, the transverse
section of each weld overlays was cut using a band saw of
mid length. Position of the weld and end faces were
machined and grinded. The specimen and faces were
polished and etched using a 5% nital solution to display
bead dimensions. The clad bead profiles were traced using
a reflective type optical profile projector at a magnification
of X10, in M/s Roots Industries Ltd. Coimbatore. Then,
the bead dimensions, such as depth of penetration height of
reinforcement and clad bead width, were measured [10,
11]. The profiles traced using AUTO CAD software. This
is shown in Figure 4. This represents the profile of the
specimen (front side). The cladded specimen is shown in
Figure 5. The measured clad bead dimensions and
percentage of dilution are shown in Table 4.

Figure 3. GMAW Circuit Diagram

Factor Levels
Unit

Notation

-2

A

1

200

225 250 275 300

Welding Speed

mm/min

S

150

158 166 174 182

Contact tip to
work distance

mm

N

10

14

18

Welding gun
Angle

Degree

T

70

80

90 100 110

-

Ac

-10

-5

0

Welding Current

Pinch

-1

0

1

2

22

26

5

10

Table 3. Design Matrix
Trial Number

Design Matrix
I

S

N

T

Ac

1

-1

-1

-1

-1

1

2

1

-1

-1

-1

-1

3

-1

1

-1

-1

-1

4

1

1

-1

-1

1

5

-1

-1

1

-1

-1

6

1

-1

1

-1

1

7

-1

1

1

-1

1

8

1

1

1

-1

-1

9

-1

-1

-1

1

-1

10

1

-1

-1

1

1

11

-1

1

-1

1

1

12

1

1

-1

1

-1

13

-1

-1

1

1

1

14

1

-1

1

1

-1

15

-1

1

1

1

-1

16

1

1

1

1

1

17

-2

0

0

0

0

18

2

0

0

0

0

19

0

-2

0

0

0

20

0

2

0

0

0

21

0

0

-2

0

0

22

0

0

2

0

0

23

0

0

0

-2

0

24

0

0

0

2

0

25

0

0

0

0

-2

26

0

0

0

0

2

27

0

0

0

0

0

28

0

0

0

0

0

29

0

0

0

0

0

30

0

0

0

0

0

31

0

0

0

0

0

32

0

0

0

0

0

I - Welding current; S - Welding speed; N - Contact tip to work
distance; T - Welding gun angle; Ac – Pinch
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Figure 4. Traced Profile of bead geometry
Table 4. Design Matrix and Observed Values of Clad Bead Geometry
Trial No.

Figure 5. cladded specimen

Design Matrix

Bead Parameters

I

S

N

T

Ac

W (mm)

P (mm)

R (mm)

D (%)

-1

-1

-1

-1

1

6.9743

1.67345

6.0262

10.72091

2

1

-1

-1

-1

-1

7.6549

1.9715

5.88735

12.16746

3

-1

1

-1

-1

-1

6.3456

1.6986

5.4519

12.74552

4

1

1

-1

-1

1

7.7635

1.739615

6.0684

10.61078

5

-1

-1

1

-1

-1

7.2683

2.443

5.72055

16.67303

6

1

-1

1

-1

1

9.4383

2.4905

5.9169

15.96692

7

-1

1

1

-1

-1

6.0823

2.4672

5.49205

16.5894

8

1

1

1

-1

-1

8.4666

2.07365

5.9467

14.98494

9

-1

-1

-1

1

-1

6.3029

1.5809

5.9059

10.2749

10

1

-1

-1

1

1

7.0136

1.5662

5.9833

9.707297

11

-1

1

-1

1

1

6.2956

1.58605

5.5105

11.11693

12

1

1

-1

1

-1

7.741

1.8466

5.8752

11.4273

13

-1

-1

1

1

1

7.3231

2.16475

5.72095

15.29097

14

1

-1

1

1

-1

9.6171

2.69495

6.37445

18.54077

15

-1

1

1

1

-1

6.6335

2.3089

5.554

17.23138

16

1

1

1

1

1

10.514

2.7298

5.4645

20.8755

17

-2

0

0

0

0

6.5557

1.99045

5.80585

13.65762

18

2

0

0

0

0

7.4772

2.5737

6.65505

15.74121

19

0

-2

0

0

0

7.5886

2.50455

6.4069

15.77816

20

0

2

0

0

0

7.5014

2.1842

5.6782

16.82349

21

0

0

-2

0

0

6.1421

1.3752

6.0976

8.941799

22

0

0

2

0

0

8.5647

3.18536

5.63655

22.94721

23

0

0

0

-2

0

7.9575

2.2018

5.8281

15.74941

24

0

0

0

2

0

7.7085

1.85885

6.07515

13.27285

25

0

0

0

0

-2

7.8365

2.3577

5.74915

16.63287

26

0

0

0

0

2

8.2082

2.3658

5.99005

16.38043

27

0

0

0

0

0

7.9371

2.1362

6.0153

15.18374

28

0

0

0

0

0

8.4371

2.17145

5.69895

14.82758

29

0

0

0

0

0

9.323

3.1425

5.57595

22.8432

30

0

0

0

0

0

9.2205

3.2872

5.61485

23.6334

31

0

0

0

0

0

10.059

2.86605

5.62095

21.55264

32

0

0

0

0

0

8.9953

2.72068

5.7052

19.60811

1

W-Width; R - Reinforcement W - Width; P - Penetration; D - Dilution %
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3.6. Development of Mathematical Models

Clad Bead Width (W), mm = 8.923 + 0.701A + 0.388B +
0.587C + 0.040D + 0.088E – 0.423A2 – 0.291B2 –
0.338C2 – 0.219D2 – 0.171E2 + 0.205AB + 0.405AC +
0.105AD + 0.070AE–0.134BC+0.225BD+0.098BE+
0.26CD+0.086CE+0.012DE
(9)

The response function representing any of the clad bead
geometry can be expressed as [12, 13]:
Y = f (A, B, C, D, E)

(3)

Where,
Y = Response variable
A = Welding current (I) in amps
B = Welding speed (S) in mm/min
C = Contact tip to Work distance (N) in mm
D = Welding gun angle (T) in degrees
E = Pinch (Ac)
The second order surface response model equals can be
expressed as below:
5
5
5
(4)
Y=  0   i X i +   n xi2 +  X ij X j
i 0

i 0

Depth of Penetration (P), mm = 2.735 + 0.098A –
0.032B + 0.389C – 0.032D – 0.008E – 0.124A2 – 0.109B2
– 0.125C2 – 0.187D2 – 0.104E2 – 0.33AB + 0.001 AC +
0.075AD + 0.005 AE–0.018BC+ 0.066BD+ 0.087BE +
0.058CD + 0.054CE – 0.036DE
(10)
Height of Reinforcement (R), mm = 5.752 + 0.160A –
0.151B – 0.060C + 0.016D – 0.002E + 0.084A2 + 0.037B2
– 0.0006C2 + 0.015D2 – 0.006E2 + 0.035AB + 0.018AC –
0.008AD – 0.048AE– 0.024BC – 0.062BD –0.003BE +
0.012CD – 0.092CE–0.095DE
(11)

i 0

Percentage Dilution (D), % = 19.705 + 0.325A + 0.347B
+ 3.141C – 0.039D – 0.153E – 1.324A2 – 0.923B2 –
1.012C2 – 1.371D2 – 0.872E2 – 0.200AB + 0.346 AC +
0.602 AD + 0.203AE + 0.011BC + 0.465BD + 0.548BE +
0.715CD + 0.360CE+0.137DE
(12)
Co-efficient of the above polynomial equation where
calculated by regression as given by equations (5) to (8)

Y = β0 + β1 A + β2 B + β3 C + β4 D + β5 E + β11 A2 + β22
B2 + β33 C2 + β44 D2 + β55 E2 + β12 AB + β13 AC + β14 AD
+ β15 AE + β23 BC + β24 BD + β25 BE + β34 CD + β35 CE+
β45 DE
Where, β0 is the free term of the regression equation,
the coefficient β1, β2, β3, β4 and β5 is are linear terms, the
coefficients β11, β22, β33, β44 and ß55 quadratic terms, and
the coefficients β 12, β13, β14, β15 , etc are the interaction
terms. The coefficients were calculated by using Quality
America six sigma software (DOE – PC IV). After
determining the coefficients, the mathematical models
were developed. The developed mathematical models are
given as follows:

0 = 0 166338(( X 0Y ) + 0.05679(  X iiY ))

(5)

i = 0.166338(  X iY )

(6)

ii = 0.0625 (( X iiY ) + 0.06889 (  X iiY ) 

(7)

0.056791(  X 0Y ))

ij = 0.125 ( X ijY )
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3.7. Checking the Adequacy of the Developed Models
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) technique was used to
test the adequacy of the model. As per this technique, if
the F – ratio values of the developed models do not exceed
the standard tabulated values for a desired level of
confidence (95%) and the calculated R – ratio values of the
developed model exceed the standard values for a desired
level of confidence (95%) then the models are said to be
adequate within the confidence limit [14]. These
conditions were satisfied for the developed models. The
values are shown in Table 5:

(8)

Table 5. Analysis of variance for Testing Adequacy of the Model
1st Order terms

2nd order terms

Lack of fit

Error terms

Parameter

F-ratio

R-ratio

Whether model
is adequate

SS

DF

SS

DF

SS

DF

SS

DF

W

36.889

20

6.233

11

3.51 3

6

2.721

5

1.076

3.390

Adequate

P

7.810

20

0.404

11

0.142

6

0.261

5

0.454

7.472

Adequate

R

1.921

20

0.572

11

0.444

6

0.128

5

2.885

3.747

Adequate

D

506.074

20

21.739

11

6.289

6

15.45

5

0.339

8.189

Adequate

SS - Sum of squares; DF - Degree of freedom; F Ratio (6, 5, 0.5) = 3.40451; R Ratio (20, 5, 0.05) = 3.20665
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4. Artificial Neural Network

X norm = 0.1 +

Artificial neural network models are generally
comprised of three independent layers: input, hidden, and
output. Each layer consists of several processing neurons.
Each neuron in a layer operates in logical similarity.
Information is transmitted from one layer to others in
serial operations. The neurons in the input layer include
the input values. Each neuron in the hidden layer
processes the inputs into the neuron outputs. The pattern
of hidden layers to be applied in the modelling can be
either multiple layers or a single layer. The most widely
used training algorithm for neural networks is the backpropagation algorithm [15, 16].
The MLP is one of artificial neural networks that are
extensively used to solve a number of different problems,
including pattern recognition and interpolation. Each layer
is composed of neurons which are interconnected with
each other in a previous layer by weights. In each neuron,
a specific mathematical function called the activation
function accepts a weighed sum of the outputs from a
previous layer as the function’s input, and generates the
function’s output. In the experiment, the hyperbolic
tangent sigmoid transfer function [17] is used as the
activation function. It is defined by:

f s =

1  e2 s
1  e2 s

(13)

n

Where S =

 wixi  b
i 0

in which wi are weights, xi are

inputs of neuron, b is bias and n is the number of variables.
The MLP is trained by using the Levenberg-Marquardt
technique. This technique is more powerful than the
conventional gradient descent technique.
Input Layer

Hidden Layer

Output Layer

Figure 6. Neural Network Architecture

(X X min )
1.25( X max  (X min )

(14)

Xnorm = Normalized value between 0 and 1
X
= Value to be normalized
Xmin = Minimum value in the data set range the particular
data set rage which is to be normalized.
Xmax = Maximum value in the particular data set range
which is to be normalized.
The accuracy of prediction may be decreased with the
increase in the number of neurons in the hidden layer in
other words increase in number of neurons could not
directly improve the capability of function approximation
of network. In this study, five welding process parameters
were employed as input to the network. The LevenbergMarquardt approximation algorithm was found to be the
best fit for application because it can reduce the MSE to a
significantly small value and can provide better accuracy
of prediction. So, neural network model with feed forward
back propagation algorithm and Levenberg-Marquardt
approximation algorithm was trained with data collected
for the experiment. Error was calculated using equation
(10):
Error =

( Actual value - Predicted value) X 100
Predicted value

(15)

The difficulty using the regression equation is the
possibility of over fitting the data. To avoid this the
experimental data is divided in to two sets, one training set
and other test data set .The ANN model is created using
only training data the other test data is used to check the
behaviour the ANN model created. All variables are
normalized using the equation (9).The data was
randomized and portioned in to two one training and other
test data.

y = i wij hi + 

(16)

hi = tan h( j wij x j + i )

(17)

The Neural Network general form can be defined as a
model shown above y representing the output variables
and xj the set of inputs, shown in equations [19, 20]. The
subscript i represents the hidden units shown in Figure 6
and
represents the bias and wj represents the weights.
The equation above defines the function giving output as a
function of input.
In this work, the number of input neurons is five and
output neurons are four. It is necessary to find the number
of hidden layers and number of neurons in the hidden
layer. From Figure 7, it is found that twelve neurons give
minimum error. So, a structure of 5-12-4 is created for the
prediction of data. The data for prediction are taken from
Table 4. First eleven data are used for testing and the next
seventeen data are used for training. This is shown in
Tables 7 and 8.

MAT LAB 7 was used for training the network for the
prediction of clad bead geometry. Statistical mathematical
model was used compare results produced by the work.
For normalizing the data the goal is to examine the
statistical distribution of values of each net input and
outputs are roughly uniform in addition the value should
scaled to match range of input neurons [18]. This is
basically range 0 to 1 in practice it is found to between 01
and 9. In this paper, data bases are normalized using the
Equation
(9):
Figure7. comparisons between number of hidden units and Error
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Table 6. Comparison of actual and predicted values of the clad bead parameters using neural network data (training)
Actual Bead Parameters

Predicted Bead Parameters

Error

Trial
W

P

R

D

W

P

R

D

W

P

R

D

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(%)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(%)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(%)

1

7.741

1.8466

5.8752

11.4273

7.335

2.0986

6.0792

10.8222

0.406

-0.252

-0.204

0.6051

2

7.3231

2.16475

5.72095

15.29097

6.8214

2.0617

5.6946

14.9379

0.5017

0.10305

0.02635

0.35307

3

9.6171

2.69495

6.37445

18.54077

9.3713

2.8982

6.4084

17.4578

0.2458

0.20325

-0.0339

1.08297

4

6.6335

2.3089

5.554

17.23138

7.4306

2.2927

5.6232

15.7908

-0.7971

0.0162

-0.0692

1.44058

5

10.514

2.7298

5.4645

20.8755

7.8991

2.5154

5.8078

18.0664

2.6149

0.2144

-0.3433

2.8091

6

6.5557

1.99045

5.80585

13.65762

6.5761

1.9158

5.7867

14.2039

-0.0204

0.07465

0.01915

-0.5462

7

7.4772

2.5737

6.65505

15.74121

7.393

2.7191

6.7112

14.7525

0.0842

-0.1454

-0.0561

0.98871

8

7.5886

2.50455

6.4069

15.77816

7.5943

2.4317

6.3834

15.9881

-0.0057

0.07285

0.0235

-0.2099

9

7.5014

2.1842

5.6782

16.82349

7.4652

2.2814

5.7674

16.5744

0.0362

-0.0972

-0.0892

0.24909

10

6.1421

1.3752

6.0976

8.941799

5.6583

1.44

6.2054

9.3753

0.4838

-0.0648

-0.1078

-0.4335

11

8.5647

3.18536

5.63655

22.94721

9.9724

2.962

5.5227

18.9566

-1.4077

0.22336

0.11385

3.99061

12

7.9575

2.2018

5.8281

15.74941

9.0693

2.6919

6.2337

17.5548

-1.1118

-0.4901

-0.4056

-1.8053

13

7.7085

1.85885

6.07515

13.27285

6.7699

1.7807

6.109

12.8584

0.9386

0.07815

-0.0338

0.41445

14

7.8365

2.3577

5.74915

16.63287

8.5364

2.9431

6.6735

15.9653

-0.6999

-0.5854

-0.9243

0.66757

15

8.2082

2.3658

5.99005

16.38043

8.0083

2.371

6.0186

16.3701

0.1999

-0.0052

-0.0285

0.01033

16

7.9371

2.1362

6.0153

15.18374

7.9441

2.1197

6.01

15.3735

-0.007

0.0165

0.0053

-0.1897

17

8.4731

2.17145

5.69895

14.82758

8.6735

2.5165

5.4985

15.2875

-0.2001

-0.3450

0.2031

-0.4599

NO

Table 7. Comparison of actual and predicted values of the clad bead parameters using neural network data (test)
Actual Bead Parameters
Trial No

Predicted Bead Parameters

Error

W

P

R

D

W

P

R

D

W

P

R

D

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(%)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(%)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(%)

1

6.9743

1.6735

6.0262

10.721

6.1945

1.85

5.9611

12.367

0.7798

-0.177

0.0651

-1.646

2

7.6549

1.9715

5.8873

12.167

7.1815

2.1507

6.5553

10.268

0.4734

-0.179

-0.668

1.899

3

6.3456

1.6986

5.4519

12.746

7.4954

1.5339

5.4923

9.3808

-1.15

0.1647

-0.04

3.3652

4

7.7635

1.7396

6.0684

10.611

6.4936

1.854

6.5573

9.4799

1.2699

-0.114

-0.489

1.1311

5

7.2683

2.443

5.7206

16.673

7.3354

2.6576

5.5657

19.104

-0.067

-0.215

0.1549

-2.431

6

9.4383

2.4905

5.9169

15.967

7.6066

2.1045

6.4342

18.49

1.8317

0.386

-0.517

-2.523

7

6.0823

2.4672

5.492

16.589

8.0417

2.1722

5.5126

16.874

-1.959

0.295

-0.021

-0.285

8

8.4666

2.0737

5.9467

14.985

8.3236

2.2349

5.9031

16.972

0.143

-0.161

0.0436

-1.987

9

6.3029

1.5809

5.9059

10.275

8.2381

1.7955

5.6022

11.219

-1.935

-0.215

0.3037

-0.944

10

7.0136

1.5662

5.9833

9.7073

7.5899

2.4579

6.542

13.415

-0.576

-0.892

-0.559

-3.708

11

6.2956

1.586

5.5105

11.117

7.7318

1.7647

5.8676

10.71

-1.436

-0.179

-0.357

0.407
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Whole, the best position of the best positions of all
particles is denoted by Gbest in which pg=(pg1,pg2,……pg3).
The PSO algorithm is formulated as [12]:
vidk 1 = wikd + c1ran d1 ( Pbest - sikd ) +c2 ran d 2 (gbest - sikd ) (18)

5. PSO algorithm
The particle swarm optimization algorithm gives a
solution much similar to problems such as genetic
algorithms. In PSO, a point in the problem space is called a
particle, which is initialized with a random position and
search velocity [21, 22]. Each particle flies through the
problem space and keeps track of its positions and its fitness.
Where the latter means the best solution achieved. Its position and
velocity are adjusted by its fitness to the environment. Given that a
swarm consists of m particles in a D-dimensional problem space, the
position and velocity of the ith particle is presented as:
Si= (Si1, Si2,….., SiD), i=1,2…..m,
vi= (vi1, vi2,….viD)
The best position of a particle is denoted by P best,
pi = (pi1 , pi2,……pi3). Treating the swarm population as a

SIdk 1  sikd + vikd1 , i  1, 2,..., m, d  1,2,...., D

(19)

where,
is the velocity of the ith particle at the kth
iteration, w the inertia weight, cj the accelerating factor, rand
the random in a range [0, 1] and
is the current position of the
ith particle.
Figure 8 illustrates the search process of a particle in a twodimensional space, where S k is the current position, S k+1 the
search position next to the current position, v k the velocity at
the current position, v k+1 the velocity at the next position, pbest the
best velocity based on the vbest and up is the velocity based on Gbest
To ensure the convergence of the search, a constriction
factor is introduced into the standard PSO algorithm. Eq.
(18) is converted into:
From Eq. (20), k is constricted by c1 and c2. Due to k,
there is no need of the maximum search velocity Vmax and the
search convergence is ensured mathematically. In other words,
the vibration amplitude of the particle decreases when it is near
to the best position. Obviously, the constriction factor in the
PSO algorithm can produce the solution better than that of the
standard PSO [21, 22].
6. Neural Network Training with PSO and Comparison
Instead of back propagation algorithm (BP) ANN is
trained with PSO. The predicted results are shown in Table
8. Figure 9 shows convergence comparison.

Figure 8. The illustration of searching in a two – dimensional
space.

vikd1 = k[vikd + c1ran d1 ( Pbest - sikd ) + c2 ran d 2 ( gbest - sikd )]

k

2

(20)

Where φ = c1 + c2φ > 4φ.

| 2     2  4 |

(21)

Table 8. Comparison of actual and predicted data using ANN-PSO (Test)
Actual Bead Parameters
Trial No

Predicted Bead Parameters

Error

W

P

R

D

W

P

R

D

W

P

R

D

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(%)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(%)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(%)

1

6.9743

1.6735

6.0262

10.721

6.7317

1.5807

6.5376

10.192

0.2426

0.0928

-0.4114

0.5290

2

7.6549

1.9715

5.8873

12.167

7.7314

1.5231

4.5848

12.628

-0.0765

0.4484

1.3025

-0.461

3

6.3456

1.6986

5.4519

12.746

6.7698

1.9721

5.6432

12.588

-0.4242

-0.2735

-0.0913

0.158

4

7.7635

1.7396

6.0684

10.611

7.2224

1.7116

6.8496

11.665

0.3482

0.0820

-0.7812

1.044

5

7.2683

2.443

5.7206

16.673

7.6165

2.8299

5.5489

16.052

-0.3482

-0.3799

0.1717

0.621

6

9.4383

2.4905

5.9169

15.967

9.4902

2.4324

5.4616

15.729

-0.0512

0.0581

0.4545

0.2382

7

6.0823

2.4672

5.492

16.589

6.9565

2.4565

5.9655

15.654

-0.8742

0.0101

0.4730

0.9390

8

8.4666

2.0737

5.9467

14.985

8.4301

2.0245

5.3226

15.666

0.0366

0.0492

0.6241

-0.6811

9

6.3029

1.5809

5.9059

10.275

4.6652

1.8028

5.1061

10.997

1.6377

-0.2219

0.7998

-0.7218

10

7.0136

1.5662

5.9833

9.7073

6.4065

1.4028

5.6872

9.4375

0.6071

0.1634

0.1871

0.2698

11

6.2956

1.586

5.5105

11.117

5.9413

1.7973

5.0204

11.570

0.3543

-0.2219

0.4901

-0.453
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Figure 9. Convergence velocity comparison of the PSO and BP
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Figure 13. Comparison of ANN and ANN-PSO prediction in
Percentage of Dilution

7. Results and Discussions

Figure 10. Comparison of ANN and ANN-PSO prediction in
Bead Width

Figure 11. Comparison of ANN and ANN-PSO prediction in
Penetration

Figure 12. Comparison of ANN and ANN-PSO prediction in
Reinforcement

1. A five-level five-factor full factorial design matrix
based on central composite rotatable design
technique was used for the mathematical development
of model to predict the clad bead geometry of austenitic
stainless steel deposited by GMAW.
2. ANN tool, available in MATLAB 7 software, was
efficiently employed for prediction of clad bead
geometry.
3. In cladding by a welding process, clad bead geometry
is very important for economising the material. This
study effectively used ANN and ANN-PSO models to
predict weld bead geometry.
4. In this study, two models Artificial Neural Network
(ANN) and ANN-PSO system for prediction of bead
geometry in GMAW welding process are studied and
compared. It is proved that ANN-PSO model prediction
is more efficient than neural network model. The
comparison of prediction between ANN and ANN-PSO
is shown through Figures 10-13.
5. The paper presents the adoption of a particle swarm
optimization technique to train perceptrons in
predicting the outcome of clad bead geometry. A key
contribution of the presented work is the adoption of
PSO-based training of prediction of bead geometry.
The performance of the PSO-based multilayer ANN is
bench marked with conventional BP base neural
network. It is noted that the testing case of the PSO
based network is able to give a successful prediction
rate with less error. Moreover, the PSO-based
perceptron exhibits much better and faster convergence
performance in the training process as well as a better
ability in the validation process than the conventional
BP-based perceptron. It can be observed from Figure 9
that the PSO-based training is better than the
conventional BP-based training. It can be concluded
that the PSO-based perceptron performs better than the
conventional BP-based perceptron.
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8. Conclusions
Based on the above study, it can be observed that the
developed model can be used to predict clad bead
geometry within the applied limits of process parameters.
In this study, ANN-PSO and ANN were used for
predicting clad bead geometry. In the case of any cladding
process, bead geometry plays an important role in
determining the properties of the surface exposed to hostile
environments and reducing cost of manufacturing. It is
proved that PSO is faster and more accurate than ANN.
Instead of conventional back propagation algorithm
used in the conventional artificial neural network training,
a new method of PSO-based training of ANN is used in
this study. It can be shown that error is less in PSO-based
training and, thus, PSO-based training is more accurate,
speedy and precise. While comparing the convergence of
PSO and BP algorithms, PSO is better converged.
Comparing reinforcement, penetration, bead width and
dilution with conventional BP algorithm and new PSO
training, it can be seen that the new method is acceptable
and can be used in predicting the bead geometry.
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ﺗﺼﺪر ﺑﺪﻋﻢ ﻣﻦ ﺻﻨﺪوق اﻟﺒﺤﺚ اﻟﻌﻠﻤﻲ

ﺍﻠﻤﺠﻠﺔ ﺍﻷﺭﺩﻧﻴﺔ ﻟﻠﻬﻨﺪﺳﺔ ﺍﻟﻤﻴﻜﺎﻧﻴﻜﻴﺔ ﻭﺍﻟﺼﻨﺎﻋﻴﺔ
ﻣﺠﻠﺔ ﻋﻠﻤﻴﺔ ﻋﺎﻠﻤﻴﺔ ﻤﺤﻜﻤﺔ
ﺍﻟﻤﺠﻠﺔ ﺍﻷﺭﺩﻧﻴﺔ ﻟﻠﻬﻨﺪﺳﺔ ﺍﻟﻤﻴﻜﺎﻧﻴﻜﻴﺔ ﻭﺍﻟﺼﻨﺎﻋﻴﺔ :ﻣﺠﻠﺔ ﻋﻠﻤﻴﺔ ﻋﺎﻟﻤﻴﺔ ﻣﺤﻜﻤﺔ ﺗﺼﺩﺭ ﻋﻦ

ﺍﻟﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ ﺍﻟﻬﺎﺷﻣﻳﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﺗﻌﺎﻭﻥ ﻣﻊ ﺻﻧﺩﻭﻕ ﺩﻋﻡ ﺍﻟﺑﺣﺙ ﺍﻟﻌﻠﻣﻲ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻻﺭﺩﻥ
ﻫﻴﺌﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﺤﺮﻳﺮ
ﺭﺋﻴﺲ ﺍﻟﺘﺤﺮﻳﺮ
ﺍﻷﺳﺘﺎﺫ ﺍﻟﺪﻛﺘﻮﺭ ﻧﺒﻴﻞ ﻋﻨﺎﻗﺮﺓ
ﻗﺴﻢ ﺍﻟﻬﻨﺪﺳﺔ ﺍﻟﻤﻴﻜﺎﻧﻴﻜﻴﺔ ﻭ ﺍﻟﺼﻨﺎﻋﻴﺔ ،ﺍﻟﺠﺎﻣﻌﺔ ﺍﻟﻬﺎﺷﻤﻴﺔ ،ﺍﻟﺰﺭﻗﺎء ،ﺍﻷﺭﺩﻥ.
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ﺍﻟﺪﻛﺘﻮﺭ ﺧﺎﻟﺪ ﺍﻟﻮﺩﻳﺎﻥ
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